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CONFIDENTIAL 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
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Sir D Wass 
Sir K Couzens 
Sir A Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Burns 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Ridley 
Mr Cropper 

Sir L Airey 
Sir D Lovelock 

CONSERVATIVE FINANCE COMMITTEE: 3 FEBRUARY 

The meeting was addressed by Sir Terence Beckett, accompanied by 

r 

Sir Donald MacDougall. Not particularly well-attended. Ralph Howall 

in the chair. 

Sir Terence Beckett said that industry's big concern was its lack 

of competitiveness. Industry was partly to blame for having conceded 

excessive pay increases in the past. 

in the average level of settlements. 

But now there had been a sea-change 

Increases in industry's costs were a serious matter: nationalised 

industry charges, rates, energy prices, etc; to all these had to be 

added the problem of sterling. When he and Sir Donald MacDougall 

were autopsied, on their hearts would be found not the word "Calais", 

but the graph on page 8 of the CBI Budget representations, which 

showed industry's falling real rate of return. He expected 

profitability to decline further in 1981. The plight of industry 

was such that tax relief on profits would be useless: relief on 

costs was required. 

Sir Terence then went ' through the list of the CBI's main Budget 

representations. He concluded by saying that if the PSBR outturn 

for this year were £11t billion, then any PSBR smaller than £12t billion 

next year would be fiscally restrictive. 

Jock Bruce-Gardyne asked: (i) would not a Government announcement of 

a lower target rate for sterling risk pushing the currency upwards? 
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(ii) What did the CBI representations mean by foreign exchange 

market intervention that was "compatible" with fi1IIlmonetary control? 

Sir Terence replied this was a contentious area. But industry needed 

a lower exchange rate. He was glad to see that the PM had progressively 

been saying more about the difficulties caused by the high rate. 

The Government should now go fur ther and say the rate shouldmme 

down. Other countries were able to make such announcements. The 

pound was unlikely to plumme~: North Sea oil would see to that. 

Sir Donald had the answer to the second question. 

Sir Donald MacDougall said it was difficult to explain this briefly, 

but it was possible for the Bank to sell poUnds and then take compensating 

action to mop up those po~nds, without raising interest rates. The 

Germans had done this. He would discuss : ~t - afterwards with 

\ '. J.f). Mr Bruce-Gardyne. ~ ~ 

---
Peter Hord~" said that the effect of Sir Donald's policy must be to 

keep interest rates up. But supposing interest rates fell, what 

guarantee was there that industry would invest rather than pay 

higher wages? 

Sir Terence said that poor profitability and high unemployment should 

between them keep wages from rising too fast. 

Nick Lyell asked what the CBI representations meant by "infrastructure". 

Sir Terence replied that a list of desirable public capital projects 

had been submitted to the Chancellor. 

Nigel Forman asked whether the CBI had a view on taxing clearers' 

profits. Sir Terence said the CBI had not discussed this among 

themselves. The banks had made tremendous efforts to keep certain 

companies goi~g - but he was not saying this was a trade-off against 

being taxed. 

Tim " Eggar said the CBI representations were like a fairy-tale: everything 

would come right. If they were calling for bigger subsidies to 

nationalised industries, and for reductions in current public expenditure, 

were these included in the CBI's PSBR arithmetic? Sir Terence said 
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they were calling for neither of those things; but in any case their 

arithmetic was correct , because Sir Donald had checked it with the 

Treasury. 

Terence Higgins asked what would make the UK economy turn up, if there 

were no change in Government policy and no world upturn? Sir Terence 

said one had to assume the wor~ economy would turn up. There was no 

sign that the UK economy had reached bottom yet. 

Toby Jessel asked whether the CBI could not give a stronger lead to 

industry o n the need to curb inflation, and why they did not give the 

Government more credit for the fall in inflation. Sir Terence said 

the CBI were already doing these things. 

Geoffrey Rippon asked: (i) What would the CBI say to a PSBR of 

£14 billion this year? 

(ii) Would the CBI accept higher personal 

taxation if that was the price for more public investment? 

(iii) Would the CBI support a clear distinction 

between cunrent and capital spending in public accounts? 

Sir Terence agreed very strongly with (iii). On (i), a PSBR of 

£14 billion would be "crisis-stations". There would have to be 

further expenditure cuts. It might be necessary to dispense with 

part of the Rooker-Wise revalorisation, even though to do so would 

be "repugnant" to him. 

Alan Clark said that the West German and Japanese industrial successes 

had taken place against rising exchange rates. The UK Government had 

now created conditions in which wages were rising less rapidly than 

prices, so industry had looked for another scapegoat and found the 

exchange rate. Sir Terence said West German and Japanese industry 

was superbly efficient. British industry could not make up the loss 

of competitiveness by improving productivity: the gap was too big. 

Nick Budgen asked whether the CBI wanted an incomes policy; whether 

they would surrender monetary control if this were the price of a 

l ower exchange-rate; and whether this lay behind the "bare-knuckle" 
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speech. Sir Terence was against incomes policies. Monetary control 

was essential to the control of inflation. He could have chosen 

better words than "bare - knuckle fight", but the point he was making 

was that business should not be afraid to speak up for itself. 

GEORGE CARDONA 

4: February 1981 
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10 DOWNING STREET 

THE PRIME MINISTER 4 February 19~1 

Dear Sheila, 

You wrote to me on 8 January enclosing this letter from 

Mr. T. Bourne of Fallowfield, 2 Ashby Road East, Stanhope 

Bretby, Burton Upon Trent, who is concerned about the tax 

treatment of a married couple in comparison with that of 

an unmarried couple living together. 

First of all, I do recognise that in certain circumstances 

it is possible for two single people living together to enjoy 

a tax advantage over a married couple. However, in the 

interests of accuracy, I should also mention that there are 

other situations where the reverse is true and a married 

couple where both go out to work pay less tax than two 

single people living together. 

I fully appreciate your constituent's strong feelings 

on this point but I am sure Mr. Bourne, as a professional 

man, will be the first to agree that the taxation of husband 

and wife is not a simple issue. For that reason Geoffrey 

Howe has recently published a Green Paper which, as a 

discussion document, is designed to serve as the basis for 

a full and thorough debate, both inside and outside Parliament, 

on the far-reaching questions it raises. I hope Mr. Bourne 

will be interested to read the enclosed copy of the Inland 

Revenue press release which gives a summary of the main points. 

In fact one of the options discussed is to give each individual 

~ taxpayer the same allowance and rate bands as a single person 

and, also, that the Inland Revenue are inviting comments. 

/ I am afraid 

6 
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I am afraid that as this is a very complex issue, and 

because of our desire to consult the widest range of people, 

whose views will have to be carefully considered, it will 

not be possible to make any early change to the present 

system. But I can assure Mr. Bourne that we shall not 

lose sight of the importance of maintaining and strengthening 

the institution of marriage in this count~y and that his views 

will be borne in mind when we come to formulate our proposals 

for change. 

Yours ever, 

(sgd) Margaret 

Mrs. Sheila Faith, JP, LDS, MP. 

1 
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GILMOUR AND CARRINGTON 

I have re-drafted the letters I submitted to you on 28 January 

to try to make clear your anxieties about public sector costs 

etc . I found this easy enough to weave into the Gilmour 
.. 

draft, but more of a challenge in the case of Carrington 

where I was l ess c l ear about wha t simp l e message t o put over . 

At presenyihese letters are designed to be complementary . 

You may want to copy them reciprocally, though r imagine 

the private officU; s 'will do so an~way . You may also want 

to consider whether you want a marking - such as personal & 
... . 

confidential - which ensures they do not get circulated 
~ 
around the place . 

2 . I think it is worth attaching the Beaumont-Dark PQ 

~ answer to Gilmour's letter, but you may prefer to leave the 

~/ text to speak for itself. f" 

-
( 

( 

tLc> 

W~~~ 
~. ~'\).... 

-tJu. ~: J 

ADAM RIDLEY 

6 February 1981 



DRAFT PERSONAL LETTER FOR THE CHANCELLOR TO SEND TO SIR 

IAN GILMOUR 

~~ 
I ~~--~.~~~~-~, had to say 

,... 'lJ4:i.ur gda~J, and thought Lit might be helpful to let 

you have a considered reaction~ou feel that the economy 

is suffering from deflation; that this is what is causing 

recession; and hence that reflation is neede~ 

~e terms reflation and deflation relate to demand rather 

than supply (or production, which is in practice broadly 

equivalent to it), and I think that the answer to your 

anxiety may lie in that distinction. 

Perhaps surprisingly, our economic problem has generally 

not been one of lack of demand even in recent years. 

This is well illustrated by recent experience ~ 

(a) In 1978 and 1979 total final expenditure in real 

terms rose steadily. Over the four half years it actually 

grew by 4!%. However, production did not respond in 

the same measure: GDP grew by less than half as much, 

while manufacturing production actually fell. 

(b) By the second half of 1980 real final expenditure 

had fallen back to little above its level in the first 

half of 1978. GDP, however, was over 2% lower than at 

the outset, and manufacturing production over 12% lower~ 

// 

There are, alas, plenty of other ways of analysing the 
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statistics of our performance, and they all confirm this 

picture of an economy which is increasingly unable to 

t · ~.~ J ... ..f.~ mee falrly buoyant demand lS ~~r~" 

One is forced to conclude by the evidence that the problem 

lies rather in our lnability to produce profitably and 

competitively and so to supply the markets available to 

us. Some of the weaknesses of the supply side are long-

standing and well established. You will be as familiar 

as I am with the traditional criticisms of our poor 

delivery performance, complacency about exports and so 

on.~ inee 1978 there have been other problems 

as well. Though prices here have risen faster than on 

average overseas, our exchange rate has risen fairly 

steadily, by some 20% between 1978(1) and 1978(2). 

This increase was unforeseen and uncheckable, reflecting 

our "petro-currency" status which we obviously cannot 

alter. Such a development means that whatever we might 

like to do, we cannot have recourse to deliberate 

devaluation or acquiesce in involuntary depreciation, 

the escape route on which previous Governments have for 

long been able to rely. 

The exchange rate only reflects part of our troubles. 

To make matters worse, the rebound of earnings as our 

predecessors' incomes policy collapsed has greatly 

squeezed profits. The pressure has been particularly 

acute for our exporters and those competing with imports, 

since given the rise of the £ our labour costs have gone 

up by over 50% relative to those of our competitors. 

The real pre-tax rate of return for industrial and 

2 
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commercial companies other than the North Sea operators 

(excluding stock appreciation) is now 2.7%, little more 

than half the very poor 5.1% recorded in 1974, and barely 

a quarter of the 11% or so we managed to sustai~n the 

1960s. Those crude averages for companies taken as a 

bloc certainly conceal big divergences in experience. 

As ~ ~ ~ i~) there are some broad sectors 

of industry which must be making substantial and 

unprecedented losses. 

Our position has been made worse still by our inability 

to restrain public spending and borrowing to the levels we 

planned initially. This has meant a persistently high 

PSBR which brings with it exceptionally high interest 

rates; and has prevented us from being in a position to 

cut direct taxes on income and companies, both of which 

could have helped sustain industry at a testing tim~ 

I I 

It has increasingly become clear, I think, that the problem 

lies above all in public sector costs - effectively pay -

rather than in the physical scale of programmes, though 

it is not an "either/ or" issue. For example, the £2 

billion or so we will in fact have paid "over-the -odds" 

to public sector employees this financial year ( thanks to 

Clegg and the other catch-up settlements) would, if not 

committed to that end, enable me to finance' ~~~ fw ~~ 
A.~~~ ) / 

~~E*~,~~~~~· the national insurance surcharge 
l.o--~~. 

and 8; . . The truth is that 

public servants are paid very highly today in relation 
[Chancellor 
to Beau- to the private sector, as the enclosed PQ answer shows, 
mont-Dark 
6.3.81J so there is still a good objective basis on which we can 

justify a major reduction in public sector costs from now 

3 
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This combination of rising sterling inflation and profit 

squeeze lies at the heart of the present recession, and 

extra demand cannot solve these problems. Given the 

unmanageability of the exchange rate, the clear priority 

for our macro-economic policy has to be to get inflation 

down to levels lower than those overseas, to rebuild our 

price competitiveness; and similarly to bring down the 

growth of wage and other costs to permit a restoration 

of profitab:pity. ~ -t......r.> ~ ~ ~/~~ 
tA=> ~~~~~~ ~A~ 
~ 1 ~ ~ - IV ~ 11( ""~,;~ ~J vll:r-~~ 

~~ ~ (tontrol and reduction of the growth of the money supply 

must play a central part in all this nd the falling 

inflation rate we are now experiencing should give us the 

courage to persevere. Though the justification for this 

can be couched in highflown economic jargon and described 

as "monetarism", I have always thought of it in simple, 

commonsense terms. The attached speech by Paul Volcker 

(Head of the Federal Reserve Bank in Washington) sets out 

the case in an uncomplicated practical manner which I 

hope you will find not unsympathetic. ~ ~ M ~ 
~~~, NNh,(. 

As these are such vital issues, please don't hesitate 

to take me up on these thoughts - our dinner was intended 

to provide for just such a debate. ~ 
~ ~ ~ p~~ + 

t4 .\~ .. ~ """" a-- -~ d-- ~ ~ 
~~~~~~~ l 

4 
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A.5 

CHANCELLOR 

GILMOUR AND CARRINGTON 

I attach draft letters following up your sadly curtailed 

dinner which are, I hope, on the lines you want. In the Gilmour 

case you may want to send him the table of figures which lies 

behind the text if you buy the argument and analysis I proffer. 

In the Carrington letter I include a pregnant final paragraph, 

prompted by some dark mutterings I had with Lord Carrington 

after the MPs had all left the dinner to go and vote. I 

think he is worried about the impact of cuts on public 

opinion, and you might do worse than give this or a similar 

chance to note his anxiety. 

ADAM RIDLEY 

28 January 1981 



DRAFT LETTER FOR THE CHANCELLOR TO SEND TO LORD CARRINGTON 

h . 

~. ~ .~fJt,,11 
I was very sorry ~innerh~ ~y had to end so 

early, thus stopping us from getting to grips with the 

b ~- .-----r I ·t·~~t I~ ~b·~t h·- . t· 19 lssues~ am wrl lng ( 0 an a ou lS anXle les over 
~ 

the "deflation" question, I thought I should drop a ~ 

line to you, too, over your point about the search for 

economies. As you may imagine, we see a good deal of 

cases such as the one you raised about the BBC external 

services, and it causes us just as much concern as it 

does you. If you have any ideas about a better way of 

dealing with expenditure planning and control I should 

be only too delight~d to consider them~s things stand, 

the problem you ~ &eeiThS ifl t-R-e-f:.i~..g.t-a~ 0 ~ t...c 

~ several independent pressures: 

~ 

Ca) the need to adhere to the principle Of~, 
~ equal, misery in seeking ~; 

(b) the difficulty in identifying and eliminating real 

waste, which means we must necessarily cut back that much 

more on activities and programmes as such; 

(c) the problems of adhering to our spending targets 

~~ once agreed, which force me to "come back for more" · 
J 

(d) the policy commitments in certain areas which mean 

that the rest of our spending programmes have to shoulder 

almost all of the burden of the economies we nee~~ 



Of these four points, (c) is the one which worries me most 

at the moment. My experiences~~ce the ele~ 
made it clear that it is extremely difficult to manage 

public spending properly if we stick with the old PESC 

system and its dominant concern with the volumes of 

spending and so on. That has helped direct our gaze away 

from controlling its cost, which is if anything almost 
- ~ 

more important to us from now on~our . to react 

flexibly on costs, and to keep them down to reasonable 

levels has been an Achilles heel to date, and I am sure 

it must be remedied soon. We have to find ways of 

preventing spending from running out of control and over 

target, as it did with Denis Healey and has done with 

us, too, at times when he and we were tightening up all 

our traditional discipline~breaking point. And we 

have to get down what I am convinced are excessive levels 

of public sector pay when one compares them with what has 

been happening to industry in recent years. 

If we could make advances in these respects, then I 

think your problem is much easier to resolve. If you have 

any suggestions about these public spending issues, not 

least their political and presentational aspects, I should 

be most glad to learn them, ideally before the next PESC 

gets under way in a month or two. 
\ 

~~~ 

~ t/'v .' ~ " ~ ~~ - ~~ 
'--~ ~~~~~, 

2 
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C - Birmingham, Selly Oak 

No. 173 MR ANTHONY BEAUMONT DARK: To ask 
Mr Chancellor of the Exchequer, if figures are available 
to compare public sector pay relative to private sector 
earnings which give~comparisons with previous years. 

SIR GEOFFREY HOWE 

It is pos~ible to compare relative earnings in the public and 

private sectors for both manual and non~manua1 worRers only for 

the pe~iod since 1970 . Lt is estimated that public sector earnings 

1evels ' moved ' in relation to private sector levels between 1970-72 

and 1980 as shown in the table below. 

Public sector earnings as a percentage of private sector earnings 
in 1970-72 and 1980 

(full time adult males, pay unaffected by 
absence) 

Manual workers 

Non-manual workers 

1970-72 '(aVerage) 

95 

103 

Source: New Earnings Survey 1980 

1980 

104 

102(104*) 

percentage 
(improvement) 

(+9) 

(+1*) 

* Adjusted to include the increase for teachers resulting from 
the Report of the Sta~ding Commission on P~y Comparability, 
which was paid from September 1980. 

Before 1970, the statistics collected do not permit precise 

comparisons between public and private sector earnings. But 

the evidence available indicates that, for manual workers 

at least, the relationship between ~ublic and private sectors 

was fairly stable,' and that 1970-72 represents the most favourable 

position for the public sector relative to the private sector 

since 19~O (see National Institute Economic Review, November 

1975, p.63). 

" 
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1978 

1979 

1980 estimated 

Change 1978(1) 
to 1979(2) 

Change 1978(1) 
to 1980(2) 

Half Year 

(1) 

(2) 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(1) 

( 2) 

Total Final GDP Expenditure 

100.3 101 

101.4 102.1 

103.7 103.0 

104.9 102.9 

104.3 101.9 

100.5 98.8 

+4.6% +1.9 

-0.3 -2.2 

Sources: Economic Trends, Treasury Estimates 

IMF Index of 

Manufacturing Effective UK Labour Costs 
relative to Production Exchange Rate International 
Competitors 

100.9 64 93.3 

101.3 62.4 95.2 

101.8 64 106.0 

100.5 71 118.7 

95.3 73.3 128.3 

88.5 76.7 145.5 

-0.4 +11% +24.2 

-12.4 +20 +55.0 
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

The Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Howe 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
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6 February 1981 
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When I wrote on 8th December I indicated that I would be 
writing again listing a number of specific taxation points 
which I would be grateful if you would consider in the 
context of your forthcoming budget. 

1. CAPITAL ALLOWANCES 

The Retail Consortium has pressed since 1974 for equal 
treatment in the field of capital allowances as between 
the retailing sector and manufacturers. The arguments 
supporting the retail case have been publicised many 
times in the past. Equally it is understood by retailers 
that in the present economic climate it would be costly 
to the Treasury to accede to total parity of treatment. 

However on the grounds of equity and the contribution 
the retailing sector makes towards overseas earnings 
and the economy in general we ask for the modest conces
sion that we be treated no less fairly than the hotel 
industry and be granted a 20% initial allowance and a 
writing down allowance of 4% p.a. on all new retail 
buildings and retail warehouses. We suggest the allowances 
be confined to occupiers of premises carrying on commercial 
businesses. 

As far as capital allowances on electrical wiring and shop 
fitting expenditure is concerned we ask for a return to 
the situation which existed for many years before the 
recent Cole Brothers decision. 

. .. / . 
Secretary: M.G.W.Wilsey A.C.I.S. 

The Retail Consortium of: Association of Retail Distributors . British Multiple Retailers Association . The Co-operative Union 
Mail Order Traders' Association . National Chamber of Trade . Specialist Retailers Group . Voluntary Group Association 

A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England No.1l92857. 
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In addition we ask for a reconsideration of the decision 
in the Finance Act 1980 to remove 100% capital allowances 
from plant leased to non-corporation tax pavers, which 
particularly affects smaller businesses, ana for the 
restoration of 100% capital allowances on retail leasing 
generally. 

2. INDEXATION OF ALLOWANCES 

Even in a period of falling inflation we suggest there is 
a case for the indexation of tax reliefs. We would expect 
the indexing of personal allowances in the normal way and 
would hope to see the principle extended into the field 
of unearned income, Capital Gains Tax, undistributed 
trading profits and retirement benefit. 

3. INCOME TAX 

The retail trade is unanimous in its wish to see no 
increase in income tax and many feel that some assistance 
should be given to middle management who have benefited 
least since the 1979 Budget. 

4. CORPORATION TAX 

In the light of recent Stock Relief proposals and the 
current low level of capital investment the effective rate 
of tax borne by companies is likely to be higher and 
consideration should be given to reducing the rate of 
corporation tax. In particular we urge the reduction of 
the Small Company rate to 35%. 

5. CAPITAL TAXATION 

There has been some concern at the delay in the publication 
of the Treasury's review of capital taxation. It would be 
of help if a date for consultation could be released. 

6. CAPITAL GAINS TAX 

I have been asked to draw your attention to the hardship 
experienced by shareholders in Close Companies in the 
event of a double charge on capital gains at the sale of 
a company's business and the subsequent distribution to 
shareholders in the winding-up of the company. In many 
cases of disposal of a family business the purchaser does 
not acquire the share but merely purchases the company's 
assets. The existing provision is particularly harsh where 
the business has been discontinued and the company liqui
dated as a result of a Compulsory Purchase Order. 

. .. / 
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In such a case the company is liable to Corporation Tax 
on the capital gain, and the shareholders may be liable 
to Capital Gains Tax on the increased value of their 
shares computed on the amount distributed in winding-up. 
we therefore recommend that shareholders should not be 
assessed for CGT in respect of the amount they receive 
by way of capital distribution in the winding-up of the 
company. 

In addition we recommend that the present small dispo
sals reliefs be extended to limited companies and to 
trustees. 

7. CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX 

I repeat the request made last year that in the context 
of a family business CTT payable on gifts to relatives 
or employees of shares in the business (both incorporated 
and unincorporated) be deferred until the donee disposes 
of the gift of shares. 

8. STOCK APPRECIATION RELIEF 

The consultative document on Stock Relief has been 
considered by the Consortium. Whilst welcoming the 
document as a whole both we and some of our members have 
submitted detailed comments to the Board of Inland revenue 
and hope that the particular circumstances relating to 
retailing are taken into account. 

9. VAT 

In current difficult trading conditions we are strongly 
opposed to any increase in the rate of VAT and the return 
of multiple charging rates. 

We recommend that the annual taxable turnover for 
compulsory registration be raised to £20,000 and the 
de-registration limit be increased proportionately. There 
should be no change in the provisions which enable a 
large number of businesses and professional bodies 
registering for VAT even when their turnover is below the 
compulsory turnover level. The annual turnover limits 
associated with the special schemes for retailers should 
be revised upwards to take account of inflation since they 
were last amended. 

With the increased penalties introduced for those traders 
who fail to render or are late in submitting a VAT return, 
it seems inequitable that no interest is payable on overdue 
refunds by Customs and Excise. 

. .. / 
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10 . NATIONAL INSURANCE SURCHARGE 

In my letter of 8th December I referred to our strong 
opposition to the continuance of the employers ' 
National Insurance surcharge which has been further 
exacerbated by the new rates and levels of NI 
contributions contained in the Social Security 
(Contributions Bill) . There have been suggestions in 
certain quarters that the Government might be considering 
a selective reduction of the surcharge aimed at helping 
manufacturing industry at the expense of distribution. 
This move would revive the bitter resentment felt by 
retailers over the introduction of Selective Employment 
Tax. I would therefore like to take this opportunity 
to make qui te clear our views on this sensitive issue . 

Finally, we would welcome the opportunity of discussing 
~Tith your Department some of the points we have covered in 
this letter in more detail . 

LORD PEART. 



G S Cardona 
Special Adviser 

H M Treasury 
Parliament Street London SWlP 3AG 
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Here, at last, are some rather hurried notes. Though it may 

not be apparent to you, they represent the fruit of a certain 

amount of discussion between the Advisers, and also various 

aspects of the recent CRD recommendations which seem to me, 

personally, to be most worthy of immediate consideration . I 

am sUbmitting them to you, alone, now so that you can have 

early sight of what we are up to. When you have had a chance 

to react to the general picture, and Peter and George have 

been prompted to make any further suggestions which may 

occur to them, you may then think it helpful if one or other 
1 

of us circulates something more ~ to your Ministerial 

colleagues and, perhaps, to officials. Perhaps you can let 

us have your instructions at the Ministerial meeting tomorrow 

morning. 
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9 February 1981 
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NUGGETS 

We have had some less than fully systematic discussion amongst 

ourselves. The recent papers by the Conservative Research 

Department suggest a number, of which some attract us. We also 

have identified a few of our own. Needless to say they seem 

to be very largely proposals for higher spending. We take as 

our inspiration the exemption of electric cars from VED (1980) 

and the exemptions from income tax of war-widows t pensions (1979). 

CHARITIES 

'1 (a) Rate rebates. 

(b) Relief from VAT on goods purchased, as proposed by Barry 

Baldwin on p.5 of his paper; assuming nothing can be done on 

(c) the perennial desire for removal of VAT on their activities 

generally; 

~ (d) company donations to charities tax-deductible year by year 

up to £1,000 per annum (Bulloch p.13, retailing proposal of 

National Council for Voluntary Organisations). 

(e) A mild version of (b), viz repairs on churches ( ... and 

certain historic buildings ... !) 

DISABLED 

(a) The Blind In AR's view, there is a strong case for their 

having the same mobility allowance as the disabled. The policing 
----------

and eligibility criteria would be no more difficult. Failing 

that, an increase in the insultingly small £180 p.a. tax 
'" allowance would help. Mobility problems will remain crucial 

4....... 

for the blind in the future, while electronic advances will 

increasingly erode many of their other problems. However one 

small exception is the present abatement of the blind person's 

TV allowance of, we believe, £1.25. This is laughable, not 

only in relation to the tax but all the more so since the poor 

beneficiaries get less value out of it as well! 



v (b) Invalidity Pensioners Miss Bulloch's argument (p . ll) for 
(~ , eligibility for SB is persuasive. 

but could be announced in Budget. 

Not really a tax change, 

J, ~ 
~ 
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RETIREMENT 

(a) Early retirement has obvious attractions. The case for 

flexibility is very strong anyway, and a better time is difficult 

to think of. The analytically attractive route would be to 

offer all those within x years of statutory retirement age 

the chance to go early, their pension being abated by the 

appropriate amount as determined actuarial l y . 

)(cbl Earnings Rule There is a commitment here to abolish 

within the life-time of a Parliament which we should be making 

a further move to honour in any case. The arithmetic 

establishing the "cost" has always been a little questionable 

in some eyes. The case for letting those who want to work 

after formal retirement age without arbitrary and unfair 

obstacles is the same as the case for early retirement. At the 

least the limits should be raised very substantially - cf CTT -

having been left untouched in the face of sUbstantial inflation 
for too long. 

JOB CREATION - Tax Treatment 

(a) Researches on this have not progressed as far as we had 

hoped [so far we have not been able to extract the chapter and 

verse from individual companiesJ. However it remains worth 

investigating the issue thrown up by Mr Naylor, based on his 

experience at Job Creation Ltd and BSC Industry. Given that 

many firms would be prepared to spend money, when leaving a 

potentially derelict site, in order to encourage new enterprise 

to use it; given that certain fiscal problems appear to exist 

(in essence, is job creation, which is not part of the "normal 

business" of a company, an activity eligible for normal tax 

reliefs?), one might consider: 

(i) whether, as far as IR are concerned, they are currently 

ruling against the eligibility of such reconversions; and if so, 

whether they can be induc ed to change without legislation; in 

2 



which case publicity alone is needed. This will above all help 

the profitable. 

(ii) whether further company incentives might be revised to 

help the tax-exhausted company, for whom tax deductibility is 

an academic matter, at least pro tempore. 

(iii) whether it would be possible to develop the concept of 

some kind of accredited or approved reconversion scheme, which 

would automatically involve special tax status, provided a 

firm was prepared to put up sUbstantial sums of its own. 

Such ideas are probably too vague to merit full-scale 

investigation at this stage. But it might be possible to 

announce in the budget speech that they were going to be 

investigated favourably. [The whole package could, in due 

course, be linked with a campaign aimed at, or launched with, 

the eBl; or related to EZs, etc etc.] David Young suggests 
.. financing . .. 

a parallel wlth hls proposal 1"or/ren~ed houslng, whlch lS an 

interesting variant of the above idea. We have not yet pursued 

it. 

Redundancy Pay The anomalies here are under investigation 
"'--

anyway. A linkage with business creation probably calls for 
"-= 
expert advice. 

UNEMPLOYED 

~ The attractions are great, the ideas few. The cheap off-peak 

rail fare suggestion (Miss Bulloch, p.9) has a point, but would 

be something for BR, not Govt. 

HOME-BUYERS 

"'- (a) Half-value stamp-duty for first-timers; 

\ 
(b) No stamp-duty for leases under a certain length. 

ENERGY 

Very tempting, but anything worth doing is worth doing anyway ... 

3 



: Page 5 

Charities and Listed Buildings 

8 It would of course be of great benefit ·to charities to be able to 
recover in full the VAT which they suffer.on the su~plfes which they 
purchase. I am uncertain of the amount of revenue which accrues from 
this VAT but I am certain that even the partial recovery of such VAT 
would be greatly welcomed by charities generally. Such a move would 

·also be in line ~vith a sense of fai~_nessJ in the taxation system. 

'He have received representation that it · is unreasonable that individuals, 
who own listed buildings, should have to bear the cost of VAT on repairs 
to such buildings ~vhereas those owned by VAT registered businesses are able 
to recover the VAT. ·The VAT raised from individuals in respect of such 
repairs must be minimal and again, from the viewpoin~ of fairness, this 
could be a useful and genuine reform • 

. -. 

.. 
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Charjties 

We st rongly welcome and applaud the i mportant tax concessions for 

char it ies announced in , the las t Budge t. The encourage me nt of 

cha r itab le effort is a vital p a rt of our philosophy and a benefit to 

Our society. 

We think, however, that more publicity is required to make better 

known and understood the need for the donor to take advantage of relief 

against higher rates of tax by increasing his donation to a charity, 

because without his initiative the benefit is lost. It seems likely . 
that, for this reason, charities may be losing much of the £30 million 

benefit 'which last year ' s Budget concession was intended to give them . 

Charities a~d voluntary organ isations have an increasingly 

important role -t c p.lay as public provision is cut back. Often their 

work can be more cost-effective than public services. We think the 

case for boosting them, or giving them relief, is ,strong and is likely 

to remain so. 

We would like further to bu~l~ on our successes and we would like 

-charitable donations (other than covenants) by companies to be off-set 

against Corporation Tax, as is recommended by the National Council of 

Voluntary OrganLsations. We believe that businesses should be 

encouraged to make charitable donations, as they are in ,other EEC 

count~ies, ' and we recommend that any registered company should be 

allowed to set against Corporation Tax charitable donations totalling 

. not ,- more . th~'! £1,000 in anyone · financi al year. 

The case for ' exemption from VAT is of course one that is pressed 

every year. This year it is given added impetus by the recent change 

relating to sporting activities. We are aware that this did no more than 

restore the previous position. Nevertheless, it is understandable If the 

argument is used that sporting fixtures should not be given more 

favourable treatment than charities. The claim that it is inconsiste nt 

simultaneously to advocate an increased role for voluntary effort, and 

at the same time to refuse relief in areas where 'it is most ur~ently 

sought by these organisations is a damagi ng one. , 

We understand the long-sustained argument that VAT isa broad-based 

.... / 
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difficult tax ld must remain so. At the same time, .i t is more to press 

when the rate is 15 than when it was 80r lO ' per cent ~ We ' would very .... • \ 
\ 

much welcom~ any loophole that could be found to enable charities to 

escape , possibly by allowing them to break down their trading ac~ivities 

into smaller units that would fall below the" VAT threshold. As an 

alternative, charities might be exempted from VAT on goods bought -

(this discussed in Mr. Baldwin's paper, page 5). 

Listed Historic Buildings: we understand the Chancellor's reservations 

over making further exemptions from VAT. Nevertheless, the obligation 

impoSed on the owners of listed buildings to maintain them puts them 

into a different category from other property owners. We would like to 

see this proposal further considered at a future date . 

9. Agriculture ' a~ ~ Forestry 

Several proposals, some of them long .standing, have been put to us 

on behalf of -the farming and forestry interest. These refer to:-

i) The classification of agricultural rents as unearned income which has 

tended to prevent landlords reletting farms. (This point was made to 

Mr. Reesat the meeting of the Agricultural Forum in February 1980). 

ii) The valuation of land at the time of death: the trebling in' the 

value of both vacant possession and tenanted land in the last si~ years 

has made many comparatively poor farmers, paper millionaires . 

. iii) Valuation Of standing timber for CTT purposes: at present timber is 

. valued at the time of felling, and tax i~ payable at the rate assessed at 

death - in effect, . foresters are taxed on the value of the growth of 

timber between the date of death and felling. 

iv) The charging of VAT on landlords' improvements to fixed assets on a 

tenant's farm has tended to prevent investment for . expansion and 

improvement. The CLA have been pressing for zero rating on this-for some 

years. 

3.2.81 
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to corne. 

We are well aware of the difficulties involved in setting any 

kind of cut-off point or clawback arrangement for families with higher 

incomes. In the majority of cases the latter would mean clawing back 

from the father a 'benefit paid to the ~other. Possibly a solution 

might be found if and when a move is made to implement some of the 

proposals ensuing from th~ debate on the Green .Paper on the Taxation of 

Husband and Wife. 

One Parent Families 

We think the child benefit increase paid to the first child of one 

parent families should be raised fully in line with inflation, and 

should not be de- irldexed. This would prote~t these families and maintain 

our good record ~~ this ' area. 

7. Internationa l Year of Disabled People 

The need for small but popular concessions is more important than 

ever before- when the going ' is rough. We recognise the priori to:! which 

the disabled deserve and which is widely recognised in the country . 

This is the bnly area ·in which we recommend 'small extra public 

expendi ture in 1981-2. v.le think one practical way to proceed might be 

to make a sum - . say £5 rrd.l lion - available to the Charities Aid 

Foundation--for ' ailocation to approved projf'cts for disabled people. 

Our other specific proposals are that:-

a) The mobility ~llowance should be non-taxable, in the same way as the 

attendance allowance. This would help 'Motability', the car-leasing 

charity ' of which the Prime Minister is a Patron, be seen as a 

compassionate measure and as a useful step towards our Manifesto aim of 

a more comprehensive system of income support for the disabled. 

b) Invalidity pensioners should be eligible for the long-term rate of 

. supplementary benefit, at a cost of £4 million in 1981-2 and £10 million 

in a full year.· (At present they are in the rather curious posi tion of 

being unable to qualify for the ordinary rate of supplementary benefit, 

because their pension is above the ordinary rate, but unl~s~ they receive 

the ordinary rate for a year they cannot receive the long-term rate 
e i the r) . . ... / 
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r Unfortunately, 
'ql) f 

°11 persist for some 

it seems likely that a high level of unemployment 

time and that this situation will still be facing 
eq ~ f th . 

~JJ i s at e tlme of the next General Election. Like the Prime Minister 
~ J 
g ~nd the Cabinet we attach the greatest political importance to removing 
~o 

.I 
! 
jar.y misconception that the Goverr~ment is unconcerned wi th the surr. 

~q~.i' total of human misery th.at these figures represent. 

While we appreciate the difficulty of making the change imffiediately 

.j.. we recommend that as soon as possible in 1981 flat-rate unemployment 

benefit be extended from 12 to 24 months. This would:-

. 
that Conservatives do carefor the welfare of the 

)
1 a) Demoristrate 

genuinely unemployed, who have lost their jobs in regions like Scotland , 

Northern Ireland and the North of England on account of structural 
and 

change/through ' E8 fault of their cwn. 

-b) Ensure that help is concentrated on the long-term unemployed, many 

of whom are refused jobs because of their age and cannot benefit from 

MSC training courses ~ for young people. 

c) Reduce. dependepce on s~pplem~p~ary benefit~ which is extre~ely 

.co.stly to administer. 
I 

' iii) Labour mobility: we have four suggestions:-

a) Assistance to -top up dpposits for mortgages shOuld be available for 

people who move to take work in a high price area. 

b) The £1 off-peak fares available to pensioners might be extended to 

unemp-lcyed people going to seek a job, or' somewhere to 1 i ve near a 

job - the railways would not lose by making empty seats at off-peak 

periods . available at a minimal charge, to bona fide job seekers vouc~ed 

for by the employment exchar.ge. 

c ) The assistance for rr,oving that is available should be madE: more 

widely known .. 

. .... / 



PS/INLANO REVENUE 

cc: Minister of state (C) 
Mr. Caff 
Mr. Cropper 

LETTER FROM THE THEATRES NATIONAL COMMITTEE 

The Chancellor has seen the letter of 2 February from John Gals, 
Chairman of the Theatres' National Committee. 

2. He has commented that we should take their letter to the 
Minister of state (Commons) seriously. 

( 

LE~' 

(MISS) L. E. BIRNIE 
9 February 1981 



SOVEREIGN OIL & GAS LTD 
SOVEREIGN 5 Buckingham Gate, London SW1E 6JQ 

DB/sjp-326/l5.9 

The Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
Treasury Chambers, 
Parliament Street, 
LONDON, SWIP 3AG. 

Dear Chancellor, 

~ 01-828 9197 Telex 917960 

9th February, 1981 

Enclosed, with respect, is our brief relating to possible changes 
in petroleum taxation, as discussed in the Inland Revenue paper, 
"Review of PRT Reliefs tf dated 24th November, 1980, and the 
proposed Supplementary Petroleum Tax. 

Sovereign believes that there is considerable oil potential to 
be found and developed both in the UK sector of the North Sea and 
in other parts of the Continental Shelf. Much of the potential 
for additional reserves is to be realised from small marginally 
profitable fields, from fields which underly deep water, and from 
the application of new enhanced recovery techniques, particularly 
in heavy oil deposits. 

Sovereign contends that improved incentives will encourage companies 
to make the investment required to realise this potential and in 
the absence of such encouragement, the opportunity may be neglected. 

'" ;~ f ' (.'''' /I 

We greatly appreciate being able to offer our comments concerning ".~ f,1 J:1 
the proposed changes and trust that you will find them constructive 
in formulating your forthcoming budget. 

Yor rs faithfully, 

II /u~@ 
DR. D. BIGGINS 

'---
for 

W. E. RICHARDS, 
Managing .Director 

Enc. 

cc: Minister of State of Energy, Mr. H. Gray 

Directors: C E A Hambro (Chairman), WE Richards (Managing-Can.),J C LKeswick, C ENeedham, BD Oram, N EShepherd, W W Siebens (Can.) PC Wood 
Registered in England No. 991926. Registered office: 5 Buckingham Gate, London SW1E 6JQ 
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BRIEF TO THE 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

ON 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO OIL TAXATION 

INTRODUCTION 

SovereignOil ' &Gas 'Ltd . 

Sovereign is an independent company 70%-owned by British 
institutional shareholders and 30%-owned by Dome Petroleum 
Limited . 

The Company has been involved in North Sea exploration since 
the 3rd Round of licencing in 1970 . Currently, the Company 
holds interests in several licenced areas and has been successful 
in obtaining further awards in the 7th Round . 

Sovereign is a participant in the development of the South Brae 
field, scheduled to come on stream in 1983, and also holds the 
major share of a heavy oil discovery in block 3/28 . 

With the technical backing of Dome Petroleum Limited, Sovereign 
is planning an aggressive exploration and development programme 
over the next few years . 

The 'Brief 

The paper relat,ing to oil taxation changes released on 
23rd December, 1980 by the Inland Revenue outlines the 
following principles governing oil taxation:-

(i) There is to be an adequate means of obtaining 
further tax revenue . 

(ii) Companies operating North Sea projects are to 
realise a fair return . 

(iii.) Reliefs must not deter proper cost control . 

(iv) There is to be adequate incentive to continue 
exploration and new technology development . 

(v) Marginal fields are to be protected, without, at the 
same time, disproportionately benefiting more profitable 
fields . 

This brief addresses the impact of the tax changes discussed 
in the Inland Revenue paper on marginal field development, on 
exploration in deep water, and on enhanced oil recovery, and 
offers suggestions on taxation approaches with a view to 
achieving the objectives stated above . 

Cont./ • • • 
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2. SUMMARY 

3. 

Sovereign believes that there is considerable oil potential 
to be found and developed in the UK sector of the North Sea. 
Much of the potential for additional reserves is to be realised 
from small marginally profitable fields, from fields which 
underly deep water, and from the application of new enhanced 
recovery techniques, particularly in heavy oil deposits. 

Sovereign contends that improved incentives will encourage 
companies to make the investment required to realise this 
potential. In the absence of incentives, the potential may 
never be realised. 

The incentives suggested by Sovereign in this brief do not 
erode the UK tax take. Rather, the suggestions offered place 
the penalty for failure on the investor and, through tax relief, 
provide rewards for successful ventures . 

MARGINAL FIELD DEVELOPMENT 

It is generally accept,ed that discovery of smaller fields will 
form an increasing proportion of future discoverie's and of UK 
Continental Shelf production . By their nature, a significant 
proportion of these fields are likely to be marginal. 

In a study conducted by the Minister of State (PET 95/377/88), 
some 37 marginal fields were identified with total reserves 
estimated at 2 . 5 b i llion barrels . Sovereign believes the 
potential to be substantially in excess of this estimate . 

We are supportive ot the statement in the Inland Revenue Press 
Release of 23rd December, 1980 that flIt would be important to 
ensure that any such changes did not unacceptably diminish the 
protection given to marginal fields." Given the likelihood that 
most new prospects in established areas are to be in the 20 to 200 
million barrel range, Sovereign feels that small field dis'coveries 
should be given greater relief than exists at present . 

The proposed supplementary tax imposes a 20% tax on Gross Revenues 
for fields which produce 20 MB/D and over . To provide an 
inc'entive for the development of marginal fields, we suggest that 
the proposed supplementary tax be applied on a sliding scale which 
varies with production as currently suggested, but at reduced 
rates for fields producing less that 100 MB/D . Also, we would 
recommend that relief from the tax be given in the early years 
of production . Specifically, we are proposing the following -SPT 
rates for marginal fields:-

Cont .} ! •. 
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Production Currently 
Proposed 

Applicable Rate of SPT 
Million Approx . Rate of SPT (After deduction 
Tonnes Daily Suggested by of 20 MB/D 

p. a. Production Sovereign Tax Exemption) 

1 20 MB/D 0 0 
I! 30 MB/D 1 6 . 6 
2 40 MB/D 2 10 . 0 
21 2 50 MB/D 4 12 . 0 
3 60 MB/D 7 13 . 3 
3! 70 MB/D 9 14 . 3 
4 80 MB/D 11 15 . 0 
41 

2 90 MElD 15 15 . 6 
5 100 MB/D 16 16 . 0 

10 200 MEJD 18 18 . 0 

A suggested phasing in of the supplementary tax is as follows:-

1st" 'Year of production 
2nd year of production 
3rd year of production 
4th year and the'reafter 

4. ENHANCED RECOVERY OF HEAVY OIL 

Percent of 
SPT Applicable, 

25 
50 
75 

100 

There are several heavy oil fields in the UK sector of the 
North Sea where the application of new recovery techniques 
could increase recovery of original oil in place from 5% to 40% . 

Estimates of the reserve potential indicate that there could 
be oil reserves in the order of 10 billion barrels in place . 

New technology is required in order to develop these reserves, 
and for these fields to have any impact on oil supplies in the 
1990's and beyond , development of this technology will have to 
commence now. 

Sovereign's associate company, Dome Petroleum Limited, has been 
working with enhanced recovery techniques in Western Canada in 
140 API reservoirs. These techniques employ use of steam and 
fire flooding to stimulate the reservoir. Sovereign is proposing ' 
to use these advanced techniques for the first time in the North 
Sea . 

Cont . J . •• 
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It is important to differentiate between enhanced recovery 
methods which are already in connnon use (such as gas and water 
injection) and new methods of enhanced recovery of heavy oil such 
as steam stimulation and fire flooding . These new techniques 
are much costlier, are riskier, and generally necessitate 
producing the reservoir at lower rates, but for a long-erproduction 
life as compared with enhanced recovery techniques currently used 
in " the North Sea . 

A higher level of relief is needed to encourage investment in 
heavy oil recovery techniques. An effective taxing scheme would 
be provision of an enhanced rate "of uplift, say, 50%, for 
expenditures incurred prior to payout . Alternatively, a 
deduction from PRT income of, say, 5%, of gross revenues would 
provide incentive required for companies to pursue enhanced 
oil recovery projects". Both of these taxation reliefs enhance 
the principle that rewards only accrue to successful projects . 

DEEP WATER EXPLORATION 

As stated in the Inland Revenue paper cited above, the prospects 
of ftlirther good finds may be "much less than they were in the 
early 1970's. Sovereign believes that the best prospects are 
in deeper waters (1000 feet and deeper). In the West Shetland 
Basin, for example, we estimate the potential recoverable reserves 
to be in the range of 5 to 10 billion barrels . Additionally, 
the south-western approaches- are considered to have significant 
hydrocarbon potential. _ 

In these areas, the risks are considerably higher. The geological 
objectives are deeper, the possiBility of over-pressure increases 
the costs of drilling, and production will be deferred until 
suitable proven development technology is available. 

Existing incentives are inadequate to encourage widespread exploration 
in deep waters . 

It is s:uggested that relief be granted at the time deep water 
exploration expenditure is incurred. Most effective would be 
relief in the form of a reduction of both PRT profit and of 
ring fence corporate tax profit arising in other areas of the 
Continental Shelf (or elsewhere in t .he case of corporation tax). 
Perhaps expenditures in deep water drilling, if not set off against 
PRT liability from other fields, could be available for full uplift 
at a rate higher than normal. If the expenditure were offset, then 
a lower -rate of uplift would be appropriate, say, 75% of the rate 
related to deep water exploration • 

- - - 0 - .... -
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~ Touche Ross & Ca 3S" 
Chartered Accountants 

Our Ref: JXB/paj 

9 February 1981 

The Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, 
Treasury Chambers 
Parliament Street 
LDNOON SW1P 3AG 

r MP ~' __ '_ . .-. __ .. __ -~ 
Dear Sir Geoffrey 

Interest on Bearer Bonds Issued by UK Resident Canpany - Deduction of Tax 

You may recall that when we ret with Mike Middlemas at lunch here on the 
17 December we touched upon the above subject, and you were good enough 
to suggest that I should write to you. 

I would welcane clarification as to the circumstances (if any) in which, in 
the official view, yearly interest paid by a company resident in the UK is 
not treated as "yearly interest of rroney chargeable to tax under Case III 
of Schedule D" within the reaning of TA 1970 s.54(1) so that tax must be 
deducted thereout subject" of course, to the express provisions of that 
section. I understand that it was the practice of the Inland Revenue, prior 
to the lifting of exchange control regulations, to permit such interest to 
be paid without deduction of tax. There seems to have been a change of 
practice since the lifting of exchange control regulations but I asSUID2 that 
it is not suggested that exchange control requirements affect the legal 
position as to deduction of tax. 

The circumstances I particularly have in rrdnd are the issue by · a company 
resident in the UK of bearer bonds interest on which is payable by paying 
agents physically resident outside the UK, e.g. in Frankfurt, to whom coupons 
must be presented and surrendered on payment. 

It is my understanding of the law that: 

1. yearly interest is not chargeable under Case III of Schedule D if it is 
derived fran a foreign source, that is to say, a source situated 
outside the UK; 

2. debts due under negotiable instruments and securities transferable by 
delivery are situated where that instrument or that security is from 
time to time to be found and not, if there is any difference, where the 
debtor resides. The situation of such debts being an exception to the 
general rule that a debt is situated where the debtor resides; 

3. the law which governs the obligation to pay a debt is irrelevant for 
the purpose of ascertaining the situation thereof. 

cont I d ... /2 
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Touche Ross & Co 

.. /2 
... he Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, ~ MP 

If my understanding of the law is correct it would seem to me to follow 
that yearly interest paid by a paying agent physically resident outside 
the UK to whan the coupon securing that interest (being a negotiable 
instrument or a security transferable by delivery) must be, and is in fact, 
presented and surrendered is not chargeable under Case III of Schedule D, 
and may accordingly be paid without deduction of tax notwithstanding that 
the company which issues the bond to which the coupon is attached is resident 
in the UK and notwithstanding that the obligation to pay the interest is 
governed by the law of sorre part of the UK. 

It would be very useful for rre to be told to what extend the Board's legal 
advisers agree and disagree with my understanding of the law and its 
application to the circumstances to which I refer. 

I understand it to be accepted that interest may be paid without deduction 
of tax if bonds are issued by a non-resident subsidiary of a UK resident 
company the borrowed rroney being re-lent to the parent. It is within my 
experience that uncertainty as to the official view has led to this route 
being followed. I would suggest that the consequent loss of tax to the UK 
revenue and the adverse effect on the UK balance of payments arising from 
employment of foreign professional advisers and liability for foreign tax 
as a result of foreign tax authorities requiring the money to be re-lent 
at a higher rate of interest, are contrary to the national interest. 



PS 46/20/81 

MR TOLKIEN 

MR BURLEY OF TOUCHE ROSS ' &CO 

INLAND REVENUE 
POLICY DIVISION 
SOMERSET HOUSE 

17 June 1981 

I attach a suggested reply for the Chancellor to send to 

Mr Burley in reply . to his letter of 9 February about 

which you reminded me recently. 

J B SHEPHERD 



D~T LETTER CHANCELLOR TO MR BURLEY 

I am sorry not to have replied sooner to your 

letter of 9 February . The tax treatment of 

interest paid abroad following the ending of 

exchange control regulations has been under 

review and I understand that the Inland Revenue 

have obtained further legal advice since you 

wrote. 

The question of whether interest arises from a 

United Kingdom source chargeable to United 

Kingdom tax under Schedule D Case III, is not 

always easy to determine and may depend upon 

the relative significance attached to a 

combination of factors interpreted in the light 

of *case law decisions . Before the ending of 

exchange control l the Inland Revenue normally 

accepted that the interest paid by a United 

Kingdom company borrower could have a foreign 

source where, it was payable and paid abroad in 

a foreign currency under a foreign specialty 

contract, was not secured upon real property in 

the United Kingdom, and was paid to a non-UK 

resident . Tax relief to the borrowing company 

was extended to such foreign currency interest 

payments provided the conditions spelled out in 

Section 249, ICTA were satisfied . Payments of 

interest in ste'rling were never regarded as 

constituting a foreign source. At that time 

UK investors were effectively prevented from 

subscribing to foreign currency bonds, so that 

foreign source interest payments would be 

flowing entirely to non~residents . 

*for example, CIR v Viscount Broome's executors 
' (19 TC 667) and Westminster Bank Executor and 
Trustee Co (Channel Islands) Ltd v National 
Bank of Greece SA (46 TC 472) 
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With the endi ng of exchange control the 

circumstances have changed . UK residents are 

now free to buy/bonds however denominated and 

wherever issued. As regards the effect of the 

present law the Inland Revenue have taken 

legal advice . That advice confirms that the 

ending of exchange control (with a greater 

likelihood of holders of, for example, 

Eurobonds henceforward including UK residents) 

is relevant to the Revenue ' s approach to the 

question whether a g i ven source of i nterest is 

UK or foreign . However , the case law is not 

helpful when it comes to ' assessing the relative 

weight to be assigned to particular factors; 

and it is not clear how much importance the 

Courts would attach to the identity and residence 

of the lender . The advice to the Revenue is, 

however , that there are some grounds for supposing 

that the Courts would not now be willing to ' 

accept that the effect of creating aS'pec'ialty 

debt subject to foreign law is to shift overseas 

a source of interest where the borrower is a 

UK resident company . 

The Inland Revenue tell me that where they have 

been invited to comment on proposals from 

companies who are thinking of borrowing abroad , 

over the past twelve months or so, their views 

have been in keeping with the trend 6f th~t 

advice . 

As you say, a route to overseas borrowing 

remains open through a foreign finance subsidiary 

which on lends the proceeds to a UK parent . I 

realise that this has some disadvantages as you 

point out , but at the same time the amount of 

use that has been made of such facilities 

2 



suggests that they must be acceptable commercially 

in various situations . But we shall continue to 

study the problem in the context of our general 

review of overseas taxation following the 

ending of exchange control . 

3 



A J Wiggins Esq 
HM Treasury 
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UNITED KINGDOM TREASURY AND SUPPLY DELEGATION 

BRITISH EMBASSY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20008 

10 February 1981 

/ I enclose a letter to the Chancellor whi.ch, as before , 
is intended for him and senior advisers on the OF side . 

As the Ambassador is seeing the Chancellor on Friday , 
I should mention that this letter was not written before/ he 
left for England, and he will not therefore know of i ~~ 

Enc: 1 

/ 

V 

I 
(At.~~ ~ ~ 

-.: ~~ '" 
,(fV1., A4l ~ 

(J Anson) ~~: 

(w~ ~ ....-( WL-
'4 (~ i~ Jo., 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

UNITED KINGDOM TREASURY AND SUPPLY DELEGATION 

BRITISH EMBASSY 

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20008 

The Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe QC MP 
HM Treasury 

10 February 1981 

You may like to have some personal reflections on the 
economic scene here at the beginning of the new US Administration. 
As the main economic policy statement is not to be made till . 
18 February, these are necessarily very preliminary and anecdotal 
comments, to provide some background to the announcement when it 
is made. 

2. From an economic standpoint, the "lame duck" period since 
the election on 4 November was a lost 2~ months. The previous 
Administration had lost its authority, and Reagan did not add 
significantly to the policy statement which was issued during the 
campaign. We had been led to suppose that the neW Reagan team 
would be put together very quickly and would do a good deal of 
work during the transition period, in order to be able to "hit 
the ground running". The outcome was very different. 

3. Reagan certainly put together large departmental transition 
teams (overspending his entitlement of federal funds for the 
purpose), but their job was essentially one of fact-finding. Only 
those actually selected to fill Cabinet or sub-cabinet posts were 
in a position to start developing specific Administration policies 
for the President's approval. The process of making these appoint
ments went very slowly. This was partly because some of those 
originally tipped far Cabinet office were in the event unwilling 
to serve. But the main reason seems to have been the recent 
"ethics in government" legislation which was one of the after
effects of Watergate. More time was needed to investigate the 
private affairs of any appointee and work out the necessary 
arrangements for nlind trusts, conflict of interest statements, etc. 
Whatever the reason, inauguration day arrived without even all the 
Cabinet confirmed in office, and with very few nominations to the 
sub-cabinet posts. Consequently, little had been done by that 
stage to turn the generalities of the campaign trail into a 
properly articulated economic policy. 

4. The most interesting appointment so far has been that of 
Dave Stockman as Director of Management and Budget. He really did 
"hit the ground running" and established a key role for himself, 
more so than most previous Directors of OMB. OMB has, in any case, 
gradually come more into the public eye in recent years as the 
conflicting pressures on the Federal budget have become more acute. 

/But 
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But Stockman's position seems to represent a ; step change. The 
President seems to have given him a very free hand and full 
support. As anecdotal evidence of this, I am told, for example, 
that Reagan had already indicated his willingness to endorse the 
OMB proposals concerning foreign aid (which you will have heard 
about), before they were extensively leaked and Haig was able to 
stage a counterattack. I have also been told that Stockman has 
got it established that any evidence to be given by Cabinet 
Secretaries before the Appropriations Committee will be cleared 
with Stockman, and that OMB will conduct a "dummy run" of the 
hearing to make sure that the department gives the right answers. 

5. How long this honeymoon period for OMB will last is of 
course another matter. Haig had already made it clear that he is 
not prepared to let OMB dictate his foreign policy. As other 
Cabinet and sub-cabinet people get settled in, the departments 
may be better equipped to argue their case before the President 
and perhaps retrieve some of OMB's early gains. Stockman's 
reportedly brash manner must also be making him some enemies. 
The preparation of the President's budget is in any case not the 
end of the story. The real test will be whether Congress can be 
persuaded to enact a budget of the same sort of stringency as 
that which the Administration will put forward. 

6. Don Regan has not yet established himself to anything like the 
same extent. He was not involved in the electoral campaign, and 
the right-wing Republicans, who were hoping for someone like Bill 
Simon, were not too happy about the appointment. The Press were 
quick to pounce on any apparent differences between his statements 
and those of the President and Stockman, particularly on the 
question whether tax cuts should have overriding priority or 
whether, as Paul Volcker has been arguing, they should be 
contingent on spending cuts being firmly decided first. Although 
Regan initially seemed to be leaning in the latter direction, his 
subsequent testimony to the Appropriations Committee leant fairly 
heavily towards the former; but he was then contradicted by the 
President {briefed apparently by Stockman} who told Congressional 
leaders that the cuts on both sides must be regarded as a single 
package. Some people are seeing in these events a significant 
shift in the balance of power between the Treasury and the OMB 
and~~Whi te House staff. But it is too early to make such a 
judgment, and Regan clearly does not intend to let Stockman assume 
the role of chief economic spokesman . I have also been told that 
Regan made a very favourable and forceful impression at his first 
encounter with the foreign press. 

7. Murray Weidenbaum, the Chairman of the Council of Economic 
Advisers, and thus the third member of the economic troika, is 
widely expected not to be a significant force in this Administration. 
His recent experience has been mainly with regulatory matters, and 
his appointment was rather pointedly left until well after the 

lother 
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other top posts had been filled. A senior member of the 
transition team has however told us that he is a strong 
personality who will not willingly take a back seat, and 
that he might eventually play a more important role than the 
press comments have suggested. 

8. So much for personalities. As regards the substance, the 
economic starting point remains unsatisfactory with inflation 
(consumer prices) at 12~%, unemployment at 7~% and a Federal 
deficit around the $60 billion mark. Growth was rather better 
than expected in the fourth quarter of 1980 (5% annual rate), 
but a slow-down, or even a slight decline, is widely expected 
in the early months of this year. Some preliminary measures 
have already been taken - a freeze on pending regulations and on 
civil service recruitment, and cuts in official travel and in 
the employment of consultants. But the main measures are still 
to come. Their general thrust will be as described in the 
campaign, i.e. a substantial tax cut over 3 years for individuals 
and businesses in order to stimulate the economy and provide 
incentives, a balanced Budget by 1983, and a big effort to cut 
down the size of Government and deregulate the economy. The 
argument in the Press about the relative priority of tax and 
spending cuts, to which I have already referred, has been rather 
artificial, given the starting point. It is difficult to conceive 
that the Republicans could propose a budget which would explicitly 
contain a larger deficit than the current level. They therefore 
really have no choice but to make very large cuts indeed in 
projected expenditure, and the exercise in which Stockman is 
engaged is thus of critical importance. 

9. How the measures will be taken by Congress is difficult to 
aSSess at this stage. The conventional wisdom during recent 
months has been that as tax cuts are easy and spending cuts are 
difficult, they might end up with a big deficit which would give 
the Fed great trouble and drive up interest rates. This is 
certainly a real risk, which will be compounded if (as is already 
being hinted) the Budget is based on a highly optimistic scenario 
about future inflation and unemployment. But there are also 
suggestions that Democrats who are worrying about re-election in 
1982 may defer to what is seen as the current public mood in 
favour of less Government, and be prepared to go along with 
reductions in programmes provided they are not abolished outright; 
but that they may be less enthusiastic about an across-the-board 
cut in personal tax rates, which would mainly benefit the wealthy 
and which, on the latest opinion polls, is not wanted by voters as 
much as lower spending and a more balanced Budget. 

10. There are also some big uncertainties. The effect of the 
President's first Budget on inflationary expectations, which is 
generally aCknowledged to be crucial to its success, could be 
upset by untoward increases in oil prices, or (if the present 
drought continues) farm prices. However, all this must be 
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speculative, at least until we see the extent and balance of 
the measures which are actually proposed on 18 February. We 
shall of course be reporting on these infue ordinary way, and 
at that stage we will be better placed to offer some analysis 
of the future prospects. 

/ 11. I enclose two press articles which may be of interest: one 
on the "ferment" wi thin the Treasury, and the other a personali ty 
piece about Stockman. 

(J Anson) 

Encs: 2 
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rheFerment in Regan's Tr~asury 
'./ '. 

The.Regan !eam 

___ _ ... ~\L ~_._. __ 
'- .~~ 

Horman B. Tur., 57 
Uf"lder S6cret;;ry fot Tax 
PoNal and Economtc M tail'a 

. i 

!! 

The varying statements illustrate both· the 
The new Secretary , multiplicity of viewpoints now at work in. the 

Treasury and the task the 62-year-old . former 

t h' ft °t ° . chairman of Merrill Lynch faces in overcoming seems 0 S 1 POSI IOnS . his lack of Washington experience. David A. 
, ' t d d ° ~,-r; - ~ ' Stockman, director of the Office of Manage-on ax an spen Ing . . ,!., :~\. ~ ment and Budget, has already shown signs of 

W 'll 1 °d :. ,~ . : ·. usurping the preeminent" role in economic 
, . 1 SUpp y-Sl ers ;,~ ~' j" pollcy usually fllledby the Treasury Secretary. 
, . • , .\,.' .. \,' HI don't understand his latest public state 
o'verw helm h tin? . '1.' -; . ' ments which do not coincide w~th his previous 

.. >~ ,~, public and private statements," said Repre
________________ ._ ' ' ~ sentative James R. Jones, Democrat at Okla-

By STEVEN RATTNER . homa and chairman of the House Budget Com-
. . mittee, of Mr. Regan. liMy only concern is 

WASHINGTON 
o the casual eye, little has changed in the 
Treasllry Department. The portraits of 
pa.s: ':ecretaries still stare down from the 

walls in a corner of the second floor . Bureau
crats bustle through the marble-fluored corri
dors. Even the offices of the top officials re
main unchanged - redecorating has been 
banned for budget reasons. 

Yet all is not quiescent in this house of fi
nance. Already, as rarely in the past, the 
Treasury Department has emerged as a seat of 
intellectual ferment. 

How the new Treasury will iunctiorl - and 
whether ferment will become turmoil - de

. pends on how easily men representing a vari-
. ety of economic viewpoints mesh their diffe~
ent outlooks and how well the new Secretary 
will be able to bring an intellectual discipline to 
men who in the past have mostly been free 
spirits. . 

The new Secretary, Donald T. Regan, is him
self at issue. Widely expected to be a voice of 
pragmatism and restraint in an ·Administra
tion heavily populated with economic ideo
logues, he has delivered himself of a variety of 
remarks - sometimes ambiguous, sometimes 
conflicting, but always impressive in style and 
iforce - that have left the distinct impression 
that he will not fUI his anticipat~ role. 

whether he Is fully in the ' decision-making 
loop." . 

Take, for example, the matter of budget cuts 
and tax reduction. All of the senior Administra
tion officials argue publicly that both are .. 
needed and that they should occur as simulta- . 
neously as possible. But in the practical world~ 
simultaneity is unlikely and the Reagan Ad
ministration has been pressed on whether it . 
would accept tax cuts passed before budget re
ductions are voted. 

At his confirmation hearing on Jan. 6, Mr. 
Regan described the reduction of projected 
Federal spending and the easing of govern
ment regulation as "the more important 
parts" of the Reagan program. "Then we cut 
taxes, ., he said. . 

Exactly three weeks latE!r, Mr. Regan told 
the Senate Appropriations Committee that the 
"tax program cannot wait until budget outlays 
are reduced." And he maintained; "We must 
not make the mistake of assigning a higher pri
ority to balancing the budget than to revitaliza-
tion of the economy .• , . . 

He took much the same stance in a luncheon 
last week, rejecting suggestions that the tax 
cut be made contingent on achieving spending 

. restraint. But the next day, a senior White 
House official pointedly disputed the Regan re

I mark, insisting that the two proposals were 
Continued 01' Page 15 
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The'~·E~rment in Regan's Treasury 
. , - .' ' . . - . - " ' 

Continued from Page J 
linked. Privately, ' senior Administra
tion officials concede that Mr. ~gan's 
conIDcting statements reflect in part 
the fluctuating influences , of Mr. 
Regan's senior atdes.)Nlthtn the group, 
the conflicts seem 'to result less from 
philosophical differences than from dIf
ferences in emphasis, as in the case of 
the timing of tax' cuts. All of the offi
cials emphatically endorse tbe need for 
the entire program of tax cuts, budget 
cuts, tight control . over the rate of 
growth of money and credit and reduc-
tions in regulation. ,' r.,' ".' and his deputy, Steve Entin, who was a 

"What the Secretary started outto do staff member of the Joint Economic 

...... \-._r" . .. 

Washingtonians with his crisp re
sponses, steady gaze and sharp mind. 

"He comes across as strong and 
forceful but, with a sense of humor," 
said Charls E. Walker, a former Treas
ury Deputy Secretary under former 
President Richard M . Nixon, after a 
breakfast session. uHe made his points . 
and made them very clearly. " 

Mr. Walker also praised Mr. Regan 
for assembling a Treasury team quick

I ly, probably second only to Alexander 
-- M. Haig Jr. in the State Department in 

speed. But other Treasury watchers 
Mr. McNamar, an energetic and en- also question whether Mr. Regan actu-

consCiously from tbebeginning was to Committee for Senator William V. ' 
gaging 41-year-old lawyer and bus i- ally chose the team, virtually none of 
nessman, who was most recently exec- whc'n he had met before1heir job inter-

put together a team bringing various Roth, Republican of Delaware and co-
perspectives to the,Treasury," said R. sponsor of Kemp-Roth. (Two other for-
T. (Tim) Mcliamar, the new deputy mer Roth aides are directing legisla- . 
secretary. "W~'ve · got an economiC tive affairs at the Treasury.) 
'Situation to which there is no one an- . Bllt on the tax side, Mr, Ture's assIst-
swer!' - ., t , ant secretary is John E. ChapotoIl', a 

Dominant at least 'in terms of num- Houston lawyer who served as tax 
bers are the supply-side economiSts, a ' legislative counsel in the Treasury. 
loose term for a group that stresses the ' Among the first things Mr. Ture did 
positive effects of tax cuts, particularly , when his subordinate arrived was to 
on lndustry. The most senior exponent .,- . ,give him some reading materials on 
of that concept is Norman B. Ture, the ". supply-side economics. Reports of ten
Under SecretarY for Tax and Economic ':', sion have already filtered out. 
PoUcy and formerly a w.ashington eco- ' Meanwhile, the Under Secretary for 
nomic consultant. Mr.-'Ture, who was Monetary Affairs is Beryl W. Sprinkel, 
viewed as a llberal in '. the 1950's, has . a principal advocate of monetarism, 
gradually bec;ome more ~ conservative which emphaSizes the need for the Fed
and in recent years has been touting an ' eral Reserve to make the money supply 
economic model showing that the 30 ' .' grow more slowly and less erratically. \. 
percent. three-year tax:· cut known as UWe're not going to be reluctant to 
Kemp-Roth would result in major in- ': , suggest to the Federal Reserve the 
creases in erp.ployment .by stimulating kind of monetary policies we think they . 
demand and, therefore,industrialac- ' should be following," said Mr. Sprin
tivity. ' ... .-... kel. UWe don't have to wait to balance 

\ 

WITHIN the Administrat~on, Mr. , 
Ture, who is known for holding 
strong views, has forqefully ad

vocated that the tax cuts take effect as 
soon as possible and that a large "capi_ 
tal cost recovery" provision be enacted 
that would allow busil)ess to write off 
new investments faster. Mr. Ture is 
also arguing that other taX changes 
such as the marriage penalty should be 
placed in a separate package. 

In Mr. Ture's economic shop are two 
men of like views: Paul Craig Roberts~ 
the Assistant Secretary for Economic 
Policy, who was part of the group that 
worked on the Ke~p-Roth proposal, 

. the budget to get inflation under con
,-< trol.'-' 
. But in the past, most of the Under 

Secretary's job has involved interna
tional monetary matters, in which the 
57-year old former chief economist for 
the Harris Trust and Savings Bank in 
Chicago has comparatively little ex-
~rience~ uThere ar~ some areas in \ 
which I'm well informed and some in I 
which I'm not well informed," he said. 

Before Mr. Regan's recent pro
nouncements, Treasury watchers felt 
tha t ~e and Mr. McNamar would con
.;utute a third group with a more even
handed view of the various policy alter
natives. 

utive vice president and chief financial views, or whether it was pushed onto 
officer of the Beneficial Standard Cor- him. 
poration in Los Angeles, describes him- Mr. Ture, for example, was report-
self as an "orthodox Republican," by edly at the head of a list prepared by 
which he means that he relies on no one · the "kitchen cabinet," the group of 
solution. "We need, a variety of ac- California businessmen that President 
tions," said Mr. McNamar, who was Reagan relied on in the early stages 
executive director of the Federal Trade after his election. Mr. Regan's princi-
Commission from 1973 to 19n. pal selection has been his New York 

Although Mr. Regan rejects the no- public relations aide, John Kelly, who 
tion that he is possessed of a traditional also lacks Washington experience, to 
Repnblican economic philosophy, and, fill a similar post here. . 
although he was known on Wall Street And officials such as Representative 
as something of a mavarick, his few Jones wonder about the extent to which . 
public statements on economic policy - '- Mr Regan is shaping Administration 
before his appointment suggested a dif- policy in view of the highly visible role , 
ferent emphasis. . taken by Mr. Stockman. At the outset, 

Back in July, Mr. Regan called for a ' Mr. Regan's lesser role was attributed 
tax cut and talked of the need for incen- to his lack of experience i now, ques-
tives, much as he is doing now. But tions are being raised. "tax policy has 

. then, his priorities were a little diffe!- always been the domain of the Treas-
ent. First came accelerated depreciA- ury, but now it looks like Stockman's 
tion, second, lower capital gains taxes grabbing for that too,'-' sald one con-
and, third, protecting taxpayers cerned Treasury official. . 
against being pushed into higher tax Fo~ his 'part, Mr. McNamar: argues 
brackets by lnflation, a change that that the Treasury has been trying to ' 

, I would give proportionately more relief keep a low public profile in part be-
to middle- and lower-income taxpay- . cause only Mr. Regan has won Sehate 
ers than would Kemp-Roth. confirmation and that "Treasury has 

Mr. Regan was also viewed as sus- been at every budget-cutting meet-
peet by the most conservative Republi- ing." In addition, the economic policy 
cans for having supported wage-price council, which replaces President Car-
controls in 1971 and for having lent at ter,s economic policy group, has not yet 
least tacit support to Democratic can- started up. 
didates, including Jimmy Carter. "You're talking about the first 30 

While his statements have some- days," said Mr. McNamar. "The Ad-
times caused concern, Mr. Regan's ministration is not speaking with one 
manner of delivery has won universal consistent economiC view yet, and 
praise. In meetings, the native of Bos- when it does it will be Donald 
ton has impressed even hardened Regan's." • 
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'Fior two blissful years 
the rest of the world 

and I enjoyed a quiet 
detente. It didn't 

. bother me, nor I it. 
Three months ago this 

happy arrangement came to an 
inglorious end. It was my edi
tors who did it. They forced 
me to install a telephone. 
- What if we need you? they 

said. What if something im
portant happens? Ha! The 
only thing important to have 
happened is that my life is no 
longer my own. 

That thing ' be damned, I 
say. Let the telephone write its 
own stories. 

I wasn't like this a year ago. 
I was calmer then. Easier to 
get along with. Les~how do 
you say? -querulous. Because 
kings were kings and men were 
men and no telephones to 
muck it up. 

Oh, I had a telephone once. 
Then I moved. People looked 
at me strangely when I told 
them my new apartment had 
no phone. I hadn't paid the 
bill from the first one, I ex
plained, and was. afraid to face 
the phone company. But-how 
can we get ahold of you? they 
whined. I shrugged my shoul
ders and they thought me 
mad. 

In fact, this had nothing-or 
maybe just a little bit--to do 
with it. I liked not having a 
phone. I preferred it. But I 
told this only to a few very 
close ' friendS, who didn't un
derstand at an. 

"You're growing up," cooed 
one friend 'sweetly after rmd
ing me at the other end of my 
new line. "Our relationship is 
really maturing." 

A pox! A scourge! And no
body sees it. 

By nature I am inclined to
ward ~he concept of "tele
phone." Something 
in me. Under the tellepJ10t;~'S 
book-bound 
nearly everyone 
communicable 24 

Nice . . 
Not luiving 

ever, I made 
covery. I distO\rerEKI 
time 
their J)lI!1~uriEll man-

made burdens dissolve almost 
magically. Allowing my affairs 
to choose their own random 
course, I became increasingly 
free to think. 

For instance, the pay phone 
nearest to me is a three
minute walk away: not too far 
when phoning is essential, yet 
far enough to perform prophy
lactically at certain opportuni
ties. Several months ago, a 
woman I had once known 
called me at the office to 
renew a friendship. Under a 
different Set of circumstances, 
this might have resulted in a 
disastrous affair. We are to
tally incompatible. 

But fate disposed of the 
matter cleanly and dispassion
ately. All eager to make a go of 
it, I walked to the pay phone 
one chilly evening to pursue 
the initial encounter. The line 
was busy and remained so for 
about 20 minutes. After 
stomping my frozen feet in 
boredom, I walked home again 
to my unwired apartment, glad 
to be warm again, and soon 
forgot all about it. So did she. 

A telephone in an apart
ment is like a window left open 
in January. All manner o( 
things come inside, few of 
them welcome or very pleas
ant. Like airsickness, tele
phone calls seldom come at the 
right time-that we actually 
pay money for the trouble is 
an affliction begging analysis. 

Invariably. the tel~phone 

i 
1. 

By AmUe Luusford 

rings when . you are cheating on 
your wife or lover, and it is al
ways the wife or lover you are 
cheating on making the call. 

Without a telephone, my lit
tle apartment became an isola
tion tank of private pleasures, 
I could play my favorite 
records at all volumes, read at 
whatever pace I chose and, 
best of all, allow my mind to 
wander through depression 
and delight without fear of in
terruption. 

Introducing one in my home 
was like installing a time 
bomb. The mere sight of it in
duces an insidious anxiety: 
When will it go off? And when 
it does go off, it is as a thun
derclap in a church. a jab of 
electricity straight to .the 
heart . . 

In the three months since I 
was ordered to get a telephone, 
all my worst fears have been 
realized. It does ring, and at all 
hours. FriendS locked out of 
their houses at 3 a.m. Editors 
at midnight to change stories. 
Editors at 8 a.m. to assign sto
ries. Editors sending me 
to write stories. 

For such agJ,-a'vat;iolll,.II 
pect a reward. And if 
ward, at least 
company wanted 
phone, the 
pay for the 

. that is 
So aPlpr01aCJ1OO my editors 

with They laughed~ 
-EttBruske 
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UNIQUE LEATHER 
FUR ITURE SALE 
There is nothing quite like genuine leather for beautiful 
character and lasting comfort. Shown below is ~t one 
of over 2500 pieces of leather furniture we offer 
tremendous savings. So take this opportunity to 
on a lifetime of luxury at the price of a lifetime. 

Matching Ott~orm:lOfi. 

Sale-m,Off 
AlJNowOnly'159 

I i ~" 

~ . 

• :J 

I I mmmr 
All 3 bookcases, usually darn cheap at S179.are now 

a spectacular $159 during our Winter Take-Away Sale. 
Each bookcase Is 30" wide, 72" high, 12" deep. Three 
of the four shelves adjust.Vinyl-clad finishes are white, 
walnut, light or dark butcher block. Cabinet doors or 
desk flap may be added for S22 or S28.Also available 
16" deep, holds most stereo equipment, 3 for $219. 
Good and solid. Made In the U.s.A-Ready to assemble 
and packaged to go at each Door Store. 

(]doorstore e.- I ~ ..... It............. IallnsC.I ........ c:a.cIl 
3140 ~ St .. NW. (E ntrance 51 George1own Pike 5520 leesburg Pike 7395-M lee Hwy. 
333-7737 ,971-3380 759-4470 82G-3262 698-7117 
~ White Rint PlaZa 881-1320 ~ Annapolis MaY (301)266-0533 
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,YEAR-OLB 
'FORMER 
AIITIWAR 
ACTIVISTAIIB 
BIVIIII" 
STUBEIIT 
HIIiHBALLED 
HIS WAY TO 
COMMAIIBOF 
THEFEBERAL 
BUBIiET 

., WALTE"'A". 

E igh~ days before the inauguration, Ronald 
Reagaii's cabinet hosted a black-tie dinner at 
the F Street Club to honor the transition 
teams. Donald Regan, the new treasury secre

tary, was sick, but he sent a toast to be read in his 
name. 

According to a participant, Regan's dinner toast 
read like this: "No one has made greater use of the 
transition teams than I have. Only by totally working 
my whole transition team 15 hours a day could I keep 
Dave Stockman under control." 

The secretary of the treasury had reason to be wor
riedabout David A. Stockman, the new director of the 
Office of Management and Budget. At age 34, after 
two terms as a Michigan congressman, Stockman is 
the youngest person to hold Cabinet- rank in more 
than 150 years. He oomes to power with a controver
sial agenda to transform American economic policy 
and a young man's faith in the potency of his own 
ideas. -

For starters, Stockman wants to mount a frontal as
sault on the federal budget. He isn't cowed by the 
congressional appropriations process. Nor is he fright
ened by the special interests nor liberal bleeding
hearts who defend their favorite sections of the 
budget with the ferocity of junkyard dogs. 

The OMB post may be his battle station, but budg
et-cutting is only part of his ambitious strategy. 

Stockman, who believes -in free market economics, 
wants to declare holy war on the kind of federal regu
lations that businessmen curse over their martinis. 
Unlike the more cautious Regan, he is a zealous advo
cate in the Reagan cabinet of across-the-board, per-
, manent Kemp-Roth tax cuts. 

If tax-cut strategy works, Stockman believes that 
, the energies of America will be unleashed in an orgy 
of productive frenzy. And, if ,it fails, Stockman will 
have to defend the largest budget deficits in American 
history. Either way, Stockman promises to be at the 
center of the firestorm that will swirl around Reagan 
economic 'policy. 

Walter Shapiro is a staff writer with The Washington Post 
Magazine. 

In the early scrimmages among the Reagan team, 
Stockman has already broken away for long yardage. 
Alan Greenspan, a key outside adviser to Reagan, 
said, "Among those going into government, Stockman 
has the most conceptual input right now. Dave de
serves the status that he has achieved. He's done an 
extrordinary job. He's the brigh:test guy around." 

Jjhere are many bright, intensely driven, 34-
year-old whiz kids in Washington. But Dave 
Stockman is different. At a time when many of 

, his contemporaries are bucking for regional 
sales manager or worrying if they are partnership ma- I I 

terial, Stockman is trying to impose discipline on an 
unwieldy $739 billion budget. _ 

His meteoric rise is a tale of raging 'ambition. Stock
man himself concedes that at times, it makes him "ap
pear to be the most conniving character in history." , 

The Stockman saga illustrates that, even in an age 
of falling expectations, America is still a meritocracy, 
ready to reward bright Midwestern farmboys who 
work hard, cultivate their betters and keep their eye 
squarely on the main chance. 

It was just 14 years ago that Ronald Reagan, pledg
ing to get tough with campus ' demonstrators, was 
sworn in as governor of California. That same year, 
1967, Stockman was an antiwar activist on the sprawl
ing East Lansing campus of Michigan State Universi
ty. In the spring, he came to Washington for an anti
war rally. That sumnier, between his junior and senior 
years in college, Stockman worked as the only full
time organizer in the Lansing ar~a for Vietnam Sum
mer, arguing that Vietnam was an internal civil war. 

Today, Stockman remembers Vietnam Summer as 
"pretty much of a bust." But he also fondly recalls 
1967 as the the first summer that he didn't have to re
turn to his family's 150-acre fruit farm outside of St . 
Joseph, Mich., "to pick berries and haul tomatoes." 
, Stockman . was reluctant to discuss whether he 

agrees with Ronald Reagan that Vietnam was "a 
noble cause." But the OMB director gave a revealing 
answer when asked what stayed with him from that 
period . as an antiwar crusader: "I suppose the same 
curiosity. It was more intellectual than anything 



By Bill Snead 

else. The only thing that has 
changed is my' view of the 
world. I'm still trying to figure 
out the world~ even now." 

l he fIrSt thing you no
tice about Dave Sto.ck

man are the aviator 
glasses and the thatch 

of graying hair swept 
back in a $25 haircut from a 
unisex barber. His face is gen
erally impassive, but occasion
ally in conversation a small 
smirk will play across his fea
tures. Whether it's at his Sen
ate confirmation hearing or In 
his office early on a Saturday 
morning, Stockman wears the 
same conservative uniform-a 
dark suit from Britches, a 
white shirt and a sincere red 
tie. 

Much of the surface polish 
is the work 9f Jennifer Blei, 
his 26-year-old girIfr-iend. She 
is one of . the top computer 
salespeople for IBM. Two 
years ago, at · the age of 32, 
StockmaD-di<l not 'own a pair 
of jeans. "I got ,him to buy a 
pair," Blei said, "but they 
shrank in the first washing so 
they ende~ above his ankles. 
But he kept wearing them. 
They weren't really a pair of 
jeans, they were more like a 
long pair of shorts." 

Outside of his work, Stock
man's life is about as riveting as 
the opening pages of Proust's 
Remembrance of Things Past. 
He and Jennifer Blei occasion
ally play chess; They go out to 
dinner at homes of friends like 
Rep. Jack Kemp (R-N.Y.) and 
Richard Straus" editor of a 
newsletter on Middle East af
fairs. But as Blei put it, "If 
this is going to be a personal 
piece about Dave Stockman, it 
will be a really short article." 

"'"' ~ ..... s.mall towns in the 
Midwest breed high 

achievers. More top
ranking corporate exec

'. . utives are born , there 
than anywhere else. The harsh 00 

farm life and the lack of other ~ 
, diversions instill the work ] 
ethic. The flat, unchanging r:; 
landscape inspires among the 8 
brightest a desperate ur~e to '! 
escape. ~ 

This environment molded I .... 
Dave Stockman. He grew up on I ~ 
a southwestern Michigan farm 
that has been in his mother's 
family since the 18908. He even 
went to a one-room school. 
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The living room of the 
family farmhouse looks like it 
was lifted from an old Saturday 
Evening Post cover, complete 
with a couch covered in chintz, 
simulated wood-grain paneling, 
and a recliner for Stockman's 
father,Al. 

His mother, Carol, said that 
Dave, the oldest of five, "is the 
least emotional of the chil
dren.'" That comment triggered 
a reprise of all the old family 
arguments that AI Stockman, 
too, -isn't emotional. The OMB 
director's father finally sat up 
in his recliner and said, "It's 

r.==.:,~_iDiHITT.n=jjiiiiiiiiiii.!~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ just that 1 don't let it show." 
~lrte ... !U Bee.e. Carol Stockman had the last 

word: "But you can't keep it all 
CaIOlIowes inside you; you'll get an ulcer." 
this hou8e. While Dave was ' at Michigan 

State, where he originally went 
Tim. was. Carol wouW dilllb the .. stairs twlftty, to study agriculture, the Stock-
,v,n thirty tim.s .. dIy ad think notlling of it. alit f il h ' f 
t~.t !WIS b,for, h,r iIIn.s •. Sh, could glt ., ... , man am y was t e scene 0 
fin. In I on,-story hou ••• but th.t would .. lin many heated debates over 
moving. And besides, .h, 10vII this hous.. A Vietnam. AI Stockman, a Cit,,,., WItIJ/.tlJ,·· lolv.d C,rol'l probl.m by 
"tting her rid. from floor to floor quickly end com. strong supporter of the war,. 
fortNIy. As the first st.irway ,Iev.tor to b, Ul· remembers that "1 felt pretty 
listed. it's virtu.lly maint,n.nc. fr ... De.ign.d lonely at times." 
for UI. 01 .ny curv,d or str.ight st.ney, it eM 
b, inst.lI.d in just a matter of hour •. Befort you Fourteen years later, with 

8ALTlM~~~ n~l~oR AND buy or r.nt any st.irw.., ,'ev.tor, call or writ. for his son in the Reagan cabinet, 
DUMBWAITER frll infOhNtion on til. COIIIPI.tt lint of C"",., AI Stockman fmally feels vindi-

, Dept. W , 6300 Falls Rood WIClJlItIlfl, WIIHkMi, Uft,. WIIHklMi, '.lHtl. 
Baltimore, Mo~lond 21209 cated. "The things Dave is 

FROM ~3fJ~~~fiTci:?~REA ASK helping peq:JIe heip themselves. preaching now," Stockman 
ENterp~~~~T~ r~~ TOll) CHENEY We cola.... said, ,"were the things that 1 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ wils saying back in the days 

OUR ROTUNDA CAME TO 
TOWN AND. DECIDED 

TO STAY 

when 1 was so out of it. College 
professors always know more 
about things than the old man 
at home." 

IIORRISOII SAID HE'D lIE WIWIIS TIl 
SURMISE' THAT STIICKMAII KIIEW 
DIVlIIITY SCHIlL WOULD IKEEP HIli OUT 
IF THE DISTASTEFUL SPECTACLE THAT 
WAS VIETIIAII.' . . 

deferment. Stockman denies "There was something in him 
that he was a draft dodger. But that said that this is not as in
some who knew him well dur- teresting, or if you will, as 
ing this period have their sus- promising a way to spend your 
picions. life," Moynihan said. ' "He 

Truman Morrison, Stock- chose to be a nonconformist." 
man's minister in college, wrote Others at Harvard pursued 
one of his recommendations to nonconformity by trashing 
Harvard. Morrison said he'd campus buildings; Stockman 
"be willing to surmise" that became a liberal Republican. 
Stockman knew divinity school It was a shrewd move. In 
would "keep him out of the dis- . those days, prominent Demo
tasteful spectacle that was crats were awash in Ivy League 
Vietnam." resumes. Meanwhile, the Re

Morrison was one of many publican Party was a geriatric 
interviewed for this article who enterprise filled with blue
commented on Stockman's haired old ladies and corpulent 
self-absorption: "David was al- Rotarians. 
ways thinking about David a Another helpful mentor, 
great deal of the time. He is Washington Post associate edi
very narcissistic. David has al- tor David S. Broder, brought 
ways been very intent on his Stockman together with Rep. 
own personal advancement." . John Anderson (R-lll.), the 

Nothing that Stockman did soul of moderate Republican
.before or since was more calcu- ism. 
lated than his campaign to win Broder was teaching a course 
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan . at Harvard and Stockman was 
(D-N~Y.) as his mentor. Moyni- one of his brightest students. 
han was then commuting from Anderson, newly elected chair
Harvard to his job in the Nixon man of the House Republican 
White House. Conference, needed another 

At Harvard, Stockman staffer. Broder mentioned 

One of 
the few ways 

left to save 
money when 
building your 

own home is to 

recognized the upward mobil- Stockman; Moynihan took An-

l
here are college pro- ity of the babysitter. He plot- derson aside after a White 
fessors and, then, ted for months to get a job as House meeting to sing the 

there are Harvard pro- the li'Ve-in au pair student for praises ofbis young protege. 
fessors. The Stockman the Moynihan family. Before Stockman borrowed $50 

saga demonstrates the his job interview, the methodi- . from his mother to fly to 
opportunities that can fall into cal Stockman read all of Washington for the interview. 
your bookbag in Harvard Yard. Moynihan's published writings. Anderson hired him on the 

do some or all of 
the finishing work yourself. Northern 
Counties has years of experience in 
constructing quality shell homes. We are 

At Michigan State, one of Stockman tended b~n', car- spot, and the dream of a di-
Stockman's principal interests ' ried groceries, emptied the gar- vinity degree died forever. 
was religious · philosophy. His ' bage and looked after the three 
road to the an:tiwar movement MoYnihan children. The year 
began at the activist Edgewood left an imprint on many of his 
United Church of Christ in attitudes toward the federal 
Lansing, where he also taught budget. 
Sunday school. ' Moynihan-along with Har-

..... - anxious to assist people interested in 
In 1968, Stockman accepted vard professors James Q. Wil

a fellowship to Harvard . Di- son and Nathan Glazer, who 
vinity School-though he had also influenced Stockman
no intention of entering the were in the forefront of a group 
clergy. Stockman attributes of. Great Society liberals re
this decision to his "fascina- thinking the effects of the 80-

tion" with the writings of cial programs they had shaped 
theologian Reinhold Niebuhr. during the Johnson years. 
"I was trying to fmd a way in- Their novel notion was to look 
tellectually out of the radical hard at the results of social 
thicket I was in," Stockman programs instead of merely 
said. "Niebuhr was sort of a praising their goals. 

~
ighteen . months 
later, 25-year-old 

Dave Stockman be
came director of the 

House Republican 
Conference, with a private of
fice and a personal staff. In 
three years, Stockman trans
formed the conference from an 
intellectual backwater into one 
of the best research factories 
on Oapitol Hill. 

~ directly involving themselve~ in the 
00 
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bridge back to a more conven- Moynihan recalls that it 
tional view of the world." would have been easy for 

Divinity school conveniently Stockman to become another 
brought with it a 4-D draft Harvard radical of the era. 

Stockman calls these years 
"my formative period." During 
this period; he developed his 
"rabid" affmity for free-market 
economics. It was a conversion 
that was, in part, dictated by 
political necessity. 

Anderson's liberal social 
views were alienating orthodox 
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Republicans. StoclQnan feared 
for Anderson's leadership posi
tion-and his own job. So he 
began reading reams of ma
terial from the American En
terprise Institute and other 
conservative think tanks. He 
was searching for free-market 
issues on which Anderson i 

IDAVE WAS WEARIIlIi HIS HAIR Lllllii III 
THIISE DAYS SIIRT IF IF A PRIIICE 
VALIAIIT HAMOUr, AID THAT DIDII'T HEU 
•• • AID HE SA VE VERY LOlli AIISWERS Til 
IIUESTIINS.' 

could appear to be a mainstream . been Republican · county treas
Republican. urer for 30 years and his family 

Anderson and Stockman was prominent . among the 
were extremely close. At vari- farmers in the area. However, 
ous points, the "Congressman Stockman came from a differ
found staff jobs for two Stock- ent social class than the local 
man brothers. When Anderson gentry, with their big houses on 
made speeches in southwestern Lake Michigan. 
Michigan, he stayed with But Stockman had been 
Stockman's parents. It was the prepping for a race against the 
kind of father-son relationship hapless Hutchison for a long 
you see occasionally on Capitol time. He had long earnest talks 
Hill. But it was a relationship with a local judge, Chester 
eventually doomed by the son's Byrns, who helped introduce 
rebellion against the liberal him to the first families of the 
views of his surrogate father. area. Byrns describes Stock-

Anderson himself refused to man in those days as "not very 
be interviewed about Stock- sophisticated" with "much of 
man. But his wife, Keke, the farmboy still in him." • 
remembered Stockman as "a In 1974, Stockman got his 
workaholic. I've never seen a mother, who was a spear-car
young man so obsessed with rier in local Republican poli
work." . tics, elected county chairman. 

Stockman blames his rift She worked with such intensity 
with Anderson on his decision on her son's campaign that a 
not to support the congress- congressional aide to Stockman 
man's recent presidential later cO¥1pared her to "Rose 
ambitions. "That disappointed Kennedy or maybe Joe Ken
him a lot," Stockman said. nedy." 

. "Understandably SO.H Meanwhile Stockman stole 
Keke Anderson believes the his young campaign manager 

falling-out happened earlier. from the Republican Confer
"John began to sense," she . ence. David Gerson, now 27, 
said, choosing her words care- has been Stockman's alter ego 
fully, "that there was just too as he has' moved from adminis
much drive and not enough trative assistant to an aide at 
human aspects there." OMB. Together, back in 1975, 

they put together the first 

l here comes a,' time in modern campaign in the his
. every successful young tory of the sleepy congr. essional 

man's life when he district-a $110,000 primary 
wants to do something challenge to Hutchison. 

on his own. Most resist During this time, Stockman 
the temptation because of somehow found time to write 
mortgage payments or chil- his first article, "The Social 
dren. A few start their own Porkbarrel," which appeared in 
businesses or law firms. Dave early 1975 in The Public Inter
Stockman, 29, r~ for Congress est, a small neo-conservative 
in 1976. magazine. 

It' was a bold gamble. De- The article fused Moyni-
spite . an uninspiring record, han's skepticism about social 
Republican incumbent con- programs with Stockman's 
gressman Edward Hutchison knowledge of the' hidden 
was fully in tune with the con- byways of Capitol Hill. Social 
servatism of Stockman's home programs, the future OMB di
district in southwestern Michi- rector argued passionately, had 
gan and showed no intention of acquired a constituency that 
retiring. Moreover, virtually no used the same porkbarrel poll
one in the district knew Stock- tics as the military-industrial 
man, who hadn't lived at home complex. . 
since 1964. "That article is how I got to 

Stockman also had to bridge Congress," Stockman said with 
a difficult political and social" a laugh. Irving Kristol, the edi
chasm. His grandfather had tor of The Public Interest, 

found occasion to praise it effu
sively in a long commentary in 
the wau Street Journal. 

Kristol's column caught the 
eye of the most influential 
newspaper publisher in the dis
trict. The publisher wrote an 
editorial suggesting that the 
Hutchinson era had passed -
and that the Stockman era was 
dawning. "That editorial 
launched our campaign and 
things just started to build 
after that," Stockman said. 

Judge Byrns recalls a meeting 
in his home in the fall of 1975 to 
introduce Stockman to the local 
corporate elite centered around 
Whirlpool, the dominant corpo'" 
ration in the area. 

"Dave knew that the dozen 
or so people I had invited could 
be financially helpful to him," 
Byrns said. "But they were 
skeptical. Dave was wearing his 
hair long in those days, sort of a 
Prince Valiant haircut, and that 
didn't help. He was very hesi
tant because he knew who these 
people were. Lord, how he had 
studied them. He had a nervous 
habit of strokini his mouth as 
he talked. And he gave very 
long answers to questions." 

But·Stockman's intellect and 
his knowledge of Washington 
overcame his social awkward
ness. "Stockman fascinated 
those people because he was a . 
walking computer," Byrns said. 
"He was using facts and figures 
that these business leaders 
could look up. And they did, 
and they were impressed." 

On Groundhog Day 1976, 
SJ;ockman sprang from his hole 
and formally announced his 
congressional candidacy. Two 
days later, Hutchison an
nounced his retirement from 
Congress. 

Humility was not 
Dave Stockman's 

strong suit ' when he 
arrived in Congress 

in early 1977. 
At the orientation session for 

new GOP freshmen, everyone 
introduced himself, usually 
with a bit of personal biogra
phy. When it was Stockman's 

. turn, he got up and said, "My 
name is Dave Stockman. I have 

a great deal of experience on 
Capitol Hill. My staff and I will 
be glad to help any of you 
freshmen get adjusted." . 

"As you can imagine," said 
one of his colleagues, "Dave's 
remarks went over like a lead 
balloon." 

But Stockman had too much 
on his mind to worry about 
congressional protocol. He 
wangled a seat on the com
merce committee and was in 
the forefront of the Republican 
opposition to Carter's energy 
programs. He became a self
taught expert on health care 

. and helped lead the fight 
against Carter's hospital cost 
containment program. 

Beginning in 1977, Stock
man put. together alternative 
conservative budget proposals. 
In March 1980, speaking for a 
group of 60 House members, he 
proposed $26 billion in cut..~. At 
a House Budget Committee 
hearing, Stockman said that he 
personally wanted to cut $34 
billion more. 

Blessed with a safe district, 
Stockman could pursue his 
ideological interests free from 
much cant and hypocrisy. He 
voted againSt farm subsidies in 
an agricultural district. He was 
the only member of the Michi
gan delegation to oppose the 
Chrysler bailout. 

Meanwhile, Stockman kept 
writing, churning out more 
than 20 articles on policy 
issues, particularly energy, 
regulation and economics. A 
third of these pie(!es, which 
helped solidify Stockman's 
reputation as a thinking man's 
conservative, appeared in the 
pages of The Washington Post. 

At his Senate confirmation 
hearing, after listening to lib
eral senators read back some of 
his . more controversial sen
tences, Stockman said ruefully, 
"If I do manage to get con
firmed for this job, I think I'm 
going to stop writing." 

Perhaps Stockman's 
shrewdest move in 

. Congress was ce-
menting ' an alliance 

with Jack Kemp, the 
former football quarterback 
turned tax-cut advocate. 

Kemp describes their rela
tionship as "Mr. Inside and 
!\tlr. Outside.".But a more accu
rate assessment would be that 
Stockman provided the brains 
and Kemp provided, if not the 
brawn, at least, the public stage 
presence. 

Despite Stockman's self-con
fidence, he acknowledged that 
there was a gaping hole in his 
,economic thinking when he ar
rived in Congress. He had 
strong views on the budget and 
oppressive federal regulations, 
but he lacked an overall eco
nomic theory-a macroeco
nomic philosophy in the jargon 
of the trade. 

"I believed in free-market 
economics," Stockman said, 
"but that doesn't tell you any
thing about macroeconomic 
policy. I needed a macro phi
losophy and I didn't have one. 
Except for a knee-jerk Hoover
ite view that most Republicans 
had at the time. But I was a lit
tle too sophisticated for that. I 
knew the budget couldn't be 
balanced every year." 

Kemp's gospel, called sup
ply-side economics, contends 
that the government went 
wrong by stimulating consumer 
demand. What it should have 
been doing, Kemp argued, was 
encouraging America to in
crease production. One policy 
remedy was a massive tax cut, 
the Kemp-Roth bill, that 
would set off a new ' American 
industrial revolution. 

With Kemp directing his 
reading, Stockman became a 
true believer. Up to now, 
Stockman's strength was his 
skepticism about well-inten
tioned social welfare programs 
and the government's tinkering 
with the free market. But 
Stockman seized on supply
side economics with the same 
zeal that young intellectuals 
once brought to the writings of 
Herbert Marcuse. 

A week after the 1980 elec
tion, before Reagan had picked 
his OMB director, Stockman 
and Kemp collaborated on a 
memo that outlined how the 
new administration could avoid 
an "economic Dunkirk." The 
origins of this. memo explain 
how the dynamic duo of Kemp 
and Stockman worked. 

Kemp, ' not Stockman, had 
been invited to the first meet
ing of Reagan's economic ad
visers in mid-November in Los 
Angeles. The former quartet-

. back for the Buffalo Bills felt a 
bit inadequate in this august 
company: "There would be all 
these big-name economists
George Schultz, Alan Green
span, Arthur Burns-and me, 
Jack Kemp, sitting around a 
table. I felt a tremendous sense 
of responsibility." 

Continued on page,13 
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i So Kemp turned to Stock
man, his junior partner. 
"Dave," he said, "we've got to 
decide on the type of approach 
I'm going to take at that meet
ing." Stockman wrote most of 
the memo and Kemp carried 
the ball in Los Angeles. 

There are signs that Kemp is 
bristling over Stockman's new 
prominence. David · Gerson re
calls a recent half-joking phone 
call from Kemp. "I'm getting 
tired of Dave Stockman push
ing me off the front pages," 
Kemp said. "The next thing, 
I'll be seeing him on the cover 
of a sports magazine · with his 
arm cocked back ready to 
thrQw a pass." 

Even as a junior con
gressman, Dave 

Stockman had a lean 
and hungry look. He 

was toying with run
ning for the Senate in 1982 or 
1984. Fred Matthews, his chief 
congressional fund-raiser, 
wanted to enter him in the 
Iowa presidential caucuses in 
1984. In the fall of 1979, Stock
man tried to get Matthews, an 
optometrist from Dowagiac, 
Mich., to raise some money for 
an exploratory presidential 
campaign for Kemp. 

"What's in it Jor you?" Mat
thews said he asked Stockman. 

"That way I could be direc
tor of OMB," Stockman said. 

Kemp never ran for presi
dent, but Stockman got -to be 
OMB director by impersonat
ing two presidential candi
dates. Before Reagan's debate 
with Anderson, the former 
California governor practiced 
by debating the 33-year-old 
two-term congressman. 

StoCkman had only met Rea
gan at large formal meetings, 
but he was an obvious choice to 
play Anderson, his former 
mentor. He was so good he was 
asked to come back for a sec
ond performance in late Octo
ber as the stand-in for Carter. 

The reviews were glowing. 
Reagan, a former actor, knew 
talent when he saw it. Alan 
Greenspan was so impressed by 
Stockman's impersonation of 
Carter that he said, "If we had 
the capacity to give something 
like an Academy Award, Stock
man would have gotten it." 
Sen. Paul Laxalt (R-Nev.), one 
of Reagan's closest advisors, 
said the mock debates were 
"near-indispensable" for 
Stockman's unanimous selec
tion for the OMB job. 

I t is said that Bome of the 
most disappointed peo

ple in life are those who 
achieve -their dreams too 

early. 
The director of OMB, with 

its far-reaching responsibilities 
that cut across the entire gov
ernment, has always been 
Stockman's dream job. 

"Dave has always been in 
awe of that position," said Jen
nifer Blei. "It was the place 
where he could implement all 
of his ideas. But it's always 
been almost like a dream to 
him. I always felt he'd be an 
OMB director. But not in 
1980." 

Two flames have lighted 
Dml'e.. Stockman's charmecLlife.. 
as he has moved from antiwar 
crusader to OMB director. One 
is his burning ambition arid the 
other is his glowing faith that 
his ideas can shape political 
events. 

But Stockman's idealism has 
always been curiously devoid of 
compassion. He has described 
the federal budget as "a coast
to-coast soupline." But he lacks 
the empathy also to see the 
budget as people to be served, 
instead of inflated numbers on 
a page. 

Perhaps this lack of com
passion is related to the way 
Stockman has used his obses
sion with work to keep people 
at arm's length. 

Nothing in Stockman's ca
reer has prepared him to com
promISe his vocal confidence in 
his own opinions. An intellec
tual lone wolf could stand. out 
among the Republican mi
nority in the House. But now 
Dave Stockman is playing on 
someone else's team. 

As OMB director, Stockman 
will win some -battles in the 
Reagan White House, but he 
will lose some as well. In vic
tory or defeat, Stockman will 
have to defend the administra
tion's policies to Congress, the 
press and the public. 

Will he bear defeat graceful
ly, and defer to others more 
powerful--but not nece~ily 
more intelligent--than he? It is 
a problem that worries the 
Reagan team. According to cor
ridor gossip during transition, 
Edwin Meese III, Reagan's 
closest adviser, personally se
lected the man who will be 
Stockman's deputy at OMB, 
Edwin L. Harper. 

His mission is the same as 
Donald Regan's. To keep Dave 
Stockman under control. • 
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The Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Howe, Q.C . , 
Chance 1'1 or of the Exchequer, 
11 Downing Street , 
London, S.W.l. 
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Re: Preference capital issue by nationa.l ised industries 

... 

Thank you for your letter dated 30th January . I have given a 
great deal of thought to the ysnags" raised by your officials at the Treasury. 
Since you encouraged me to give you my views on these objections, here is 
my follow up . 

The first one that the preference issues could not escape being 
considered as part of the PSBR must be based on a misunderstanding. Non-
redeemable preference shares, (let us ignore for the moment the 'other 
variety, which any way represents a smaller proportion of such issues), 
cannot under any circumstances be considered as a loan, since there is 
neither a 1 iabil ity nor a legal possibil ity of repayment. 

Preference shares, (redeemable or unredeemable) are, both de jure 
and de facto part of shareholders funds , they are treated as such in the 
company's accounts, by the Inland Revenue, by creditors in 1 iquidation, by 
lenders seeking collateral security and in any kind of 1 itigation. Like 
ordinary shares they pay dividends not interest. Hence I can see no way 
in which a capital issue in the form of preference shares, even by a 
nationalised industry, could be cons idered as a loan forming part of the 
PSBR. Even the suggested Government guaranty of annual dividends could 
only be viewed as a relatively small contingent Treasury 1 iabil ity. 

Continued/ ....... . 
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The Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Howe, Q.C., M.P. 10th February, 1981. 

The officials next objection, the one that a guaranteed dividend 
payment is un1 ike1y to bring significant market discip1 ines to bear on 
industries, can be overcome by using the time honoured method of 
participating preference shares, this would make the holders of such stock 
recipients of an additional percentage dividend if and when ordinary 
shareholders are paid an agreed minimum dividend, which is reasonably 
covered by profits. This makes directors responsible for profit performance 
to preference shareholders, whom they will face at Annual General Meetings, 
(a first step towards privati sat ion) . 

As to the question whether such capital issues would compete with 
gilts, any large issue is bound to compete on the market for available 
funds. However, all investment institutions divide their funds between 
gilts, corporate stocksand shares and property in varying and variable 
proportions, depending on their own funding requirements, the prevail ing 
market sentiment and considerations of a balance between yield and security. 
Although there may well be a sl ight overlap from time to time, I would 
consider this a very minor consideration compared to what may result in a 
substantial reduction of the PSBR. 

The terms of preference issues can be tailor made to fit 
individual requirements, and I shall be freely available to you, both to 
argue the case and to make specific suggestions, as from the middle of March, 
when I am planning to return from a trip abroad. In the meantime, good luck 
with your Budget preparations. 

FAS/AFP 



Remi Theudebaldo ·fJ/ 
c/o Sargent 8011ett ,,:;liY~ 

~ 485 Fifth Avenue 
l\JewYork~ N. Yo 100]7 \ J) I ~ ______ . __ .______ ,... ." ,~ , .. '.., C,~;( e)<. , 

F'ebl~~~JfeFEf}1~8J-- ? i " ~ 
i.,9H· EXC:~"'{EQ· .JER i It 

1 ACTlcm ; , 
~~:n~~~~~;b;~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~r Howe ~ . 1.J --.~-._c " ..... , ..... ~, .,,~, ._ 

~' 1 (Q~H::5 1 IV1-M .-qJ A G H A-I..I Sir: \.. .. ' 10 rl.~,.,~". :~ ." .Y,.. .' ",," .• ",~ 

We respectfully enclose a copy of a 1 etter to t1he NJr·"¥--e--ffi .'~(:P4-1fte 
(January 30, 1981), copies of which we recent11 cirdl:l*~~." G 

~ I 

number: of New York City publications and. Washi rlg..t...o..u.}. n . G..... officii s 

--including members of the United States Congress, high governmental 

appointees in the new administration and, finally, to pres~t 

Ronald Reap:an himself. t tJ l ~ ! ~ "''''~ 
II'he letter, a s you will qui.ckly perceive, was prompted by the two ~ 
,luxtaposeri articles--~lUrs and that by Yale University prof'essor ~J'2-
William Nord.haus. After readlng both p i eces we f'el t that y ou clearly 

v/on "the (1 ebate II, were one to place it in such context., Indeed, we 

found your presentation extremely edifying. 

NOW, in the final footnote of our letter we omitted to include a 

tl}_ir;,~ area of governmental fiscal manipulation--namely, the borrowing 

~~e~~le (in supplementation to printing new money and taxation). 

Our viewpoint to pr8vail at the time was that in a prolonged era of 

g atherinF, and relentlessly increscent inflation the function of 

borrowinf, becomes ~pso f~cto contributory to the printing of more 

money, since those interim debts are not defrayedo 

Furr.her, due to -9 climate of governmental economic functioning as 

above portrayed. the monetBry arm and the fiscal arm become, in effect, 

symbiotic counterparts of the same manipulationc 

In any event , we write this mainly because we were extremely impressed 

by your thoughtful article of analysis, in which you proved yourself 

fully cognizant of the monumental exigencies of the predicament o 

May both of our great lands, and i.n ~~!.~~~Q " 'rhe lfree world It at larp:e, 

ciefpat this extortionate inflation monster! 

Faithfully yours, 

~\~~ 
Remi Theudebaldo 

li:nc 10 sure 

00py of letter of January 30, 1981 to ~he New York Times 
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Re~i Theudebaldo 
c/o Sa.rgent COl-lett 
Suite 1042 Ii 
485 Fifth Avenue 
New York, ~. Y. 10017 

COPY 

Jbnuary 30, l~dl 

bubject: The articles i~~L&Tru~ 
RE.i¥iliDI~S: fttA.L JlND lViA~ jjJ!,LI.h; II ~ 
by Professor William ~OrQhaU8 of 
Yale University end REAGAN SHOULD 
TALK. '.EO 1V.LR~. 'll1:iAfC~Ji to appear 

BUd..LNlU.Jt1 .ciection (Sunday t January 2,5, 
The New York Times 

in The ~ew York Times Sunday 
BUSINESS sectioD, January 2;;, 1981 
the latter article by Sir ,Geofrrey 
Howe, Britain's Chancellor of the 

1ge1) Kxchequer. 

229 West 43rd street 
~ew York, N. Y. 10018 

Dear Sir : 

While I take it for granted that uec volente President ~eQgan will 

in due course be talking with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher---
I would suggest here that Professor Nordhaus talk with Sir Geoffrey! 

One matter as plain &s an immaculate sUDny day must be accompanied by 

blue sky is that we will never terminate inflation in this country so 

long as the U. S. Government per a gigantic entrenched bureaucracy 

indulges in huge deficit spending, a seli -perpetuatim·g fiscal folly 

that will only mortgage the very future of these United States. 

This has been the sociological record from the days of j 1. D. R. when 

the modern era inflationary thrust was launched. 
All the king's economists and all the kingls theoreticians cannot alter 
the truth of the above statement. Sorry Professor Nordhaus! 

Sincerely y&urs, 

RemiTheu~ebald0 

P. s. - When the government spends more money than it has at hand it 

either increases the taxes or prints more money. Either avenue 

is national theft by governmbntal m.ani'pulation. Since current 

taxes have long been inordinately high, t.'he government's 

printing pr.sses have been very busy. Rather than so many 
. ·r~· ... ~.~ . . _ 

~re eL oacks the presses shouli be printing thousands upon 

tnousands of pink slips. 
Added after letter was mailed: R. 11' . 

Because of the relentless challenges posed by the Soviet Union 
only National Defense and related spheres warrant special dispen
sation respecting exclusion from vital cost-cutting activity. 

Ro To 
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BRITISH EMBASSY 
3100 Massachusetts Avenue, ~r.W. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008 

Tekplwne:(zoZ)46z-1340 

(l... 

26 Janu"ary 1981 

Mrs R E J Gilmore 
Chief Information Officer 

"I:IM Treasury 

CHANCELLOR • S ARTICLE IN "" THE NEW " YORK TIMES 

h/u,t 
p~ /()\-r 

¥. 

)t';. l L CiA. S a-~"g 

\1v l~ I{ t <It. ~ 

~ V ~~v-..-

'fl.. h~~~ , 
")) t=' 

ll)-,t/S 

I attach a copy of the Chancellor's article, as it 
finally appea~ed in the Sunday New York Times for 25 January. 
We have called the Times' attention to the constitutional 

\ howler they have perpetrated by changing "wi th" to "wi thin" 
in the seventh to last line. 

Copies of the article will be provided to our Consulates
General throughout the US by BIS New York. 

Ene: 1 

c.c. N P Bayne ESq 
ERD FCO 

R Allen Esq 
HM Treasury 

T Bottrill Esq 
HM Treasury 

(~"-

H G Walsh 

I. 
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,J! N re<ccnl wtcka Ill&vC ken "6liU':~ b y 
Ii flumbt:r or aniclell tn (he Unflt:d 
:SUlles preS! flc1vllilng Pn::.ldt:ll( 

Rt1t{;an on the mfttn protJlems fht11 
w(~uIJ ftlce him on talUnS uftict: -.nd th~ 
main step. the "utho~ telt be rahould 
lAl(e. 

What WItS particularly lnterclillng to 
me WItS the c!~e p"ral1cl between the 
problemJ ki~ntlllcd. and (he prtscrl~ 
rlollS mude. in ,orne of lho.u; ertklt5. 
and my own v'c:w of the Brtllsh econ
omy. Indeed. ,here 8n: close pu:.l1ds 
with many of the Induurlullzcd coun
triu around 'he world. WI'.: ble all ~ut
fering trom the effects 01 the icvere 
rise jn 011 price! adnce Uf79. whicll lias 
»en' the world ~cooomy Into rcce.:;:;!on 
and ~ddt:d to lntl&tiooar-y flru. 

Out the panllels went further alum 
the- JoInt etperlence 01 rece5~lotl. The 
art'cle£ highlighted the problem, fll 
InUaclon and how 10 ladle it, tovem
men' ~pendjng lind bonowlng, and ~ov
emment over-rt:cuIMllon ollhe private 
,ector. On .U the~e. the authors uised 
issut:s; that are lrnpofunt to the Br'tl.sh 
economy itS well. ' 

Uke (he UuHed Slate4, £trter a long 
postwar per-too ot growth. wUh rela
Uvely low'lnnl:&tton. we have seen sen
ou~ in!tatton establish Itself In our econ
omy ovc:r tne hast decade or so. In Brlt
illn we have ~een tht: Inflationary para· 
phernalia or llu'om~tlc lndexntion. 
wage claims at leine In line wt\h prlce 
m,)Vement~. dtscus~ion ot cost tn
crea.st!:i "tn rt:tal h:rms" ns It flu: ~en
erat rlie 10 the price le .. el wt!re un!m-
pon it nt, and 10 un. ' 

Successive covemmenli have SJlayed 
• part In our !nthlt!onary process, 
through excesslve 6pendlng and &..or· 
ruwing. and the pretense t!wl !heycan 
.sotve problems ,hat can only be mAS· 
cere-d by chan£e5 In economic behavtor. 
10 some casr.s. they have ,aken over 
,ulls benet performed privately. 

In others. the problem has been rhe 
establlshment of a 'evel of entitlement, 
or 6ta.ndard of provision. that assumes 
subs[doUal economic Srowlh. which It 
is then dHticult' to 6cale dOWlI II the 
growlh does not rnllte,-'allu:. Thus, 
public .. pendtng has acquired a 
momentum divorced from the ual1lics 
of the productive! economy. which has 
had to bear an tncreaslng buroeu. The 
productive: lector hAt been further 
hampered by levels 0' persotlal lAxa
tJon tntS,ra,fng co enterprtse and et-

Sir Geoffrey "owe 'J arllllin's Chun
tllQr 01 'he £.xche~wer. 

Reagan Should Talk to Mrs. Thatcher 
By GEOFFREY IJOWE 

Ion. ilnd by an ex('uslve number ()f 
80vernment rtuul"iluns. I lind echoes 
ot aU lhese phenomenll In descript10ns 
of AmeriC'.4n expcrtenco 4&$ well. 

These are problema whlch h4v~ de
veloped over many ycs,rs, e.nd ,hey will 
not besoJved overnight. But 1 now Clnd 
n.::ar unlverul agreemen( among my 
fellow finance mlnisten tnat Innatlon 
ffi\lSt be cut to restore stable cond1tlons 
for growth and new employment. 

There" agreement. too. lhat monee 
tary control Is a necessary condition 
for the reduction or InO&,lon, and that 
thli rontrol needs 10 be sustuined. fn
deed. a' responsible ltllilude to the 
money &UppJy nt:ed£ 10 ~come a per-

. manent feature H the deeply Ingrained 
'lnnatlonary ment.1ity Is to be eradicat
ed. The rlgh' method ot moneta ry con
trol wUJ vary trom country to country 
8cr.()rdJng 10 the muu're at the ttnancla1 
1nsUtuttons in each . 

But no me[hod of control. in our 
hIghly sophJstlc.atea modem econo
mle!i, ('~n work Instant miracles. So tar 
as Britain 1s concerned.' dQ not ~Ueve 
there ~an be any doubt thlll monetary 
conditions have been tight, despite the 
tact that the broader monetary agcre
gates have been Kfowlng rather faster 
'han 'he Government'. target would In
tikale. The narro ...... er aggregates have 
~n growing mudl ,lower than the 
rate of tnrJaUon. 

We have succeeded in reducing our 
yea r..Qn-year lnOlltion rate trom a peak 
of 21 percent last May to Just over I!I 
percent, while the annualized alx
monH. rate Is much lower - welt below 
lhe ralcS in the Unlle<.i StlAtes and 
Frtlnce, for example. Meanwhlll!. 
short-ferm In'er~( rates have been re-

T -, 

duced by 3 ~rCA'.l)' sInce 18st summer. 
And the.rc is Incre<1slng evidef)ce In tbe 
labor market at Ihe:: $ort of re"Usnl we 
need to lnsure adtoqu&(c ~ntrol over 
d()mc~ltc C()Slli. Many wage settle
menU have now come down '0 tiingle
tigure tncrekses. And strikes have been 
a( an laU-Ume 'ow. 

11le task of deleatlng 'nflalion as im
measurably easier at fiscal policy Is 
conststent with the monetary slance. If 
Ule govl!mmen"" demand tor credil as 
excessl vee the resulC Is high Interest 
rates crowding oue private Investors. 
and proper monetary control Itself be~ 
(:ames much more diffIcult. Sue again, 
reducing lne government's' borrowing 
reqUIrement tak~! time . 

HA V E already mentioned the bullt-ln 
momentum oC many spending pro
grams. Ie takes lime to rtvene this. 

FUnher. at a time or receSbJon there Is 
upward pressure on the fiscal deflcJt 
from hIgher bendlf p<ayments and 
lower revenue!l. These ftre orten r~ 
garded as automatic stabllll~rs, mitI
gating the effects or a recession. and 
we have judgt!d 'hat we sho,uld not try 
(0 counteruct lhelretrect altogether. 

Nevenheless. we ar-e reversing Inea:
ora ule growth or public cxpen~iture. 
and our plan!> now pro· .. tde tor a redl'c
lion in fenl terms of about I percent a 
YCCir In 1981-82 hnd subsequent ycars Ll£ 

compart:t1 wltn tile previous Govenl' 
ment'li plbns tor A 2 percent 'ncrrue. 

This ha" ~n.atled Ui illsu to mokc a 
stut on cutting lhe high fJoerson8ltaxe.s 
(hat were a uniquely looHsh disincen· 
tlve 1n the British economy. Thl£ obJe:c
Uve of cUHing pez-sonal (U:t:lIi Is poten
tially In shon-run conflict, as a matter 

--r 

~ 

ot simple arithmdlc. with lh~ otijcclivC! 
or n:Jucing Government wrruwln~, 
The long.term a!l5wcr i.'i planneu cuts 
tn s~~tng, a nd c¥'n>. revenue wUl ~ 
derived as the economy &rowla. 

In the meanlime, we have chosen 10 
strike a prudent balance betwcl!n the 
two goats. and have IncrcascJ revenue 
from Indin:cl uucution to oUS(!t reduc
tions in income: ta~.· DUI 'he tact ret
mains thllt In my ttrst bud&cl f cut '11-
come t<lxes across thu board nnd re
duced the cop rate or lax on eumlrigs to 
60 perc~n& trom 81 percent, 'thus SI!b

stantlally Increasing lhe rewljfds IOUC

cesstul mana~4!r:~ arc able (0 t~m. 

Reducing the burden ot unnecessary 
re~ul/l.Uon on In<lustry and commcrc.., 
Is ahe other supply side policy. The first 
sta~~ have bc!I!O quickly uchlcvcd, I 
tUAve .-emoved it buttery ot controls tn 
Brhaln; on prjce~, pay. dividends and 
movements oC cuplrul Ilcross foreign 
e~changes. BUf 'not oil deregulation IS 

AS simple "5 we spoold wish . We ,,11 
have 10 lake BCCOtlnl ollcgitlmuto ;mxl· 
elles ilbout such mnners as ht!ulth and 
safety. and proll;!cllon ot the Consumer 
and t:nvlronmenl. We need !O alluw tor 
our separale Institutional construlnts. 

In Brilaln, we lin: :>ometirnes cou· 
strftinet.! by our membcrship In lhe 
European Community: in 'he lIntleJ 
States your lltimiulslralions urc some
timeS conslratol!d by tlte Jivi:i101l ot 

'pow~~ within the Cungress . Tlh: Ji!!I- _ 
cullies 01 lacklint lhc:.c pruul'cllI£. 
particuluiy When the world outl.)OK Is 
60 c1ou4.:d, should not ~ undcr~sllmul· 
ed. Yel, 'he)' are problems 'h~t m.&!lit be 
'Ilckl~ Yl~orou~ly It we nrc: to rt!£lo,-e 
'hI! health ot our eccoomle£. , II 
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Partners 

Dear Geoffrey 

Chartered Surveyors Established 1773 
International Property Consultants 

Our ref: DNIP/EJW 

11th February 1981 

Thank you very much for your letter of the 21st January. 
Norman Bowie and I are most grateful for the obvious very serious 
consideration which has been given in considerable detail by you 
and your advisors to the proposals which we have put forward. 

We note that essentially there are two points on which you feel 
you would need more evidence, namely: 

1. That the necessary means of finance are not already 
readily forthcoming~ 

and 

2. That the suggested proposals would be effective In 
securing the objectives set out. 

It is not always easy to produce a volume of actual tangible 
evid"ence because these types of transaction, like others in the 
property market, are more often than not the subject of private 
negotiations. We are both involved in advising on property 
investments on a wide basis with a generally good knowledge of the 
market and the attitude which is adopted by institutional funds 
and their policies. Our experience has been that in order to 
develop new opportunities and new ideas it is necessary for the 
appropriate avenues to be opened up ahead in order to alert 
Trustees and Investment Managers to the opportunities which can 
be made for them. Looking back when the Government decided to 
lift Exchange Controls in October 1979 it seemed to have taken 
quite a while before there was any significant movement by 
institutional funds into overseas securities. 

. .. continued 

J E Hibbert FRICS 
B A Farquharson FRICS 
M H Baylis FRICS 

C N G Arding FRICS 
CD Budden BSc ARICS 
R D Lucas FRICS MRTPI 
A Forbes FRICS 

Associates 
C BeliARICS 
C H Bennett ARICS 
J A Britton ARICS 

J C Harding FRICS 
S A Hubbard ARICS 
J E Kewley ARICS 

TSWinslow 
G A C Wood ARICS 

J K Orton FRICS 
A E Goodens FRICS 
B N Harris FRICS 
D N Idris Pearce FRICS 
J A D Croft BSc FRICS 
I M Mason FRICS 
V G Morton-Smith FRICS 
L A Wilson FRICS 
A J M Huntley FRICS 
DASizer FRICS 
B D White FRICS 
M D G Wheldon BSc FRICS 
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R G Glover FRICS ACI Arb 
C P B Roe FRICS 
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R G C Clarke ARICS 
E T D Luker ARICS 
A C M Pringle FRICS 
T J L Roberton MA FRICS 
R Sykes ARICS 
I J White FRICS 

I J Burnett ARICS 
H I Carlin 
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Coming back to the question of evidence, we were both members of 
the Advisory Panel on Institutional Finance in New Towns until 
disbanded last November. In recent years it had become very clear , 
for example, that the northern New Towns had difficulty in securing 
more than one or perhaps two finance proposals for industrial and 
other commercial projects, even though they may have sounded out 
up to fifty funds or surveyors practising in the investment market. 
This was also for relatively small sums of capital. On some 
occasions the terms were not particularly attractive but were the 
best obtainable. Another type of example coming immediately to 
mind is that of the Surrey Docks in London where over the years 
Trammell Crow have sought finance in the London market to carry out 
a development scheme which had fairly wide support, but finance was 
not securable. 

Also, as an example of the way in which it is often necessary to 
lead the market, you might be interested to know that Norman Bowie 
was the initiator of the creation of the Property Unit Trusts in 
order to bring into the property market the very large numbers of 
small pension funds which in the late 1950s and early 1960s obviously 
had a desire to invest in property but had no natural outlet. It 
is true that no legislation was required to launch the Property 
Unit Trusts but it did take six years with great help from a number 
of people and then was only successful because of the co-operation 
given by the Department of Trade and Inland Revenue. 

We would agree with the views expressed to you by the Inland Revenue 
that there has been some switch to direct investment by both 
insurance companies and pension funds but this is, we believe, very 
much because of existing tax laws. There are many f unds, who do 
not have the same entrepreneurial outlook and whose funds we would 
like to see harnessed in this way, particularly as we know that 
present Government policy is to look very much to the private sector 
to assist with the problems of urban renewal etc. 

. .. continued 
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We are, therefore, both of us looking ahead to create a suitable 
form of vehicle which will get over the known unwillingness to 
place very large sums by a single fund in isolation in areas of 
renewal and where social problems arising from essential changes 
in the industrial structure are most severe. Even some projects 
for desirable large scale central area developments can present 
problems. 

The Corporate Tax Exempt vehicle has, in our view, very consider
able merit and has advantages over the Property Unit Trusts. The 
latter individual funds have the power to withdraw and again they 
are only open to pension funds or charities and cannot bring in 

Richard Ellis 

the very large funds, which also accrue to life insurance companies 
both for long term business and for the insured pension funds. 
The advantage of a corporate vehicle is that it brings the two 
types of funds together in a way which we believe makes them much 
more compatible and their holdings more marketable. 

We have noted in particular also the comments about the likely size 
of the loss of tax which, obviously, is a very serious point which 
you must take into consideration, but many of the types of property 
for which finance is required are those which are already subject 
to allowances such as Industrial Building Allowances. Even in the 
case of office buildings the plant and machinery content is so high 
these days that considerable allowances are available even for this 
category. 

It is an interesting comment on the present scene that property 
companies are, themselves in isolation, carrying out a low level 
of direct property investment and seem to be much more involved 
in coming to arrangements with an institutional fund whereby the 
latter own the freehold, provide all the capital and the property 
company is left with more or less an equity interest . 

... continued 
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It was interesting to read in the Press recently that the Prudential 
sold all their shares in MEPC because they felt, apparently, that 
a corporate vehicle which bore corporation tax and also Capital 
Gains Tax was no longer a suitable means for investment in property. 
It seems likely to us that this trend could continue. 

It was because of our mutual concern and certainly others in our 
profession for the need to assist less attractive areas and to pro
vide in a positive and demonstrative way help for their maintenance 
that we have given the whole matter serious thought. 

We will be consulting together and see if it is possible, having 
regard particularly to the difficulties of breaking confidences, 
to bring forward to you some more positive evidence and we are 
most grateful to you again for your detailed reply and obvious 
interest you have taken in the proposals. 

Yours sincerely 

D N Idris Pearce 

Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP 
The House of Commons 
Westminster 
London SWI 
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PRESENTATION OF ECONOMIC POLICY 

I attach a draft for the letter you : were proposing to send to 

Mr Pym. Perhaps we could discuss it again at Friday's Morning 

Meeting. 

2. The letter covers a lot of ground . I wonder whether it might be 

cut down to deal only with the form, mechanics and tone of our 

propaganda: after all the substance of our case on economic policy 

should be well-known to Mr Pym by now. 

3. I have included at the end of Section 4 your argument that we 

ourselves should set the standards by which we are judged; but I am 

not wholly confident that I have interpreted your position _correctly. 

GEORGE CARDONA 

11 February 1981 



Draft letter to Mr Pym 

Chancellor 

PRESENTATION OF ECONOMIC POLICY 

Since our meeting with the Prime Minister and Peter Thorneycroft 

on 21 January, I have been reflecting on both the form and the 

content of our presentation of economic policy. 

I find it helpful to j think about this subject in four 

separate areas: the messages we are trying to convey to the 

public; the audiences at which we are aimingjprocedures; and 

finally questions of tone and mood. 

1. MESSAGES 

There are several important themes we have been trying to develop 

since the election: 

(a) Our economic problems have been building up for decades. 

They cannot be solved overnight. 

(b) The world recession has contributed to our domestic 

economic problems. Governments can do little in the face 

of such a recession. 

(c) Most other major industrial countries are suffering 

similar problems. 

(d) Rising N.Sea oil production pushes up the exchange rate. 

This makes British industry less competitive internationally, 

but also leads to higher living standards. 

(e) Government's top economic objective is to bring down 

inflation. A necessary condition for this is control of 

monetary growth; and this in turn requires control of public 

borrowing, not just for one year but over a l ong period. 



(f) Control of public borrowing requires control of 

public spending. (This includes spending by local 

authorities). Weaker control of public borrowing means 

higher interest rates. 

(g) Pay must be kept under control, if the rise in 

unemployment is to be moderated. People must accept 

rises below past inflation. 

(h) There must be action at the level of the individual 

firm. We can take the credit for many fiscal and other 

measures designed to help business, particularly new and 

small businesses. 

(i) There is no viable alternative. Too many Governments 

have tried to keep up employment and living standards 

by printing money: we shall not follow their example • 

(j) Good news: realism in pay settlements, falling inflation, 

new businesses, etc. 

This list is not mean to be exhaustive: there are, for example, 

other points in Peter Thorneycroft's note of 30 January. But 

my list picks out the main points of Treasury interest. 

2. AUDIENCES 

I have divided the audiences into two groups: those with whom 

we communicate easily and with some succes~,and those with whom 

our communications are poor. 

(a) Good communications: 

(i) Conservative back-benchers; 

(ii) the Party in the country; 

(iii)large companies; 

(iv) small businesses - this has in the past been an area for 

concern, but if John MacGregor is able to implement his plans 

I expect communication to be good. 



(b) Poor communications: (v) pensioners and poverty lobbies -

but could any Government satisfy them in current conditions? 

(vi) the regions; 
(vii) floating voters; 
(viii)trade union rank and file. 

How can we improve our contacts with (v) to (vi±U? 

3 • PROCEDURES 

(a) PMG Briefing Notes. These have often proved useful. But 

I sometimes wonder whether they are used flexibly enough. ShoUld 

some of them, for example, go to all backbenchers? 

(b) Central Office. I have three Special Advisers to help my 

department co-ordinate presentation with Central Office, but 

how do other departments manage? I ~ suspect there may be gaps. 

(c) Saatchi and Saatchi. Could we make more use of them? ] Could they, for example, advise on the next item? 

(d) Organised campaigns. It would be of inestimable value if very 

par-t of both Government and Party cOQld. say the same thing 
concertlng 

at the same time. This would mean/! verYJ Ministerial and 

backbench speech outside Parliament, every Ministerial interview, 

every statement by Party workers,councillors, agents, etc. 

I do not think this has Ever been 

properly tried; but that is not a reason for not trying now. 

It is not for me to specify how you might organise such 

a concerted campaign, but I would venture to suggest that if 

you were to proumlgate a "Theme for the week" to every Minister, 

backbencher and Party worker, the proportion who would actually 

use this theme would be high enough to make the exercise 

wothwhile. There are of course difficulties in trying to 

concert publicity in this way, not least because of the very 

different departmental responsibilities that Ministers have. But 

I think it would certainly be worth trying at least one 

experimental concerted campaign; and ~nemployment inevitablY] 

suggests itself as the subject. ~ 



(e) Next general election. It is not too soon to start 

thinking about the next election. How shall we present ourselves? 

What machinery will there be for writing the Manifesto? 

4. TONE OF PRESENTATION 

This is perhaps the most difficult area to discuss. Peter 

Thorneycroft's note makes some important and fundamental points, 

such as the need to appear both competent and caring. It is 

also important that the Government should not be too defensive: 

part of the reason why we so often appear to be defensive is, 

I suspect, that officials produce excellent defensive briefing 

for their Ministers, but are often spy 0 ~~ressive pOint-scorin~ 
and self-advertisement. Yet we have a good deal to be proud 

of: the unprecedented fall in numbers in the Civil Service for 

example. 

be 
Another point to/borne in mind is the need for us to set 

the standards by which we are to be judged. Thus we must 

continue to present the defeat of inflation as the overriding 

objective of Government policy. 

Finally, the formation of a new Social Democratic Party must 

be a cause for some concern. Although Labour will of course 

suffer most from the existence of the new Party, we too risk 

l osing votes. The correct strategy for us must, I think, be 

to emphasise that the Social Democrats are not a "Centre" Party 

at all: their economic policies are exactly those of the old 

Labour Party (incomes policy, modest reflation, etc): Mrs Williams 

and Mr Owen themselves repeatedly stress that they are "socialists". 

We must get across that the party structure has not been changed 

by the Birth of a new Party to the right of the Labour Party, 

but that a new Party has grown to the left of the Labour 

Party: voters should not be deceived by the f a ct that the new 

growth has stolen the name of the old Labour Party. 

I am sending copies of this letter to the PM Land to Lord 

Thorneycroft.J • 

(G.H) 



POLICY AND PRESENTATION 

The following notes arise out of the Chairman's letter, the Kemp-Gee news 

letter and the C.R.D. budget representations. 

1. Unemployment. There is no doubt that we will be approaching the next 

General Election with very high published unemployment figures. I agree 

completely with Lord Thorneycroft when he says that we ought to '"break down 

the total in more detail than appears at present, at least publicly, to be 

done". The present position is very dangerous because : 

i) everyone knows, anecdotally, that the figure of 2t million is 

inflated by scroungers, 

ii) Ralph Howell is able to say, without effective contradiction, 

that there are a million people in this country who cannot 

afford to work (better, perhaps, . cannot afford to pay tax on 

their earnings), 

iii)the unemployment figures are inflated by many under-23's who 

should probably not be eligible for unemployment pay on the 

same terms as older people at all, 

iv) many men with working wives can easily take spells at home, 

Etc. 

But, at the same time, unemployment is bringing untold tragedy to some 

homes, where there are invalids, sick children and so on. Without a proper 

analysis of the statistics nobody really knows the true picture, with the 

result that the left wing is able to have ~field day while the right wing 

is all too liable to deny that there is any genuine problem. Why could not 

a proper review have been set in train long ago ? Preferably by a respectable 

research body. 

2. Implications of the C.S.D. I would not agree with Kemp-Gee that "A new 

centre party's natural coalition partner would be the Labour Party rather 

than the Conservative Party". The C.S.D. and the Liberal Party will just go 

single-mindedly for P.R. and the alliances will be formed straight after 

the 1984 election on the basis of the figures that then emerge. The two 

centee part~es will, if they hold the balance, lend their support to which

ever offers them the most attractive electoral r8~orm. There is no point in 

the Conservative Party trying to offer a third alternative in Social Democra,cy. 
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3. Presentation of Policy. It is very difficult to present policy with 

conviction when, on so many sides, the policies which were clear-cut in 

conception are being blunted in execution. Fringe benefits, interest rate 

control of M3, reduction of expenditure, cutting back the P.S.8.R., lame 

duck~capital taxation . On all those fronts one is prevented from expounding 

policy by the fact that clear opportunities for carrying out those policies 

have been deiberately passed up. It is really no good Lord Thorneycroft 

complaining that the public gets the impression of a gentlemen and players 

situation - Treasury team and the rest - when that is precisely what we 

have got. He ought to be using his authority as Chairman to get the Cabinet 

sorted out. Then those of us involved in presentation would have something 

to get our teeth into. 

4. Liaison with the Party Machine. Until Lord Thorneycroft provides something 

in Smith Square to liaise with, it is sheer waste of time to say "above all 

we need much closer working links between the Party Organisation and its 

Government". All too often at present one finds sullen-ness and non-commitment 

in onds contacts round there. Several senior members of C.R.D. would be more 

at home in the new party ; the recent budget submission on taxation might 

have been written by Dick Taverne. 

The other impression one gets at Smith Square is one of sheer business 

inefficiency. For example, Special Advisers are still struggling to get 

their pay and pension arrangements sorted out for the transfer from Central 

Office to Civil Service; tax overpaid, running into thoasands of pounds, is 

blocked by the Inland Revenue because of CCO delay. Pension arrangements are 

antedeluvian. 

There are three ways of financing a political party: 

i) Contributions from business and industry. 

ii) Contributions from the State. 

iii) Contributions from private individuals. 

One understands that our income from industry is now falling fast and that 

the brigadiers are in despair. State aid is ruled out. Collection of private 

subscriptions has never been put on a proper footing. 

It is obvious to me that £10 per annum could be collected from a million 

people in the U.K. That number of people, at least, live in families paying 

the higher rates of tax. That would instantly place the Partt ~s finances 

on a sound footing. If the reason for inaction is that the constituency 

organisation and the centre cannot agree how to share the proceeds, then 

somebody should knock their heads together. It is preposterous that the 

Conservative Party should be in its present position, with the Director of 

the Research Department doubling up with management of Central Office and 

spending his time checking up that the window-cleaner has done his job 

properly. 
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The Council and Multiple Shops Corrmi ttee of this Association have asked 
me to write to you with a subrrdssion for your consideration in your forth
caning Budget. 

Sales of electrical goods in the last quarter of 1980 showed a small 
increase on the third quarter, and the average for 1980 as a whole 
appears to have been sane 1% higher than ill 1979 . Margins have been 
seriously affected and there is concern over the probability that 
retail sales will suffer further this year, as real incomes continue to 
fall and the accumulative e ffect of unemployment restrains consumer 
spending. 

I t is extremly important to our members, many of whan are small businesses, 
that the continual increase in operating costs is rrdnirrdsed as far as 
possible, and that there be no addi tional costs imposed or measures 
introduced that will worsen the current trading situation . 

While we hope that it is almost superfluous to mention the question 
of rates of VAT, we su1::mit that stability in this area is vital and trust 
that the existing structure and rate will remain unaltered. Increases 
in rate affect purchasing and rental decisions, but additionally create 
a substantial and lengthy work load on retailers which longer term has 
also to be reflected in prices and charges . 

The television rental market shows few signs of growth and it will have 
to rely heavily on Teletext and Video Recorders for its future . 
Accordingly, the application of capital allowances to these products is 
extremely important . We would therefore again ask that consideration be 
given to a rrore favourable transition of the existing arrangements, and 
addi tionally, that there be included Teletext and Video Recorders in 
those arrangements . Teletext and Prestel are closely related systems, 
and it would seem to us logical that the fonner be treated in a sirrdlar 
way to Prestel. 
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Finally may I refer to employers contribution for National Insurance 
Surcharge payments and ask for assistance in this respect . 

Yo1.J.PB incerely 

~~~ 
R T EOOM 
DIRECIDR 
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I thought you might like to see a copy of the letter I sent 
to the Prime Minister prior to our meeting with her on 10th February 
which I am enclosing for you. 

There is one aspect related to the Loan Guarantee Scheme I 
thought I should mention to you. We believe that this scheme would 
be mainly helpful to the kind of business which has grown quickly 
up to say t 2oo,OOO a year turnover and wants to double this turnover 
but has not got enough security to pledge to the bank and does not 
want to give up equity. Such a firm might need quite a substantial 
loan and therefore we hope that there will not be a low ceiling on 
loans under the scheme. We feel that very small bus i nesses can -
obtain credit from the banks at the present time and although the 
scheme should be available for the smaller firms, it is really most 
needed for those that have got off the ground and now want to expand 
turtner . 
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Dear Prime Minister, 

HOUSE OF COMMONS 
LONDON SWIA OAA 

A CONSERVATIVE STRATECY FOR EHPLOYMENT 

5th February, 1981 

Our Government has done much to bring abou t national good housekeeping 
which has resulted in a strong balance of payments, a strong pound, reduced 
inflation and sustained exports. Last year's budget provided a welcome first 
step towards such a strategy. The next step .is to fi l l the nation ' s cupboard 
with prosperous independent businesses. 

The Officers of the Smaller Businesses Committee and Hr. Grylls are 
very glad to be coming to talk 1-l ith you ~ ~'vThat)\le \vant is very simple. It 
is to persuade you that the small and medi~m bllsiness sector can, if 
supported , provi qe a Con se r va tive st r a tegy fen c Inp loyment. 

i \1 C bel iev e t h e small and medium si zed .sc' c1.ors ore the' m ::ll ll ;nr:a from 
which j ob s can come . They Hil l only come i f tll C Government. gives J.r:i ority 
to this. 

011. 7 th December, 1 97 9 , I lllEnt ioned to yUtl the d ange r s 01 ":[a l 1 j ·ug 
company liquidity.11 A lar ge numbe r of firm s 11C1v e now borro\vec ex t ensively 
to see them through the recession and this .burd en of debt Hi ll I:13ke it 
difficult for them tQ find money for f uture c ); pansion. 

We urgently need: 

1 .. A Loan Guarantee Scheme de signed to grm.;T on a substant :i al 
scale. (As you know, the scheme we have advocated is 
self-financing. ) 

2. Investment in small trading businesses should be able to 
be set against individual taxation~ 

3 . Independent medium sized firms should be encoura ged to srm.v 
and t herefore CapitR.l _t axe~ . shouJ c1 be cut by at: l eas t h;:d f 
in their real effect. 

4 . Nach i nery t .O i nspire smal l busirl(' :; s e ff or t is i n a de quate . 
The. OCl e effective part covers onl y a minute fraction of the 
::);-0 ,,11 h usiness se ctor and. t1L'1 t ;: s f h(~ }li.ni s try of i-\~ r:i c ulture .. 
t. J f.:-: r t he g r e ct t e r p Cl r t 0 f sma 1 1 ·h u ~ ; inc s sis r eI e i :,:1. t e cl Lo a 
small unit forming p art of the responsibilities of a 
Jll:1ior rl inister at tft (.: D~partmenL of I ndustry. '~e need. to 
co- ord i nate the activitie s o E 111 Cll1dgement and scie n t ific 
c c;~1s ul tants ,.;rho can h ~lp t:o e nco lJr;1gc the proper take up 
c' !: ' :, <."). Lo ;1n G ll 1. r .::~c t .: .. ~ ~~ ': L:· ':; .. ' . 
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Outside Government we recommend an agency to cover both towns 
and country. This could incorporate Cosira which although 
very small provides a useful structure to build on. 

It is · difficult to find comparative statistics but some have recently 
been made available by the Economists Advisory Group Limited and these are 
mainly used 'in this letter. 

The Wilson Committee figures show that there were only some 2,865 
businesses with 100-199 staff in our manufacturing sector. This small 
number has a ring of death about it. In- Japan success has partly depended 
on the scale of their small business sector. In manufacturing, for example, 
firms with under 200 staff employ 66% of those working in this sector. 
In Britain the figure is only 29%. The Gove'rnment should aim to increase 
the number of businesses by some hundreds of thousands and should encourage 
exis t ing businesses (1.3 million) to expand . - In particular independent 
medium sized firms deserve encouragement. These firms are the most . likely -
to turn scientific invention into practical~production. Small firms have 
not the capital to achieve this in most cas~s and large firms are often 
more interested in their long production lines. _ 

i 

In West Ger many I u nderstan d that b ank~dv ances to s mall busi nesses, 
of under 200 staff, are gr e ater than all advances to business and government 
put together in this country. In Japan the discrepancy is even wider 
in loans outstanding .to sma ll business. They ,,,ere said, in Harch 1979, to 
total £185 billion - which is more than half of all business loans there. 
At the end of 1978', U. K. b a nk adv ance s t o all busi n e ss v]ere e st i ma t e d a t 
£38 bil l ion of which ind e p endent s mall firms had only alirnited share. 

It is -not - the lar-ge--fi rms \vith paid dire ctors tha t are ' l ikely to 
prove the pace-setters of the future. This can come from s mall independent 
firms; but only if running such firms is made to pay better, and if educated 
men are encouraged to become entrepreneurs rather than to join large firms 
with their eyes set on a d i stant pension. 

I know that the root of this argument is dear to your heart. We must 
find a Conservative way to success. 

I enclose a copy of the Small Firms Expansion (Inquiry) Bill which 
sets out a list of 50 matters \"hich require action from Government, together 
wi th a copy of my speech on the d ebate on the \vilson Reports, in both of 
which I have underlined some key aspects. . 

Our country has only half as many small busin e sses per head o f populatio.n 
as Japan, and has a lower proportion than any of the seven countries studied 
by the Economists Ad~isory Group . In spite of our oil I do n o t b el ieve tha t 
we can achieve the impetus required for Britain to overtake our competitors 
abroad without the most ~rgent ac t i on by the Covernment to stimulate 
independent bllsine s s es. 

The co s t o f our . prograrrrrne ~s lik e l y to be small eomp ar~d t o the outlay 
of money to "lame ducks" but it is no use going about such a prograrmne on 
a piecemea l b as is. This is probably the last year before th e n ext election 
when it i~'; l)(l ~' , ~ ;ible to establish ;;,. :':: tl :::r:('s;::; ful Conservat iv r~ ~:~ ::- ~ ~ ~egy f o r 
emp laymen t . 

Yours ever, 
John 
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10 DOWNING STREET 

THE PRIME MINISTER 12 February 1981 
,." 

Thank you for your letter of 3 February enclosing 

Mr. Attwood ' s l e t ter. You k indly offer ed me the opportunity 

to comment. Mr . Attwood enclosed a cutting from The Guardian. 

Perhaps I can comment on the section he has underlined. 

It is misleading to suggest that reducing inflation and 

unemployment are mutually exclusive alternatives. Inflation 

retards confidence, competitiveness and investment . It is the 

true enemy of jobs. Over the last twenty years or so we have 

painfully experienced this. Successive economic cycles combined 

higher inflation with higher unemployment. 

Current levels of unemployment are tragic. Hard experience 

shows that to follow short term expediency, and attempt to spend 

ones way into higher employment failed. It would fail now, but 

succeed in raising inflation. It is a measure of our concern, 

that within the resources available, we have greatly increased 

expenditure on employment support and training. The best 

prospects for jobs flow from reducing inflation and improving 

·· productivity and competitiveness. 

-7 
F'~ 

/ On tbe subject 
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On the subject o f inflation, the truth of the matter is 

that we inherited a firm upward trend. We have reversed 

this, and achieved a substantial reduction in the rate of 

inflation, with every prospect of further progress in the 

coming year. 

I very much hope that when Mr. Attwood looks again at what 

has happened we will be aole to continue to have his support 

in the future. 

(Sgd) MARGARET THATCHER 

D. A. Trippier, Esq., J.P., M.P. 



10 DOWNING STREET 

THE PRIME MINISTER 12 February 1 981 

Thank you for your fur ther letter about the exchange rate 

o f 23 January. 

The main points of my reply to your letter were included in 

my earlier reply of 22 December, but I take this opportunity to 

expand on them. 

I believe that you exaggerate the ability of the government 

to control either the nominal or _the real exchange rate, and that 

you underestimate the costs of attempting to control them. 

Specifically, the attempt to hold down the exchange rate in 1977 

failed, and had a substantial damaging effect on monetary policy. 

I am unable to follow your interpretation of the events of 

1977. I do not think there can be much doubt that over the year 

as a whole both reduced interest rates and large scale interven

tion were used to try to contain the rise in the exchange rate. 

It is also clear that use of both instruments contributed to the 

subsequent acceleration of the money supply. I am not sure what 

you mean by the corollary that "the domestic component of the money 

supply was correspondingly small". If you are saying that a large 

inflow f r om abr oad will automatically be offset by slow growth of 

other sources of monetary creation, then your contention is not 

borne out by the facts. While it is not possible to trace precisely 

by whom and in what form the sterling supplied through intervention 

.- was held (nor for sterling supplied through any other route), it 

is clear that the growth of both wide and narrow monetary _aggregates 

accelerated as a result of the efforts to hold down the exchange 

rate. 

/For a realistic 
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For a realis t ic discussion of the Exchequer costs of 

unemployment (page 4 of your letter) I would refer you to an 

article which is being published in the latest Economic Progress 

Report. The argument which compares the Exchequer cost of 

unemployment with the gain in revenue from a return to work is 

of course far too simplistic: it ignores the problems created by 

attempts to stimulate the economy through expansionary fiscal or 

monetary policies. 

In this -context you assert that it is inconceivable that in 

present circumstances an increase in the money supply which was 

not demand-determined would not lead to an increase in output 

and/or a reduction in the velocity of circulation, citing the 

experience of the 1920s and 1930s as evidence. Yet it is evident 

that the economy does not behave as it did then. If it did, we 

would not be witnessing the coexistence of weak output and 

persistent inflation. You do not need to go back before the war 

to find a relevant example. The experience of 1977-79 will serve 

perfectly well. The fiscal and monetary expansion of that period, 

which as I explained above owed much to the increase in the money 

supply generated by the attempt to hold down the exchange rate, 

produced a rapid increase in monetary demand. Between 1977 and 

1979, total domestic expenditure in money terms rose by some 

30 per cent. The increase in domestic output even including North 

Sea oil over the period was only about 5 per cent. The rest was 

accounted for by increased net imports and rising prices. This 

demonstrates vividly that Governments are able to stimulate monetary 

demand but their ability to ensure that demand is reflected in 

increased output is limited. 

The key lies in the process by which wages are determined. 

We are beginning to see a new realism entering wage bargaining, with 

settlements more closely related to what enterprises can afford. 

Nothing could be more calculated to halt the progress that has been 

made than an announcement that the Government was putting its 

h policies into reverse. 

(Sgd) MARGARET THATCHER 

Austin Mitchell, Esq., MP. 
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THE PRllvIE MINISTER 12 February 1981 

Thank you for your letter of 22 January about the sterling 

exchange rate. I am very much aware of the problems facing industry, 

especially small and medium sized firms like yours. I know that 

.some of these difficulties, especially in export businesses, a~e 

caused by the strength of sterling. 

The exchange rate is not set by the Government, nor have we 

sought a rate at the present level. I am sure you will know of the 

strong international factors which have affected the rate in 

recent months. Our possession of North Sea oil at a time of 

uncertainty in world oil markets is probably the most important. 

The UK's large current account surpluses in the last few months 

when other Western European countries have experienced large deficits 

have also lifted the rate. It is possible that in due course this 

upward pressure on the sterling rate could be offset, for example 

by outflows continuing to grow following the abolition of exchange 

cbntrols, or as the prospects for other economies and currencies, 

such as the deutschmark, improve. 

It is sometimes suggested that the Government should intervene 

in the foreign exchange markets to try to reduce the rate, but the 

Gov~rnment!s ability to influence events in the foreign exchange 

market is very limited. Experience in the UK and elsewhere has 

shown that such attempts u~ually fail, · but that in the process 

they add to the money supply an d jeopardise the fight against 

inflation. The consequent increase iti domestic costs means there 

I are no 
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are no long- term benefits to competitiveness as a result of this 

course. While .the Government appreciates that many firms are 

moving a s fast as they can, "in the 'medium-term the only way to be 

sur~ to improve competitiveness again is for firms to-keep increases 

in their own costs below those of their overseas competitors through 

higher productivity and sensible wage settl~ments. 

Meanwhile, the Government is taking action to try to ease the 

.cur ren t pressures on industry in other ways. This includes firm 

action to control public spending, get interest rates down and 

create the conditions for a resumption of sustainable growth in 

jobs and production. The proposals announced in November for the 

treatment of stocks in company taxation should also help many 

small firms, as should the improvements the Secretary of State for 

Employment is making to the Temporary Short Time Working Scheme. 

(Sgd) MARGARET THATCHER 

P.H.E. Brooks, Esq. 
Zero 88 Lighting Limited. 



PS/CHIEF SEC RETARY 

cc PS/Fin a nc ia l Secret a ry 
Mr Battish il l 
Mr Buckl ey 

PS/Inland Re venue 

LETTER FROM TEESSIDE SMALL BUSINESS CLUB 

attached 
The Chanc e llor has received th e/letter of 6 Feb r uary from th e 

Ch a i r ma n of the Cl e ve l a nd Small Busin ess Ce ntre whi c h covers 

the Chief Secretary's constituency . 

2. The Chancellor suggests that he (the Chancellor) should 

send a prompt reply saying - if the Chief Secretary wishes -

that ~e has discussed the letter with him. 

3. Is this action agreeable to the Chief Secretary? 
-\0 

'~~Qt\'V 

MISS L E BIRNIE 

16 February 1981 
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~~~t-~\~_JEESSIDE 
SMALL ~SINESS ~LUB LTD 

Coj.., Crt ~ Je~m~ce~~ 
The Rig h t Hono ': r ' Ie-:.~ir""~ e"d f~ 0 we, MP , 16-20 Marton R~ 
~~ :n~~ ~ ~~~r ~ f ~:~~~ - ~ 8~~ l't)':::';;:'~,-I """"-T /""'\ (j.... Clevela~d TS1 r~~~ 
Whi tehall ! :\{,,1,. ' \ ....s :} ~r1 .... , \ Tel. Middlesbrough (0642) 223421 
LONDON j" - ~~~~~~ .~~ - .~ .",W-~~~""'""'"' 

. t '.~~~2~ l. t$_Lf,~-~~.~~ ... f~.\0. 70. '~\ 
. ... ~ \,; 

I .~ . f} ~ T'Tkr'''''-'\...-l, Dear Chancello 1~ -L.Nr'A_.J.;).r.;J>~ . . - . ·r.~~~ .. -

6th February 1981 

I I f.:>:t 
We are an organisat t on o f ""io'o 'srn~'r businesses; the first and 
largest local smal,l Lbu£.iJlB-s ~ . n the country. We have no 
resear ch department but we do represent the grass roots 
situation and feel we have a responsibility to convey its 
feelings and interests to the Government. 

Whilst at this pre-budget time of the year, other submissions 
to you will no doubt be well researched and backed by numerical 
evidence, we often doubt whether the true small business situation 
survives the reporting stages to "head office" and the strong 
"big company" interests. 

We believe most strongly in the importance of the small firm 
sector - and accept that the Government does also. But does it 
really understand our special needs and requirements? with the 
capital investment required to create one job in a small firm 
being in the range of £2,000-£20,000 - in a large firm it could 
be in the order of £0 . 1 m, the requirement in small firms to 
"invest by leaps" (one cannot buy half a machine), and their 
quite different time horizons, policies designed with large 
business in mind can be quite unrealistic for small businesses. 

We are not seeking favoured treatment, rather appropriate 
treatment - especially for new and young businesses. 

Equity is difficult to obtain in the range of £2,000 to £50,000 
and borrowing is, of course, expensive . It is difficult enough 
to run an established business with overdrafts costing 19% 
(usually higher than for large firms despite being secured), but 
to create a new one on borrowed money presents almost insuperable 
diff icul ties . 

In th i s connect i on we str ongly support the recent report of the 
Consultative Committee of the Accountancy Bodies where they 
advocate a more positive approach on the part of the Government 

Continued ..... 

Registered Office & Chairman : 
B.H. Whitfield, Hautin limited, Royce Avenue, Cowpen Lane Industrial Estate, Billingham, Cleveland. 

Treasurer: D.R. Caswell, D.R . Caswell limited, 5 Whitehouse Road, Billingham, Cleveland. 
Directors: B.H. Whitfield, P. Armstrong, D.R. Caswell, P.F. Hargreaves, P.A. Hendry, J.M . Perk ins, 

R.H. Smith, P. Stevenson. 

Lonely Entrepreneur 
Secretary: S . Newton 

A Company limited by guarantee having no share capital. Registered in England number 1176818 
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... . .. Continued 

to encourage by fiscal means the investment of private capital 
in wealth creating enterprises . 

Pledging houses as security for bank loans is a related problem 
and we know of distressing instances of houses having to be sold 
up to repay such loans . Fur ther, the "domino eff ect" of bad 
debts on otherwise sound firms is a contributory factor in 
business failures . 

In almost all other industrialised countries, I02n guarantee 
faci lit ies exist for small firms . Why not in the UK? A positive 
decision on this matter is required now . 

We appreciate however, that a loan guarantee scheme is not the 
complete answer to small firm fl!1anci:n~ but if it could be 
introduced together with the changes advocated to make private 
equity investment less unattractive , we feel that cons i derable 
benefits would result. 

We applaud the efforts being made by the Government to reduce 
inflation as quickly as possible, but at the same time deplore 
the failure to control public expenditure . Whilst private 
industry is pruning costs, similar exercises in local and central 
government are not obviously apparent. 

In local authorities where cuts are being made, they are being 
carried out on consumer/service items in spite of Government 
r eque s ts to reduce overma nning within the town halls. Generally 
rates are too high and have a depressing effect on small firms. 

In other areas we consider the nationalised industries seem too 
ready to use their monopoly position to increase charges. We 
would also seek a reduction in National Insurance contributions. 

In broad terms, we are not seeking further grants and subsidies . 
but a more amenable climate in which to pursue our business, to 
produce wealth for the country and to provide employment. 

All we ask is a fair "crack of the whip" - many of us doubt 
whether we are actually getting it. 

Despite the subjective nature of this letter, we feel very 
str ongly about the points made and hope that you will accept 
them in the constructive spirit in which they are intended. 

Lonely Entrepreneur 
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THE PRIIViE ]vUNISTER 16 February,1981 
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Thank you for ' your letter o~_ ~~_~~nuiry, in which you 

described the damaging effect which the strength of ' sterling ' 

is having on your export business. 

I am only too well aware, from many representations that 

I have received, of the concern which the strength of sterling 

is causing to companies around this country_ I know that 

export business is not easy at the best of times and I have 

been very impressed by the way in which British companies have 

managed to hold on to their market share. 

Unfortunately, I see no quick or painless methods of 

getting the exchange rate down. The exchange rate is set by 

the market~ which has taken into account our possession of oil, 

rising oil prices, and the firmness of the Government's resolve 

to defeat inflation and to rebuild the foundations for future 

growth. I do not think you would want me for the sake of 

short-term gains to abandon this attempt to overcome Britain's 

long-term weaknesses. 

I believe that there are some encouraging signs. We 

were able to reduce the minimum lending rate by 2 per cent 

,in November, and further cuts in interest rates will be made 

/ as monetary 
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as monetary conditions and progress in inflation permit. 

The continued pursuit of a firm monetary policy will in my 

view bring lasting and substantial benefits to British 

industry. 

I am grateful for your expressions of support and for 

the trouble you took to write to me. 

Arthur Rose, Esq. 



WIDER SHARE OWNERSHIP COUNCIL 
JUXON HOUSE, 94 ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, LONDON, EC4M 8EH 

The Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
Treasury Chambers, 
Parliament Street, 
London, SW1P 3AG 

Dear Chancellor 

TELEPHONE: 01-248 9155 TELEX: 887521 

17th February 1981 

I have pleasure in sending you the enclosed Memorandum of 
Recommendations made by this Council for consideration in the 
preparation of your forthcoming Budget. 

We shall, as usual, be very happy to come and discuss these 
proposals with you or your representatives at any convenient 
time. In the meantime we propose, unless you have any objection, 
to release them to the Press. 

Yours Si~~~ ~ 

Executive 'Secretary 

Enc. 

President: The Rt Hon Lord Shawcross, QC Chairman: E W I Palamountain 
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Deputy Chairmen: The Rt Hon Lord Lever, PC Richard Wainwright, MP The Rt Hon Edward du Cann, MP George Copeman, PhD 
Han Treasurers: D G A Moss, D E Franklin Executive Secretary: D H Gilroy 



~~d.&et R~Qommendations 1981 

In. the area of s av i ngs and inve s tment wit h wh i ch the Wider Share 

OVv{lership Counc i l i s concer ned , the situat ion has not changed in any 
mat;eri a l respect during the past year.. In these circumstance s, 

the Counc il see s n o good reason to modify the recommendations i t 
made l ast year , and much of 'what follows - other than the technical 
adjustment s pr oposed i n the Appendix - effectively restates the 
Council's submissions of 1980. 

°rhe Counc i l submits its i:8Gommendations again3t t he bac·kground of 
[1. bel.ief that a mutual understanding is ' needed \.) f the part bo th 

labour and capi tal have to play in ensuring ·a successful econ omy . 
This i mplies that the value of capi tal equipment as an adjunct of 
labour must be appreciated, that such equipment must be used 

effi.ciently and that the providers of capital must be able to 
secure a real rate of return that is sufficient to ensure a ready 
supply of savings for industrial and commercial investment . 

For the promotion of such understanding the Council believes that 

it is impcr t&lJ..t tbu.t the s6.vi:i.1gs of indi-viduals should be char.ll1eJ..J..ed. 

into investment in as direct a manner as possible so that the 

dependence of the rewards of savings on the success of buslness ard. 
industrial enterprise is .fully appreciated . This is not ad.equat~eJ.y 

achieved at. present when the tax encouragements rightly given as 

savings are so predominately concentrated on institutional media. 

l1 .. s part of the spreading of investment more wideJy among individuals 

the Council welcomes the steps already taken to facilitate worker 

share o"\mership. It recommends a number of detailed modifications 
designed to simplify the operatio'n of such schemes" 

In framing its recommendations this year the COl,ncil recognised that 

there may still be little room for any important reduction in 

general taxation but chan.ges in the incidence of taxation can 
undoubtedly be made with advantage. The Chancellor over a year ago 

indicated that he proposed to tackle many of the anomalies and 

artificiali ties surraunding the taxation of capital and the income 
from capital o In these areas the revenue cost of changes would be 
modest in relation to the tot al budget~ ye t change s could have 

/ ... 
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I.. .l:leficial effects on the capital market ~ could he lp to reduce the 

cost of capital and would be favourable to industrial and commerc ial 
act i v ity generallyo 

In the light of the s e general comments the Council ma.kes t he 

following specific recommendations: 

(1) The tax surcharge of 15% on investment incomes starting 

at £5,500 is unduly harsh. This is particularly so for 

individuals who out of already taxed income have 

accumulated and j~vested savings over their wor~ing 

life and are hoping to secure an adequats income in 

later yearso The Council considers .that the objective 
should be the aboJ_i tion of the surcharge. It recommends 

as an interim measure either that the rate be halved to 

a surcharge of 7~% or the starting limit be raised 

to £10,000 . 

. (2) The present 30% tax on capital gains continues to 

represent a serious levy on capital which in real terms 

has ' itself shown no ga.in, and indeed has frequently 

shown a loos . It operates, in fact, as a disguised 

wealth tax. While recognising the problem of 

complication~ the Council believes that this manifest 

injustice can be significantly reduced by a simple 

combination of indexation and tapering. It recomITlends:-

(a) that the starting level of the tax should be 

. adjusted each year by reference to the movement 

in the retail price index for the pro vious year; 

(b) that the tax should be tapered by successive 

reductions of five pe.rcentage points in each 

year after tl".'J.e second. 

(3) The ,Council is making no general recommendations on Capital 

Transfer taxo It recognises that major changes such as 

·the replacement of an estate by a legacy tax would 

involve excessive complications at the present time. 

A simple adjustment of the tax bands to allow for 

inflation should, however s be made. 

(4) The Council recommends that provision be made for tax 

relief on the net purchase of £500 of equi ty shares 

broadly on the lines of the scheme operated in France . 
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rrhis woul d give enc our a gement to s mall saver s to invest 

directly in British i ndust r y and commerce, comparable 

with the incentives which attach to institutional scheme s 

or National Savings o 

(5) The Council. considers it desirable that the stamp duty 

of 2% on stock transfers should be eliminated to bring 

equity transactions into line with Government stock 

transactions. As an alternative the rate could be 

reduced to 0.6% to harmonise with the proposed general 

rate in the EEC. A failure to make at lei-1st the latter 

adjustment must ,seriously penalise transactions through 

the London Stock Market which, with .the abolition of 

Exchange Control~ is now open to unfair competition 

from abroad. 

(6) Now that some experience has been gained with the working 

of the Empl.oyee Share Participation Schemes under the 

1978 Act, the Council recommends certain changes designed 

to secure administrative simplification. One of these 

relates to the handling of rights issues, one to the 

valuatiun of private company shares and two to options 

under an approved savings related scheme. rThese 

proposalf! are set out in the Appendix attached. 

16.2.81 



APPENDIX ----

The handling of rights issues in an approved employee share 

scheme under the Finance Act 1978 is unnecessarily complex ~ 

if one has to f ollow the present method set out in the 

legislationc The method does not appear to take sufficient 

account of the fact that every year's allocation of shares 

to par·ticipants is 8 . separate "class year" in tax terms, 

because it involves a different period of time for working 

off" the tax liabili'cy by continuing to hold " ; ~he shares. 

This necessary separat i on of share allocation~ into class 

years means that a process of actually handling a rights 

issue inside the tax net involves splitting the rights 

into separate small parcels relating to sepa!"'ate tax years 

and in the light of whichever of the three alternative 

choices is made by each participant - that is the choice 

between selling the rights, selling some of the rights 

and using the proceeds to take "up the oth'3rs, and thirdly, 

taking up the rights - allocations and disposals of shares 

have to be worked out for each separate year. 

By c0ntrast ~ if rights were to be taken out of the tax net, 

the rights CQuld be bulked in one, without having to be 

broken up into separate class years ~ " They could then be 

treated on the general share register in the same way as 

r for other shareholders 0 There would of course be a tax 

liability, but this Gould be allowed for by adjusting 

upwards the locK8d--in values of the shares that remain.ed 

within the tax net. 

It needs to be appreciated, in the light of ~xperience with 

computer systems in handling share schemes, that there is 

a vast difference between the simple process of adjusting 

locked- in values for each class year of shares appropriated 

to participants and on the other hand actually running 

through all the class years of allocations of shares to 

participants and allocating shares to them, rounding up 

and down to achieve whole numbers of shares . 

/ ... 
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The I nland Revenue should consider adopt i ng a speedier 

pr ocess f or valuati on of private company shar es i n a 
share s cheme. Valuations f or other purposes, such as 

c apital trans fer tax payable by shareholders, should be 

largely di s regarded when employee share scheme valuations 

are being cons idered~ for employee shar es are locked in 

for a minimum of t wo years except in ffcompassionate H 

circumstances such as death and redundancy .. During their 

locked- in period and a fterwards they 'gradua lly reduce in 

tax liab i lity , with the passage of time & Moreover , the 

amounts invol ved are usually small .. Hence j.t can be argue d 
that employee share scheme val uat i ons need to take relativel y 

little account of other valuations e They should be 

considered on a separate on-going basis . 

3 . Mi nimum MQ"nthly Cont£.ibut i ons f or Op tions under an 
AI2proved SavlP~elated Scheme 

It is quite probable that a significant :'lumber of companies 

will be unable to grant options under an approved savings 

related sc~are .opt i on scheme in a particular year because 

the total number of shares available for that purpose is 

insufficiell.t to cover all the acceptances 0= options offered . 

This may arise even though the comp'any reduces the aggregate 

yalue of options to £600 (i.e . the mi.nimum proceeds under a 

SAYE Contract beinE: 60 monthly contributions of £10 and not 

including the five year bonus) .. Except that a ballot of 

the acceptor s is held to determine who shall be granted an 

option (this is unlikely to be popular with companies or 

employees), . the offer of options would have to be cancelled 

in that particular year e 

In order to lessen the possibility of this situation arlslng 

and to gi ve gr eater opportunity for relatively low paid 

employees to be able to ~fford to save regularly and thereby 

be granted an option , we recommend that : 

The minimum monthly contribution under a SAYE 

Contract fFourth Issue ' wit h the Department for 

Nationa l Savings and in the case of bui lding 

societies, a SA'Y"E Contractual i Sha r e save , Scheme 

be reduced from £10 to £5 . 

/ ... 
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If the TreasurY9 the Depar t ment fo r Nationa l Savings and 

t he Building Societie s Ass ociat i on fe e l unable t o ac cede 

to thi s suggestion, which i s of prac t ical i mport ance t o 

companies wishing to encour age employees to become 

shareholde r s, then we suggest as an alternative that : 

Part II of Schedule 10 t o t he Finance Act 1 980 be 

amended to expl icitly allow compani es to grant 

opti ons (even though the aggre gate value of an 

indi vidual option would have to be less than £..600) 

when there are insuff icient shares available to 

grant all acceptors options of £600 or illore in 

val ue , notwithstanding that the monthly contributi on 

uD.der t he relevant SAYE Contr ac t i s £10 0 1' such 

greater sum not exceedi ng £50 , whi ch the individual 

employee had , upon accepting the offer , stated to 

be his intended monthly contribution . 

4 . Period During ~~tch Options, Can be Exercised 

Under paragraph 6 of Part II of Schedule 10 to the Finance 

Act 1980, an employee is Y'equired at the time when r i.gh·ts 

under the scheme are obtained to determine whether he wishe s 

the fi~e year ~onus to be i ncluded or excluded (in either 

case a f JvE; year option would be granted) ' 0::' - whether he ' 

wishes the maximum bonus to be included (in which case a 

seven year option would be granted) .. 

The Inland Revenue :'1.ave already agreed that an employee may 

effectively be grant ed a five and seven year option lined to 

one SAYE Contract (for example , a monthly contribution of £10 

would make possible a five year option of either £600 or £780 

and a seven year option of £960) . This wou.ld give him the 

choice of either exercising his five year option during the 

period of five years to five years six months following the 

date of commencement and automatically lettt ng the seven year 

optiop lapse or of letting the five year option laps e and 

then , if he wishe s , exercising his seven year option during 

the peri od seven years to seven years six months following 

the date of commencement . 

The f undamental d1fficul tie s and complexity which paragraph 6 
cause s could easily be eliminated in the int erests of companies 

/ .... 
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and the ir employees operating approved savings r elated share 

option schemes without detracting from the essential fe atures 

of share option schemes established over a number of years 

and as laid dovm in the Fi:n.ance Act 1980.. Ac cor dingly , we 
recommend that : 

Paragr aph 6 of Part II of Schedule 10 to the Finance 

Act 1980 be amended so that an employee is required 

only to stipulate the monthly contribution he wishes 

to make under a SAYE Contract and the aggregate valus 

of the option re wishes to be granted bp-ing a value 
not less than 60 times his monthly contJ.'ibution and 

not more than 60 times hi.s monthly contribution plus 
-t he maximum bonus .. 

Further, i t is recommended that to enable the full l ogi c oi' 

the above recommendation to be put into effect, two six month 

'windows' for exercising options (five years to five years 

six months and seven years to seven years six months) be 

consolidated by amending paragraph 11 of Part II of Schedule 10 

to the Finance Act 1980 so that: 

An Option H.older may exercise his option at any time 

(within the Rules of the Scheme) between the fifth 

anni ve:csary of t.he date of cOInr'YYJ.encement ')f his SAYE 

Contract and the date being seven years , six months 

after the date of commencing his SAYE Contract 

providing that if he exercises his option before the 

seventh anniversary of the date of commencement, he 

can exercise his option only to the extent that the 

aggregate value of the shares at the option price is 

covered by the proceeds . of his SAYE Contract at that 

time. Effectively, therefore, there wculd be a 

continuous period of two years, six months during 
which the Option Holder could exercise his Option ' in 

full or in part and if exercised in part , the balance 

of the Option would lapse. 
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10 DOWNING STREET 

THE PRIME MINISTER 17 Februar y 1981 

You wrote to me on 8 January about a small firm of wine 

merchants, Do l amo r e Li mited , who have been told by Customs and 

Excise that the approval of the bonded warehouse on their premises 

at Paddington Green would not be renewed when it expired at the 

end of January. I am sorry that you have not received an earlier 

reply; but you have probably learned that the approval has been 

extended while the policy in this field has been re-examined as 

a result of your approach. 

As you will know from the letter Peter Rees sent to you just 

before Christmas, the paramount need to reduce the size and ' cost 

of the Civil Service means that if the Customs and Excise are to 

achieve their reduced manpower ceilings they cannot afford to 

continue the approval of small bonded warehouses when the reasonable 

needs of the trade for duty-free storage can be achieved more 

economically. Customs are adopting a uniform policy which follows 

,consultations with the trade associations and which is described 

precisely in the public document which Peter Rees sent you with 

his letter. 

Although staffing costs are important, it is also the case 

that the new policy is designed to meet criticisms from the trade . 

I t provides that warehouses should be approved either where there 

is a general trade need which cannot be met by existing warehouses 

or where the warehouses meet a published minimum size requirement. 

This inevitably means that small warehouses such as Dolamore's which 

do not meet either criterion, must lose bonding facilities. Not to 

Ido so 



I'do so would be to give them an unfair advantage compared wi th 

many competitors, as well as being unecon omic f or the Department. 

Although I am very sympathetic t o the needs of small firms 

who contribute so much to the econ omic well-being of the coun try, 

I regret that it i s not possible t o give unconditional exemption 

from these rules for the company run by Mr. Bradley. However, in 

the circumstances Customs and Excise are now prepared to allow 

further time. If ~~r. Bradley can submi t to the local Collector, 

by the end of April, clear plans to indicate how the level of 

stocks and activity could be increased to meet the minimum 

requirements for continuation as a bonded warehouse, Customs 

will then extend the approval until 30 April 1982 to allow these 

plans to be realised. I should emphasise, however, that it will 

not be possible to go beyond this; and unless by the end of this 

period there has been a very substantial increase in activity, 

I am afraid there will be no alternative to the withdrawal of 

approval for the bonded warehouse facilities at Paddington Green. 

I very much hope that this will not be the eventual result. 

In the circumstances, I hope you will agree that this is a 

reasonable response to this difficult case. 
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Last year you were kind enough to see the 'Chelsea Five' to discuss the ~ 
views which we had put forward in our letter of 26 February and we hope ~~ 

you will not think it inappropriate that we should return to the charge V .~ 
as you make the final preparations for the Budget which could well be vital 

to our electoral chances in 1983. 

Last year we were worried and, despite your success in reducing inflation 

and in implementing a successful and necessary public sector pay policy, 

we remain worried. It is clear that 1981 is going to be a difficult year 

economically and politically and being sceptical about any imminent upturn we 

believe that 1982 is unlikely to see much improvement. This letter is not 

however a general economic treatise, which we would be ill-equipped to produce, 

but an attempt to express to you our worries on two particular issues -

unemployment and the state of and prospects for the industrial base of our 

country. 

As far as unemployment is concerned the trend remains alarming and it seems 

unlikely that we shall be able to avoid the figure reaching three million in 

the course of next winter; and even if we get some bottoming out in the 

economy it is we think common ground, and from many aspects to be welcomed, 

that employers are going to be reluctant to increase their work forces and ) 

given the present level of unused capacity there should be little difficulty 

in achieving substantial increases in production with little or no extra labour. 

There will obviously be some new jobs in the service and new industries but 

the continuing run down of the labour intensive sector makes it difficult to 

envisage unemployment being below two million in time for a 1983 election 

unless some radical steps are taken ~ year. 

2/ •••• 
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To achieve the sort of results we need to have we have to 'think big' in our 

approach to both ends of the workforce. At the younger end we need to further 

expand, and in particular increase the training elelment in, the Youth 

Opportunities Programme and increase the Unified Vocational Programme and thus 

keep a much higher proportion of youngsters off the register during the first 

two years after leaving school. It is however at the older end that we 

propose our most radical and expensive step. 

We strongly recommend that the Job Release Scheme be improved by reducing the 

qualifying age progressively from 64 to 60. But is there not a substantial case 

for going further and announcing our intention of reducing the pensionable 

retirement age for men to 60 over a period of, say, seven or eight years? We 

could begin by improving the Job Release Scheme over the next two or three 

years and commence the move to a reduction in the retirement age in 1983 or so. 

We believe that this would not only help on the unemployment front but, though 

expensive, would be electorally very popular. 

Turning to the broad industrial front our worry is that while substantial sums 

of money are now being provided to bailout public and private enterprises which 

are in trouble there is no apparent strategy designed to achieve specific 

objectives over the next two difficult years. We would like to see the 

Government announce an industrial package which would be designed to relieve 

corporate liquidity problems, positively encourage capital investment, assist 

industry in containing its costs, and aim to create an investment led recovery. 

The elements in such a programme might include: 

(1) - of supreme importance - a further reduction in interest rates which 

might have the additional benefit of e~ercising a downward pressure on 

the Exchange Rate. 

(2) A programme of Government support for Research and Development and 

associated investment. We are worried that too many companies are cutting 

back this area of activity in their anxiety to remain afloat but such 

programmes are our national seed corn. 

3/ •••• 
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(3) - and we acknowledge controversially - an effort to help hard-pressed 

manufacturing industry with its energy costs. It is no good having a 

blanket approach which benefits profitable banks and insurance companies 

with everyone else, nor should this be left to the statutory undertakings 

who should concentrate on achieving commercial objectives. The Government 

should have powers to subsidise the energy costs of specific industries who 

can make a suitable case. 

(4) - a negative point. No question of imposing a windfall tax on banks 

who are at prese~t doing so much to help industry survive. 

(5) Some help for industry in coping with the large rate increases, which 

seem inevitable at least in 1981/82. 

(6) The abolition of the National Insurance surcharge. 

further we do urge you most strongly within the context of a sustained effort 

to hold down public expenditure on the consumption side, and in particular 

a tough, sustained public sector pay policy, to see whether something could be 

done about capital programmes. Borrowing to invest in sensible projects is 

quite distinct from borrowing to sustain consumption. The nationalised industries' 

investment programmes are essential elements in our recovery programme. 

Perhaps we may use housing as a further example. We welcome the cuts in the 

provision of general revenue subsidies to local housing authorities, but we 

query whether the massive cuts~in capital programmes are wise politically or 

economically. We do not wish to labour the point but a new housing 'crisis' 

would be electorally damaging. The employment implications of restoring a 

sensible housing investment programme would be substantial and housing investment 

has previously helped us to recover from recession. 

Should a new capital programme lead to a higher PSBR figure - so be it. 

This indicator does not, mercifully, have the same standing as it did two years 

ago and in any case we believe we ought to be able to present such a programme 

in a distinct and positive way. 

4/ ...• 
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finally, we warmly welcome the recent narrowing between the rhetoric 

and the reality of economic policy. We are only too aware of the 

difficulties and the conflicting aims which face you in what we believe 

to be a still deepening recession and we send you with this message our 

firm assurance of support in your task. As we said last year, we write 

as friends but very worried friends. The noun and the adjective are 

both valid. 

In view of the scope of this letter we thought it courteous to copy it 

to Jim Prior, Keith Joseph, francis Pym and also to Michael Jopling with 

whom you remember we first raised our worries about some aspects of economic 

policy. 

Hugh Dykes 

~ 
~~-~ . 
David Madel 

Charles Morrison olas Scott 

Rt.Hon.Sir Geoffrey Howe QC MP. 
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10 DOWNING STREET 

Private and Confidential . 
17th February, 1981 

The Cl osed Sho·p . 

The Prime Minister lunched at the I . E . A. today. 

of the relevant extract from Hansard 
for 13th February, together with a 
which Ralph Harris has in mind to 
Lords . 

This Bill goes further than the kind of legislation which 
you suggested on the telephone this afternoon. 

I have written to Ralph today, suggesting that he might get 
into touch with Stephen Abbott . 

Ian Gow 

The Rt . Hon . Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, hlP. 

Encs . 
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The Question was as follows: 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether the) 
will make a statement on the talks between the 
Secretary of State for Employment and Miss Joanna 
Harris on the closed shop policy 'Of the Sand well 
District Council; and what steps they propose to take 
foll()v':ing these discussiom. 

Lord L)'cll : My Lords, on 9th February, my right 
honourable friend the Secretary of State for Employment 
met Miss Joanna Harris and three other employees of 
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council who had been 
threatened with dismissal if ~hey did not join a trade 
union. He reafllrmed his support for their refusal to 
give in to the council's tactics and restated his condem
nation of the council's intoJcrar ' policy, and noted that 
NALGO is abo disregarding the TUC's own guidance 
on the closed shop which urges tolerance. My right 
honourable friend went on to explain how the law now 
operatcs since the passage of the Employment Act 19RO. 
The Government are currently reviewing the law on the 
closed shop in the Green Paper on Trade Union 
f mmunities. Developments at Sandwell will be fully 
taken into account in the review. 

Lord Harris of Grecnwich: My Lords, I thank the 
noble Lord for that answer. First, is he aware that 
this closed shop policy was imposed after Miss Harris 
and a number of others became employees of the local 
authority? Secondly, is he aware that it has also been 
suggested that the action of the local authority is 
unlawful? Is that so? If their action is unlawful, 
are the noble Lord's department and that of the 
Secretary of State for the Environment proposing to 
warn this local authority and any others which may 
be conternplating eq ually offensive behaviour of this 
~haracter that they are putting themselves at the risk 
0(" a surcharge from the district auditor? Lastly, is 
the Minister aware that a very large number of people 
in this country regard the behaviour of the local 
authority as absolutely outrageous in putting this young 
woman into the position of having to choose between 
her principles and joining a very, very long dole queue 
and that if in f3ct matters of this sort cannot be 
resolved under the present law there will be an over
whelming demand for a change in the law? 

L.ord Lyell: My Lords, may I reply to the noble 
Lord's questions in reverse order. The Government 
are revie\',; ing trade union immunities so far as the 
closed shop is concerned in the Green Paper which is 
under discussion. All of us are aware of the sense of 
uutrage and indignation which this pa~ticular case has 
~lroused all round the country. The noble Lord asked 
me about a ~urchargc on members of the councilor ' 
on the council itself. That is a hypothesis. The 
question l~ r a penalty or a fine will be taken up and 
decided by an industrial tribunal. So far as we under
stand it, ~t iss Harris has not yet gone to a tribunal. 
That is her right. To thc vcry first question which the 
nohle Lord asked me, the answer i~, Yes, the Govern
ment are aware that Miss Harris joined the council 
before a closet! shop policy was introt!lIccd. 

Lord Harris of IH~h Cross: My Lords, may I ask 
the noble Lort! whether he is aware of a lettcr which 

407 Mi.H Joanna Harris: 

t he Secretary of Statc wrote to M r. McWhirt'er and 
i ..,~u('d to the pres"; on 4th February before sceing Miss 
J(lanna Harris which. after puhlicly condemning the 
council's ruthless and inhuman closed shop policy, 
went 011 to say explicitly: 

" It I~ quite clear that what Sandwell are proposing is unlawfu l 
tinder the termc; of our recent Employment Act:"? 

M;1V I a:--k the Minister whether he will now repudiate 
t 11L' • SCLTt:t;1ry of Stale and explain that in fact the 
Employment Act whi'Ch was recently passed, regret
fully, through this House without any amendment of 
this clau<-t.; specifically licenses employers to sack 
employees in these circumstances and fobs them off 
\\ith the possibility of compensation if they go to a n 
induq ri ul trihunal'! 

Lord Lyell: My Lords, I would not repudiate 
anything ~'hich my right honourable friend says. Far 
h~ it from me. I am always tempted when noble 
Lords quote from leuers to say to them, •• Read on , 
read on ", DL'ca use very often such statements arc taken 
out of context. I do not think that the noble Lord is 
doing that. Tht: noble Lord asked me about fobbing 
off employees . The Employment Act 1980 does no 
such thini! . That Act strengthcns the position of the 
~mployee~ Under the 1980 Act, ifan employec's case 
is proved to be conclusively in the employee's favour, ' 
at the industrial tribunal, that employee stands to gain a 
\cry large sum in compensation. 

Lord Bruce of Donington: My Lords, without 
pressing the noble Lord further on this particular case 
but in the light of the review which he has announced. 
will he bear in mind that there are always a number of 
p.:oplc in th.is country who are quite prepared to be 
employed at rales of pay and under conditions of work 
which ha\'l~ heen gained for the class as a whole by the 
trade union movement without at the same time 
accepting part of the responsibility themselves to aid in 
that particular process '? Will he also bear in mind that 
translated into purely general terms, the arrangements 
which are referred to in the Question have been found 
to be to the advantage of wide sections of aritish 
industry ami have been paid tribute to many times by 
leadill~ employers in this country? 

Lord L~' cll: My Lords, the law of this country-and. 
indeed. the Employment Act-does not entirely support 
everything that the noble Lord has said. We believe 
that the Employment Act has strengthened the position I 

of each individual employee who wishes to work 
throughout indu:--try in the United Kingdom,'either in a 
union or outside it. In this particular ca~c, Miss 
Harris wished to work for that authority. When she 
entered employment her contract in no terms stated that 
~h~ had to join a union and we believe that the 
Employment ;\ct 1980 strengthens the right of Miss 
Harris and indeed the right 9f every similar worker. 

-,- - -... --... -.. ' - ---.--.~ 

( / - Lord 8oyd-Carpcnte -My Lords, is my noblc friend 
"-aware that a right 1pensation for loss of a job is not 

an adequate answer in cases like this. where an employee 
has a job of which ~hc is fond and in which sh~ wishes 
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to work? Is my noble friend further aware that , if the 
outcome of this case is to show that th is lady is to be 
deprived of her job. albeit with compensation, that will 
satisfy many of us of the complete inadcquancy of the 
present law. ~ 

Lord Lyell: My Lords, I take my noble friend 's 
point, but I hope he will accept that in the last resort 
this Government-and many others - have recogni~cd 
that no Government and no law can force people to 

work togcther. 

, ~~;~~ My Lords, assuming that what the 
'atslrict coimcil proposed is lawful a s opposed to un
lav,:ful , can we take it from the attitude of the Secretary 
of State toward~ this young lady that it is the intention 
of the Government, if it is found that the district council 
is indeed behaving lawfully, to change the law'! 

Lord Lyell: My Lords, I believc the question of 
1 whether it is lawful or unlawful in this young lady's 
~ case has yet to be decided, and indeed that is the vcry 

1. 

reason for which industrial tribunals exist. It is they 
who decide whether or not the council has acted 
according to the law. 
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Baroness Gaitskell: My Lords, can the noble Lord 
tell me why it is that many employers are so much in 
favour of the closed shop? Surely they have an 
argument which we should consider as well, because 
very many employers are in favour of the closed shop. 

Lord Lyell: That well may be , my 'Lords. but I 
think the noble Baroness will rccognise that that is a 
different question from the one which I have been 
asked today. 

Lord Harris of Greenwich: 1 ... 1y Lords, taking up the 
point made by the noble Lord. Lord Boyd-Carpenter, 
is the noble Lord aware that the crucial question in 
this case is whether this young woman can get her 
job back, because compensation is not enough? The ' 

1 central question is whether she is going to get that 
~ job hack. At a time of high unemployment it is 
t Wl&lerable that this young woman should be put in 
( itkis position by a local authority behaving in this 
t f,rossiy to talitarian manner. ' 

I 
I 
I , 
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Lord Lyell: My Lords, the Government share the 
f{k'fllngs of your Lordships' House . I understand 
l:i'¥it( it is for (he industrial tribunal to decide on the 
ff~t:frft~ of the ca~e, and the industrial tribunal can 
j'\i'1jurte the employer to reinstate or re-employ the 
fo-mP'l'oyce if the employee's case is found to he justified. 
, fhiok that we should not pre-judge the case, nor 
In,·;ecd sh~ld we go on with the duties of the industrial 
it) ;it.~li~~.. I understand the case will come up early 
M'\([ mefith and I think we ~hol1ld Ica\c it at that. 

11w l .&rd President of the Council (Lord Soames): 
"tV' Lords. in view of what mv nohle friend has said 
I iMnk it would be wd\ if we' were to pass on to th; 
p~?~f hustness; 
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A Bill relatinG to t b e riGhts of citizens to freedom of 

association; otherwise to a mend t h e law relatin~ to eoployees, 

employers ,trade unions and empl oyers' associations; to repeal 

the application of Section 13 and Section 14 of the Trade Union 

and Labour ' ~elations Act, 1974 and for connected purposes in 

pursuance of the Cnited Kingdom's solemn obligation to the 

European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms ratified on 8 ~arch 1S51. 

Be it enacted, etc. 

1 (1) Any Union Membership Agreement containing any clause or 
provision which requires an employer to dismiss any employee 

or tal~ e any sanction short of dis~issal against any employee 

for declining or otherwise r0fusinc to join or associate with 

an independent trace union shall be void and unenforceable at law. 

(2) hny action to secure or enforce any a greement as defined 

in (1) .shall be unlawful notwithstanding any immunity conferred 

by Sectiore 13 and 14 of the irac.e Union and Labour Relations 

Act, 1974. 

(3) For t he avoidance of doubt citizens shall pVTsuant to the 

above named Convention have tte riGht Doth to join unions and 

the right not to join unions. 

(~rafted by Norris McWhirter: 15th Febr~ary 1981) 
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CHANCELLOR cc Chief Secretary 

PRICE BASIS OF THE SURVEY: LATER YEARS 

We discussed this question yesterday with the relevant officials. 

We reached no firm conclusions, but it seemed fairly clear to me which 

way the discussion was heading. 

It occurs to me, however, that before we go nap on a system which 

might well have to endure for another 20 years, there might be a 

case for your sounding out the Treasury official who is perhaps best 

acquainted of all with the issues at stake, but who was not able to 

be present at your meeting. I am thinking of course of Mr FER Butler, 

who was Mr Bridgeman's predecessor as head of the GEP Group, and who 

was an Assistant Secretary in this group before that. He would 

understandably be diffident about committing himself to paper for 

fear of trespassing on Mr Bridgeman's territory. But I do think 

his views would be of considerable interest, and worth obtaining 

informally if a suitable opportunity can be found. 

NIGEL LAWSON 

18 February 1981 
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THE PRIME Mll\lJSTER 18 February, 19 81 

You wrote to me on 9 January enclosing a letter from your 

const ituent, Mr R W Phelps, Chairman of the Gwent Branch of the 

Welsh Disabled Motorists' Club. 

We have had other representations about value added tax o n 

handcontrols for cars and, as this is the season for reviewing 

the boundaries of fiscal reliefs, Geoffrey Howe will certainly 

consider this question most carefully. You will understand that, 

at this stage, I cannot say anything more concrete. 

Thank you so much for letting me know the Club's views. 

John Stradling Thomas, Esq, MP 
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CONSERVATIVE PARTY FINANCE COMMITTEE - 17 FEBRUARY 1981 

A discussion of the Scott Committee Report was led by Paul Dean MP. 
Fifty present. 

1. Mr Dean felt that the Scott report had provided no answers to 
the political problem of public service indexation; nor could an 
answer have been expected from the Committee as constituted. Two 
questions remained: 

i) Is comparability any longer relevant? If the 
Pay Research system has been suspended in respect 
of pay, then can it be relevant to pensions? Should 
we not be asking what terms are required to attract 
the public servants we need. 

ii) What is the future of inflation proofing as such? We 
now have an indexed bottom tier (NI Pension & Earnings 
related pension). We have a top tier that is divided 
into three parts - public service, private pension 
schemes, the self employed. 

2. What to do? Either abandon inflation proofing, or extend it to 
everybody. Mr Dean suggested a compromise solution: 

i) A cut off level for public service pension indexation. 

ii) Higher contributions for indexed public service pensions. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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3. Lord Orr-Ewing (guest) spoke of this dreadful report ••.• 
made three recommendations: 

i) Relativities should be geared to the 100 top 
companies, excluding banks and North Sea oil 
companies. 

ii) Set a ceiling to indexation of 10%. 

iii) Limit pensions in the public sector to, say, 
£10,000 pa. 

It is very dangerous to rely on the judgement of one person (the 

Government Actuary). At least there should be a panel. 

4. Robin Maxwell Hyslop. The Conserative Party has always held out 
against retrospection. A lot of people have accepted early retire
ment on the guarantee of indexed pensions. We must not go back on 
those assurances. Remember, in the private sector there is often 
the appreciation in value of a farm, a shop etc. 

5. Tony Beaumont-Darke. Arrant nonsense that the captain and the 
crew have a lifeboat, but the passengers not. If Sir Bernard Scott 
had guaranteed inflation proofed pensions to his employees at Lucas 

Industries Ltd., Lucas would have gone bust. 

6. Eric Cockeram. The government has made its problem worse by the 
appointment of the Scott Committee. It was inept in its choice of 
members. The Scottish actuary had never run- a pension fund in his 
life - he was a life assurance man. The government must act pretty 

quickly to pour scorn on this report. 

7. Robert McCrindle. Warned the Party of political risk. Many 
of the Party's most loyal workers are retired civil servants or 
retired headmasters. We cannot get away with de-indexing. We should 

i) try to make it easier for private funds to index them

selves, via indexed bonds; 

ii) introduce a cut off point. 
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8. Chris Patten. Don't shoot the messenger. Not sure that we 
can write off the five million state employees. We must look at: 

i) Contributions 
ii) Cut off point. 

9. Peter Hordern. The Scott Report made the wrong comparison. 
It should not have limited itself to employees' contributions. It 
should have looked also at employers' contributions, which have 
rocketed in recent years. 

Indexed linked bonds are too fanciful for words. Indexation of the 
national debt will prevent its real value of falling over time. 
Solution: much higher contributions. 

10. Brandon Rhys Williams. Pensions should be indexed to National 
Income, not to RPI. 

11. Michael Hamilton. You cannot take indexed pensions away from 
those who have them. 

12. John Browne. Took the point about retrospection; but it was 
quite intolerable that civil servants should get special treatment. 
Indexed bonds would be disastrous: the more people are insulated 
against inflation the less is the will and the wish to stop it. 

13. Tony Marlowe~ We should prevent pensioners getting more in 
retirement than the present incumbent of the same job receives. 

14. John Watson. We should maintain past rights but, for the 
future, pensions should be on a commercial basis. The Commercial 
Union cannot sell an indexed pension contract. If they tried to, 
the first thing to do would be to buy their contract, the second to 
sell their shares. 

15. Nick Budgen. We have been round this course many times. The 
dangerous thing about Scott is the implication that there is another 

way out. Indexed bonds are not a way out. They would upset the 
whole capital market. Granny Bonds are tolerable as a small anomaly: 

on a big scale they would be highly undesirable. Small firms could 

never borrow if index linking became a regular feature of the fixed 

interest market. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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16. Stephen Do~l. Would like to say a word in favour of indexed 
bonds. They represent an attempt to protect the capital value of 
past savings. 

17. Sir Robert Taylor. Felt the first thing MPs had to do was to 
renounce indexation in their own pensions. He had put down an 
amendment to the Pensions Bill accordingly. 

18. Peter Lloyd. The Party line, given to enquirers at Central 
Office during the election, was that we introduced indexed pensions 
and we would stand by them. At the next General Election it would 
be perfectly proper to change policy, but not now. 

19. William Waldegrave. MPs who have bought extra years in their 
pension scheme would have something to say if indexing were terminated. 
The indexation should be related to some index of real national income, 
not the BPI. 

20. Nigel Foreman. Agreed on a cut off point and on increased 
contributions. But the change must not be retrospective. 

21. Paul Dean, summing up. Thought that three things had emerged. 

1. There was a concensus that the government ought to do 
something, and do something fast. 

2. It was vital to realise that Scott had concentrated 
solely on the employees' contribution and ignored the 
comparison of employers' contributions. 

3. An acceptable compromise might lie in 

i) Maintaining faith with those already retired, with 
a cut off point if inflation goes past a certain 
point. 

ii) Recognising that contributions simply do not 
reflect modern conditions, and acting accordingly. 

~ 
P J CROPPER 
18 February 1981 
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:OTE OF A MEETING 

Record of Meeting held at No 11 Downing Street on 17 February 1981 

Present: Chancellor 
Colin Shepherd MP 
John Major MP 
Kenneth Lewis MP 
David Knox MP 
Mark Wolfson MP 
Robin Squire MP 
Keith Hampson MP 
Sir David Price MP 
Brian Mawhinney MP 
John Hunt MP 
Ivan Lawrence MP 
Ian St-ewa.:r t MP 
Tony Newton MP 

Kenneth Lewis asked wh~t would happen if President Reagan tried to 

do what the UK Government had tried. 

this not hurt the UK economy? 

If he tried to export more would 

Mark Wolfson said the gaping hole in the Government's .strate:$lY and the 

Government's presentation was the treatment of new firms: how could 

anyone in an area of high unemployment have any hope? 

Sir David Price said that the Government was in a catch- 22 situation: 

when reducing public expenditure the first thing done was reduce 

purchasing from the private sector. A considerable proportion of 

revenue ; from the North Sea was going into the old ailing industries. 

He had no ide ological objection to money going into industry, but was 

it going to the right industries? The French backed successful 

companies with help for investment; the UK Government should be more 

open and discuss how our industry could be helped in a constructive 

way. 

Ivan Lawrence said that small companies would not take on labour when 

the upturn came: they would just increase productivity. People should 

be encouraged to put their redundancy payments into starting small 

businesses. 

said 
Keith Hampson/that help for small companies given so far had not brought 

down the unemployment total. There should be more help in the form of 

grants, etc, to small companies in the regions who took on more employees. 

I 
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Sir David Price returned to the point that it would help to have more 

capital expenditure and less current expenditure by government: intelliged 

public purchasing was required. Also the financing of joint ventures 

wIDth nationalised industries should be excluded from the PSBR. 

Brian Mawhinney said he hoped for a windfall profit tax on the banks. 

But also banks must be told to set aside some of their profits for 

venture capital. Small firms should be allowed a "tax rollover" if 

they incre a sed the number of their employees. 

David Knox said that there were many parallels with the 1920s and 1930s. 

Would the eventual outcome be any different? It took a long time for 

the Conservative Party to live down its reputation as the party of 

unemployment. 

a 
Robjn Squjre thought that last year was the time for/bank profits 

tax. Banks were now doing much more to support companies. Also there 

were more and more public capital projects which would have to be 

carried out one day; labour was relatively cheap at the moment - surely 

this was the best time to carry out these capital schemes? 

John Major said that the public had been led to believe that in dire 

need there would be industrial rescues, despite the cost to the PSBR; 

but Government were not seen as ready to spend the money to prevent 

industrial collapses. Small companies resented the subsidies being 

given to the big nationalised industries. Interest rates had now 

moved sharply positive: in such conditions it was very difficult to 

defend the continued high~vel of MLR. 

Keith Hampson and Colin Shepherd both argued that heavy fuel oil duty 

should be replaced by VAT: this would lighten the burden on business. 

Colin Shepherd said it was important to get the balance of the fall in 

inflation right. Private sector prices were down and profit margins 

were squeezed, while nationalised industry prices had continued to rise 

rapidly. But private sector profit margins would have to be restored 

one day and when that happened there was no prospect of a compensating 

slowing down in the increase in nationalised industry prices. He also 

argued that manning must not be artificially increased by Government 

subsidies. 

2 
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Finally if the Government really wanted to increase employment 

small businesses the answer was to change capital taxation. 

in 

John Major thought that the real way to get small companies to expand 

was to reduce interest rates. 

David Knox said that wage settlements had been falling in a satisfactory 

way, but in exceptional circumstances of high unemployment. What would 

happen in the upturn? 

Ivan Lawrence asked why the Government did not save the £3,500 per 

annum paid to each unemployed person by spending this amount on 

capital expenditure. 

PS/Chancellor 
Distribution: Chief Secretary 

Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (L) 
Mr Ridley 
Mr Cropper . 
Mr Newton :r-W 
Mr Stewart MP 
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Dear Sir, 
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On behalf of the North Angus & Mearns Constituency Association, I write to you to 

ask you to heed the call of the Scotch Whisky Association Information Committee not 

to increase the tax on Scotch whisky. As their figures show, the situation has now 

reached the point of diminishing returns, i.e. the increase of 50p duty in your last 

Budget resulted in a drop of revenue of £71m as opposed to the forecast by your 

Department of additional revenue of £112m. 

Our concern at the treatment meted out to the industry is magnified since we are in 

an area of Scotland with a large number of distilleries; indeed, the area is 

probably second only to Strathspey in this respect. There is, for example, bulk 

production of grain whisky at Glenesk Distillery, Hillside, and the excellent malt 

of tiOld Fettercairntl • It serves to highten our awareness of the detrimental effect 

your and previous Chancellors' actions have on the industry; whisky cannot 

continually be regarded as a never ending source of easily collected money. 

Simply to emulate the actions of your predecessors would be to add your name to the 

lengthy list of politicians who have regarded whisky as a bountiful provider to 

stock government coffers and we ask you to look at the wider issues. The industry is 

an employer of many workers for whom the distillery is a vital source of employment; 

it is efficient and, in relation to production figures, labour costs are low. In 

other words, it is a good example of the type of industry that your leader, 1trs 

Thatcher, is so concerned to promote. The product is renowned world-wide and is one 

of the few items by which a national image of Scotland is still fostered. The many 

attempts to imitate Scotch whisky indicate its desirability. 

If/ 
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If the reward for efficiency and effort is simply to be increased duty with a 

subsequent drop in sales, it leaves one to ponder the ethos of a supposedly 

free-enterprise party. The effec1s of that drop in sales on the small communities 

for whom the distilleries are vital could be catastrophic. Already many workers 

are on short time ru1d this ultimately affects many others whose income depends on 
industries. 

We therefore ask you not to impose any increase in duty in your coming Budget _ not 

only on behalf of the Scotch whisky industry but also on behalf of all those who 

work or benefit from an industry whose basic sin is to have too well and thus 

become irresistable to countless short-sighted governments whose only interest, it 

would seem, is gain without consideration - a policy that must ultimately lead to 
loss for everyone concerned. 

Yours faithfully, 

Wm. Fleming, 

Chairman. 



10, DOWNING STREET, 

Wi iHALL S.W.l 

With the Private Secretary's 

Compliments 



10 DOWNING STREET 

THE PRIME MINISTER 20 February 1981 

Thank you for your letter of 13 February 

about Development Land Tax and inner cities. 

I will certainly ensure that the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer takes into 

account the points which you have made 

in reaching his Budget decisions. 

L. A. Wilson, Esq. 



From the President 
The House-Builders Federation 
82, New Cavendish Street, London W1 M BAD 

Telephone 01-580 5588 . Telex 265763-

Rt Hon Mrs M H Tha tche r MP 
10 Downing Stree t 
LONDON SWI 

LAW/JRH/PH/F.2 ~\lb 
13 February 1981 

DEVELOPMENT LAND TAX AND I NNER CI TI ES 
I 

With the Budget Statement due to be made on 10 March, I am writing to 
draw your attention to an amendment that is urgently required to the 
Development Land Tax Act 1976, unless that tax is to be an instrument 
for sterilising private development prospects in the inner cities, 
New Towns and Urban Development Corporations. In view of your clear 
commitment which I and my members share, to the revival of our inner 
cities, I am sure that you would wish me to draw this to your atten
tion, in order that you may raise it directly with the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer. 

Stated in summary form, the problem arises bec~use disposals of land 
by the public sector may not be immediately price- comparable to those 
in the open market; indeed, in some areas, such as the inner cities, 
there may be no open market with which to compare public sector dis
posals. Under the DLTA, the result of this lack of comparable price 
is that a house builder or industrial developer may agree to buy land 
from a local authority, at a price for which there is full public 
accountability. When development commences, the District Valuer may 
decide, for DLT valuation purposes, to impose a higher value on the 
land than that agreed by the parties . The developer may then discover 
a DLT liability that was not known or anticipated nor was it discover
able when the deal was struck and which, had it been known, may have 
led to the deal not being struck. Exactly these circumstances in 
some New Towns are currently contributing to a slow- down of disposals 
of New Town land, because of developers' uncertainty, and we fear 
that the d~sposals programme of the London Docklands Development Corp
oration could be impeded for the same reason - particularly since 
there is virtually no ·existing market there for new houses for sale, 
and values will need to be established by a ' creative partnership 
between private developers and LDDC. 

We have proposed to the Chancellor that disposals of land by New Town 
Development Corporations, local authorities and Urban Development 
Corporations, as well as sales at arm's length at public auction or 
open tenders, should be automatically franked as being a full market 
value and should, therefore, require no further notification for DLTA 
purposes when subsequently developed. 

. .. / .. . 
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Not only would such an exemption assist your policy of inner city re
generation, but it will meet another of your objectives, the reduction 
of bureaucracy. The small tax losses involved in total in these cases, 
will be more than matched by the reduction in bureaucracy and in saving 
in the time currently wasted in the private sector in compliance with 
the DLTA, in circumstances where no DLT liability should arise. I 
enclose a copy of the paper we have sent to the Chancellor and, in view 
of the urgency of this matter, would ask if we could meet you to ampli
fy our concern. 

Yours sincerely 

L A Wilson 
President 
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The House-Builders Federation 
82, New Cavendish Street) L0l1dol1 WI M BA. D 

Telephone 01-580 5588 . Telex 265763. 

DEVELOPMENT LAND TAX 

BUDDET REPRESENTATIONS 

1. The Finance Act 1980 should have provided the Government with an 

opportunity to unveil its conclusions concerning the major recasting 

of DLTA, which it clearly perceived to be necessary in Opposition. 

Instead, with the exception of a well-meaning but insignificant amend

ment to allow for advance valuations, the amendments produced were 

minor. HBF had understood,and had been encouraged by Ministers in that 

beljef,that a major review of DLT was to be undertaken as part of the 

review of capital taxation which was announced by the Chancellor in his 

Budget Statement in 1979. There has been no considered statement to 

indicate whether the review has taken place and what its conclusions were. 

The only indication of this government's attitude to the structure of 

DLT was the brief comment of the Financial Secretary to the 

Treasury on 26th June 1980, in the Standing Committee on the Finance Bill 

(col 958 Standing Committee A). 

2. In that intervention in the Gommittee, the Financial Secretary drew 

attention to five changes made by this administration to the DLTA which, 

by implication, left the tax in an acceptable form. These were:-

1. the reduction in the rate of tax made in . 1979, 

2. the recasting of the legislation as a result of a minor 

amendment to Base Values, 

3. the extension from one to two years of the deferral prior to first 

payment of instalment, 

4. the introduction of advance assessments; and 

5. the exemption of charities. 

• .• /2 
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Wi th th0 exc e ption of the r e duction in the rate, which was welcome, 

although it should not be forgott e n that 60% is still a penal rate, 

these amendments do not comprise any maj o r ~ecasting of the tax and 

c ertainly they do virtually nothing to reduce its damaging effect on 

the housebuilding industry. 

3 . HBF again commends to the Chancell or all the points that it_made 

in its memorandum last year and sees no reason for rewriting any of that 

paper, which is still fully applicable ~ In this paper,therefore, HBF 

will be reminding the Chancellor of some of the reasons for continuing 

to regard DLTA with dismay . and will emphasise one point concerning 

the way in which manpower costs arising from the excessive bureaucracy 

of the Act can be reduced. It would appear to be consistent with 

government manpower and expenditure plans that any possible savings in 

these areas should be made and therefore whilst commending all the points 

that were made in last year's memorandum, a copy of which is attached, 

RBF emphasises the specific advantages in manpower terms of exempting 

certain categories of transactions from the DLTA and makes. recommendations 

for so doing. 

The origins of DLTA 

4. HBF is concerned that this government has failed to carry out its 

promised review of the Development Land Tax Act 1976 and that it appears 

to have accepted it as a satisfactory piece of legislation. This is 

surprising', in view of the comments made by Conservative spokesmen in 

Opposition and also in the light of major defects of the legislation 

that are apparent on a comparitively cursory inspection. 

5. Development Land Tax was introduced in 1976 by the Labour GoVernment 

as part of its Community Land Scheme. The object of this scheme was 

described :In ,the White Paper "Land" as being:-

(a) to enable the community to control the development of land in 

accordance with its needs and priorities; and 

(b) to restore to the community the increase in the yalue of land 

arising from its efforts. (CMND 5730m para ' 16). 

The Community Land Act 1975 dealt with objective (a) and the Development 

Land Tax Act 1976 with (b). 

. .. /3 
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6. The t wo also wer e conceived as part of the same sche me and we re 

complementary in purpose. They were designed to a chie ve a socialist 

solution t o the owner s hip o f develo pment land. In that connecti on, 

it s h ould be n oted t ha t t he DLT Ac t was a trans i t i onal mea sure, d e s igned 

only t o deal with the prob lems o f development g ains during the period 

l ead ing u p t o the " S econd Appo i n ted Day" u nd er t he Community Land Ac t, 

at which date; -

(a) al l development land would be in the ownership o f local authorities; 

and 

(b) the basis o f compensation would cease to be open market value and 

would become current use value . 

It was never intended, even by its authors, to be a permanent measure . 

The rate of Development Land Tax was intended to rise from 80% to 100% 

as the Second Appointed Day approached, prior to disappea ring or .. becoming 

redundant, (the exact details of the millennium were never, as is usually 

the case, entirely clear) . 

7. The DLT Act was confiscatory in intention and did not recognise any 

right to profit from the development of land, as a consequence of which, 

it made no distinction between "windfall" gains and gains made by 

entrepreneurial expertise and effort in the course of realising the 

development potential of land . In this, it contrasted with Development 

Gains Tax, introduced under the Finance Act 1974, and which was taken over 

by the incoming Labour Government from the previous Conservative administra

tion. DGT did recognise the distinction and excluded land owned and developed 

by those holding it as stock-in-trade. 

8 . DLTAwas and remain~therefore,part of an attack on the right to own 

and develop . private property and to enjoy the profits from so doing, rather 

than a genuine attempt to deal with the problems of gains that are realised 

by the good fortune of inherited ownership , or by the zoning of land on 

a development map. 

9 . The Conservative Party in Opposition was clear that the Community Land 

Act would be repealed. It recognised that a tax on development gains, 

particularly to deal with windfalls, was politically necessary and, on 

balance, appeared to favour the retention of DLT,· in a form modified 
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to take account of its failure to di s tinguish b e tween windfalls and 

gains arising as a result of skill and e nterprise. 

10 . The 1979 Election Manifesto contained no mention of either the 

Community Land or the Development Land Tax Act, but there was a clear 

general understanding amongst all groups and interests concerned with 

land, that the Community Land Act would be repealed and the Development 

Land Tax Act extensively modified, although precisely how, was not 

specified . 

11. This is reflected in the following passage, written by Hugh Rossi MP, 

then the main spokesman in Opposition on DLT matters, with whom most 

representative bodies including HBF has extensive consulta tions at the 

insistence of the then Shadow Chancellor,who regarded DLT as an land

policy issue. Considerable reliance was therefore placed upon Mr Rossi's 

assurances of amendments to come. He wrote in "National Builder", in 

March 1979 as follows:-

" As to the Development Land Tax, there is no outright commitment 

to repeal. I do not think a repeal would be acceptable" ••• "However, 

we wish to vary th~ Development Land Tax so that it operates in a 

different way, reverting to the concept of a special capital gains tax 

on the value added to land as a result of the granting of a planning 

permission. We want to side-track this difficult concept of 'deemed 

disposals', which makes it very difficult for any intending developer 

to know what his liability is likely to be before he starts his development". 

12. This belief that DLT was not an acceptable solution to a Conservative 

administration, at least without major amendments, was reflected in the 

Second Reading Debate on the Bill, on 15th March 1976, both in the terms 

of the Opposition amendment and also in Timothy Raison M.P's careful 

analysis of the key shortcomings of DLT (Hansard Vol 907 No 69 col 954 

and cols 960 to 963). Equally revealing are the comments of Mr Peter 

Rees QC MP on 27th June 1978, in the Finance Bill Committee, when he 

described DLT as "a badly constructed tax at a confiscatory rate" and 

he said, "that it might need to be recast". (Standing Committee A, 

27th June 1978, col 1718). 

. .. /5. 
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The failure of this government to undertake any fundam e ntal revi e w of 

the structure of DLT, as opposed to reducing its rate, is a cause 

both of concern and surprise to housebuilders. HBF would like to know 

the reason for the change of attitude towards what was always represented 

by Ministers of this government until taking office, as an unacceptable 

piece of socialist legislation. 

The DLT Act - An Overview 

13. The key defects in the DLT Act that affect housebuilding and to which 

HBF has previously drawn attention are summarised below:-

(a) DLT Act fails to distinguish between windfall gains and earned 

profits; 

(b) Tax may be payable prior to and irrespective of any profit on a 

development as a consequence of the "deemed disposal"; 

(c) Tax payable on a "deemed disposal" on the basis of a notional 

value, which may often vary from the intrinsic value of the site 

for the development in question, according to the developer in 

question. The result is a higher true rate of tax than the Act 

prescribes; 

(d) DLT is frequently a tax on inflation and conflicts with the 

general acceptance, since the introductiom of stock appreciation 

relief, of the need to avoid taxing inflationary gains in the 

value of stock-in-trade; 

(e) DLT will eventually destroy the asset structure of the housebuilding 

industry and will contribute to the expansion of demand for credit; 

(f) DLT does not allow for development losses to be offset against 

development gains; 

(g) Th~re are inadequate allowances for the costs of development 

agalnst gains - e.g. the cost of holding land cannot be fully 

included in Base Value calculations and, therefore, is not 

available to be offset; 

(h) The tax is unreasonably bureaucratic and costly; the true cost of 

DLT should include not only the cost of the DLT Office, but also 

the cost of the time spent by District Valuers. Above all the 

major cost is in the senior management time in the housebuilding 

industry spent in compliance with the Act - e.g. there is a choice 

of 28 forms from which the DLTO may chose to require a developer to 

complete. 
. .. /6 
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(k) There is uncertainty as t o liabilities until a comme ncement 

o f development, because the basis of taxation of development 

gains is valuation at the time of a commencement. The intro

duction of "advance valuations" will make little difference 

to this, because a housebuilder still cannot discover his 

tax liability until he has committed himself to buying land. 

At that point, he may discover that the scheme for which he 

bought the land is non-viable by virtue solely and exclusively 

of DLT liabilities. 

All of these points are more fully amplified in the papers previously 

submitted. 

Reduction of Bureaucracy 

14. It would be consistent with the government's wish to reduce wasteful 

bureaucracy if certain categories of transactions were removed from the 

ambit of the DLT Act altogether. We have in mind here any transactions 

which,as a group, involve the full range of notification by housebuilders, 

processing by the DLTO, reports by District Valuers and their possible 

assessments to tax, further negotiations but which normally result in 

nil liability. Clearly if there were any category of notifiable trans

actions which alw~ resulted in nil liability, there would be an 

unanswerable case for making it a non-notifiable disposal. However, whilst 

these do not readily come to mind, although there may be some, it is not 

difficult to identify significant categories of transactions with involve 

substantial amounts of time and effort by DLTO, District Valuers and house

builders and which normally result in a nil liability. These include 

disposals by local authorities at "best" price, (Local Government Act 

1972, sections 123 and l27)disposals by New Town Development Corporations 

and disposals following an'acquisition in an arm's length transaction where, 

sh8rt of criminal collusion, a full market price would normally be paid, 

- i.e. public auctions and open tenders. 

15. In each of these categories, the overwhelming majority of disposals 

should result in no liability, but HBF does recognise that this is not 

the case in all such transactions. There may be reasons for a local 

authority in an inner city, in seeking to encourage developers to rejuvenate 

an area, disposing of land at a "'best" price which may not be regarded 

by the DV as full market price. Equally, a New Town Development 

..• /7 
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Corporation may take a similar decision, in order to encourage development 

of its assets . However, HBF believes that where such decisions are taken, 

they reflect a view as t o the price in relation to other socially desirable 

ends or policy objectives and that the price agreed represents the maximum 

price at which the housebuilder is actually prepared to undertake a scheme . 

Whether that is a "market" price in the eyes of the DV, it must, in reality, 

be the market pr ice and the addition of a DLT liability will, and has in 

certain cases, result in unwillingness on the part of housebuilders to 

develop certain si tes , (e . g . Northampton, where, because of the view taken 

by the DV of the value of l and , housebuilders have not bid for three tracts 

of land put on the market by the Development Corporation) . This is an 

example of additional liability t o DLT frustrating other objects of policy which 

may, immediately or' over the long term,return far more revenue than the tax-

take. 

16 . In addition to making certain categories of socially desirable develop

ment difficult and also conflicting with other objects of government policy, 

particularly the disposal of publicly owned sites for private development, 

the amount of revenue raised from these relatively few cases probably does 

not recoup the cost of its collection; if the cost is properly assessed to 

include not only the time of the DLTO, DVs and _local authorities, but also 

that of housebuildersor developers. It therefore appears that it would 

be prudent to write-off relatively small amounts of tax, in order to 

achieve two larger and more significant objectives of this government's 

policy; 

(1) to reduce the cost of unnecessary bureaucracy; and 

(2) to encourage the acquisition and development of publicly owned 

assets in New Towns and inner cities, where the market may not): 

initially, be particularly bouyant and where evidence of its prices 

is _ flimsy. 

17. HBF therefore proposes that, for the purposes of the DLTA:-

(1) all disposals of land by lo~al authorities at "best" price, as 

defined by Sections 123 and 127 of the Local Government Act 1972-, 

should be deemed to have taken place at market value; 

... /8 
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(2) all disposals of land by Ne w Town De ve lopme nt Corporations 

should similarly be deemed; and 

(3) all transactions that are cl e arly at arm's length - i.e. public 

auction, open tender, should be deemed to be at market value. 

The first of these three objects can be met by an amendment to Section 18 

Development Land Tax Act~o insert new sub-sections as follows:-

'!#'i ·;$>\\ ., .~ 

' .. . ';;~1"fo..r\ ,,-,.f"_ cr" 

l 

"18A.-(1) In relation to the deemed disposal of an interest in land which 
was acqu5red by the owner on th~ occasion of an earlier disposal by an 
authority in circumstances where that authority was under a statutory 
obligation (whether by virtue of section 123 of the Local Government 
Act 1972 or otherwise) to obtain a consideration not less than the best 
that could reasonable .be obtained, the last foregoing section shall 
have effect with the modifications specified in subsections (2) and (3) 
of this section. 

(2) Whatever the scope of the project referred to in paragraph (b) 
of the subsection (2) the condition prescribed in that paragraph shall 
be deemed to be satisfied. 

(3) Accordingly, in any application to the Board under paragraph (b) 
of subsection (3) and notwithstanding anything in subsection (4), it shall 
not be necessary for the owner to specify in detail the scope of the 
project proposed to be undertaken!' 

This is indicative of the kind of amendment that might also be required to 

implement the two other objects. 

l_ 18,It should be noted that these amendments and particularly (3) above in para-

graph 17, are only required because of the failure of Section 18 of the 

Development Land Tax Act to operate as it was clearly intended to do by 

Ministers. The substi tution of the realistic "arm's length transaction" test 

for the notional'~aluatiod'basis for giving clearance under that section, 

would remove many of the anomalies that arise at present and would meet not 

only all the points set out above regarding the need to exempt certain 

disposals, but would also facilitate the operation of the Act generally. 

JRH/JST 
Nov 80 



Treasury Chambers, Parliament Street, SWIP 3AG 
01"233 3000 

Rt Hon David 
Secretary of 
Thames House 
Millbank 
IJONDON 

OIL TAXATION 

Howell MP 
State for Energy 
South 

20 February 1981 

You wrote to me today commenting on the draft minute prepared by 
my officials ontlining my oil taxation proposals to the Prime 
Minister. 

You suggest th.at I would be overstating the case to say that the 
industry generally accepts my proposals are justified on the basis 
of current North Sea economics. This must of course be a matter 
of judgment - as the <lra.ft makes clear - but it is not without 
support. The industry generally - through UKOOA - have gone as 
far as volunteering f1000m next year, with the prospect of more 
to corne in future years from the reform of PRT they propose. 
Individual companies have gone out of their way to . stress that 
their preferred solutions - for example Shell/Esso's "advance 
PRT" scheme - are capable of raising at least as much as my own 
proposals : some have even suggested that I could raise more than 
flOOOm in 1981-82 if I wished. And you will recall that Dr Hanuner 
was prepared to accept my revenue objectives. 

I fully accept that the industry has argued that my objectives are 
better reached by other means, and that individual companies have 
objected to the impact of my proposals on their own finances. But 
my impression remains that the industry has made little serious 
attempt to argue that the North Sea as a whole cannot stand the 
extra revenues I propose to take . 

So far as the new tax advance payments proposals are concerned , I 
recognise your concern about the effect of these proposals on 
industry cash flow. But I do not think these disadvantages 



can outweigh the benefits to monetary management which will be 
secured, particularly if - as seems quite iikely - it proves 
impossible to develop a workable advance payment system for PRT. 
We are agreed, of courser. that the detailed machinery needs to 
be modified to take account of hard cases, and our officials will 
be in touch on this. 

Finally, the tactical question whether to introduce the PRT 
proposals in the Finance Bill as published, or to seek clearance 
with the us authorities first . I have considered your preferred 
course - prior clearance - carefully, and I would certainly f i nd 
it attractive if we could be reasonably confident that the us 
authorities would give llS a quick and favourable response. As 
tt is however, we would be very lucky to have any response to a 
"competent authority" approach in time for legislation in this 
yea.r's Bill: after the recent pressure from us companies, the 
us authorities would feel obliged to look at the matter very 
thoroughly, and experience suggests that could take many months. 
And iif the eventual response were adverse, I am not sure that 
it would be easy to modify my proposals to retain creditability 
without losing the substance. 

The risk is,. therefore ,that we would find ourselves a year or 
more hence no further forward, facing. the chcjice between dropping 
P"RT 'changes or renegotiating the treaty. In the meantime, the 
industry would face a long period of uncertainty; and we would 
find it difficult to conceal that our preferred PRT measures were 
in abeyance, waiting on approval from the us. 

On balance, I am sure it is right to press ahead with legislation 
now. 

I enclose a copy of the minute I have sent to the Prime Minister: 
you will see that it has · been amended to take account of your 
position on the new tax advance payment and on the "US credit" 
aspects. 
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The Rt . Hon . Sir Geoffrey Howe , 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
The Treasury, 
Treasury Chambers , 
Parliament Street, 
London SWIP 3AG . 

QC MP 

MOTOR TAXATION AND ROAD EXPENDITURE 

83 Pall Mall 
London SW1 Y 5HW 
Telephone: 01·839 7050 

February, 1981 

The RAC wishes to submit for your consideration - before 
decisions are made about taxation changes to be announced 
in your next Budget Statement - the following observations 
concerning the need to give motorists and motor cyclists 
"better value for money" in regard to motoring taxation 
and road expenditure . 

Motor Tax Income 

The revenue from motor taxes is expected to reach a record 
total of more than £7,000 million in the current financial 
year. If the taxation rates should not be lowered, it must 
pessimistically be pr'edicted that the income to the Exchequer 
from this source will be very much more during the next 
financial year . 

The national traffic mileage has been increasing each year 
and the national consumption of motor fuel has still been 
rising, in spite of progress to make new vehicles more 
economical in regard to fuel consumption and other energy 
conservation measures such as the authorisation and 
encouragement of car sharing . 

Continued growth of the fuel consumption and the Government ' s 
income therefrom seems to be inevitable . Regrettably , 
increases of other ingredients in the price of motor fuel are 
expected and this will automatically raise the Government ' s 
"windfall gains" from the 15% VAT in the retail purchase 
price. Cuts in public transport services are causing greater 
use of private transport for very many essential purposes 
and this will also contribute to the predicted traffic growth . 
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With road expenditure taking more than its fair share of the 
cuts in public expenditure necessitated by the current 
economic situation, it is difficult to understand how the 
Secretary of State for Transport justifies statements that 
the situation in this respect is no worse than previously. 
In any event, however, deferment and abandonment of urgently 
required new road schemes - including even vitally important 
motorway routes to ports - demonstrates to motor vehicle users 
how the benefits which they obtain from the Government's road 
expenditure are undeniably being reduced. 

There is increasing concern about the effects of such a 
policy on the future requirements to facilitate economic, 
safe and convenient movement of the forecast greater volumes 
of traffic in the years ahead. Cutting back the preparation 
of schemes for the future could result in "running out of 
roads" which will be ready for construction. 

The British Road Federation estimates that the Government's 
annual total expenditure on trunk road construction and 
maintenance is now about £480 million. Together with local 
road construction and maintenance expenditure, the total 
national expenditure on roads is less than £1,800 million -
with a continually decreasing trend in spite of the ever
increasing immense revenue from motoring taxes. 

As stressed by the RAC in evidence to the Armitage Inquiry 
on Lorries, People and the Environment, improvement of the 
national road system is urgently required - regardless of the 
controversial decisions to be taken about the permitted size 
and weight of the heavy commercial vehicle - in order to 
minimise accident risks and the inconvenience experienced by 
all other vehicle users when sharing inadequate space on 
congested out-of-date main roads with the large lorries. 
Therefore, the RAC urges the Government to implement as 
quickly as possible the welcome recommendation in the Armitage 
Report that the "continuous process in recent years of 
reducing both actual expenditure on road building and the 
share which it takes of total public expenditure has been 
shortsighted and should be reversed. This should be a 
consideration for central Government not only in deciding 
expenditure on its own roads but also in allocating money 
for local roads". 

This view has been supported by recommendations in the recent 
report by the Select Committee on Transport in the House of 
Commons - following its investigation of the White Paper 
on Roads in England - that "capital investment in new roads 
should receive a high priority in the Government's allocation 
of resources when modest increases in public expenditure 
again become feasible". 

Road Maintenance 

The serious results of lack of suffkient resources for road 
maintenance for many years "are becoming more apparent. With 
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extremely heavy expenditure necessarily being incurred on 
maintenance - or virtually reconstruction - of the older 
sections of the motorway network, there is anxiety that the 
remainder of the main road network will s u ffer as a result 
of inadequate expenditure on essential maintenance work . 

Many complaints are received about the spreading deterioration 
of other minor roads . Financial stringency is causing 
drastic reduction of minor improvements of roads which make 
valuable contributions to road accident prevention . 
Another adverse effect on safety is the cutting of 
expenditure on maintenance of traffic signs and carriageway 
markings - which tends to be at the lower end of the 
priorities list when funds are limited . 

As a result, much of the national road system is rapidly 
becoming visibly dilapidated . This is detrimental to the 
ameni ties enjoyed by residents in the United Kingdom . It 
also creates an extremely unsatisfactory impression of this 
country ' s attractions to the many visiting motorists from 
the Continent. As stated recently by the British Travel 
Association, there were over 1.4 million motoring visitors 
last year and such tourism provided a welcome huge annual 
contribution ~stimated at £300 million) to the balance of 
payments . 

Motor Tax Income Attributable Public Road Costs Ratio 

Official statements have revealed that the ratio of motor tax 
income and public road costs attributable to the use of cars 
and motor cycles - now 2.8:1 - has been steadily increasing 
during recent years. The RAC hopes that you will be willing 
to reduce motor taxation rates to prevent continuance of 
this rising trend and/or to increase substantially the 
grossly inadequate national road expenditure in order to 
achieve the desired result . 

Road Investment 

Whilst recognising the need for the Government ' s current 
policy to restrict public ex~)enditure ! the RAC wishes 
nevertheless to restate its contentions - as submitted to 
successive governments for many years - that greatly increased 
road expenditure is essential, particularly to assist trade 
and industry to achieve economic prosperity . This should 
be regarded as unavoidable capital investment in an 
indispensable national asset required for such purposes . 

North Sea Oil 

It has been pointed out previously that motorists fail to 
understand why they seem to receive none of the advantages 
to be gained from our North Sea Oil - with ever- increasing 
petrol prices and rising taxes thereon . There might be less 
resentment of this if they could see "a light at the end of 
the tunnel" - for instance, if arrangements were being made 
for some of the income from North Sea Oil to be used to 
implement plans for the urgently ·required expansion and 
improvement of the highway system to benefit all road users 
in the years ahead . 

. .. /4 ... 
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The RAC strongly supports the recent representations by the 
British Road . Federation recommending allocation of a 
substantial proportion of income from that source to capital 
expenditure on improvement of the road transport infrastructure. 
This would be a progressive measure to equip the country 
with better facilities to achieve future economic prosperity 
instead of allowing such resources to "disappear down the 
drain" without retention of any long-term assets accruing 
therefrom. 

It would be some consolation to Britain's long-suffering 
excessively taxed motorists using the over-congested highways 
if the Government would initiate comprehensive plans - with 
guaranteed finance - to complete an efficient main road 
network within a fixed period. The resultant reduction of 
fuel consumption and of road transport costs - achievements 
which have been effectively demonstrated where ne'\"~l roads 
have been built - would benefit all road transport users and 
would stimulate the national economy. 

Car Radio Licences 

Whilst making representations about motoring taxation generally, 
I wish also to bring to your attention the strong opposition 
by the RAC to the recent suggestion by the Chairman of the 
BBC that a licence fee - at a suggested level of £10 per 
annum - should be reintroduced for car radios . In addition 
to the objections to such a tax because it would require 
expensive arrangements for bureaucratic administration and 
enforcement, it must be stressed that such unfair discrimination 
against car radio users - without any equivalent licence fee 
applicable to the use of radios elsewhere - would incense 
the motoring public who would rightly regard this as another 
unjustifiable increase of their already excessive taxation 
liabilities. 

Employment Benefits 

Press reports have suggested that you may be giving further 
consideration to alterations of the current liabilities 
relating to taxation of the benefits from private use of cars 
when these are provided by business concerns to employees 
for use in connection with their employment . The RAC's views 
about the principles to be taken into consideration relating 
to any contemplated alteration of the requirements in this 
connection have previously been made known to the Inland 
Revenue, in response to the Consultation Document issued in 
1979 . The views expressed at that time are still maintained . 

Motoring Expendi·ture - . Cost of Living 

In spite of representations made by the RAC prior to your 
1980 Budget Statement, the Vehicle Excise Duty was raised 
by 20% and lOp was added to the tax on each gallon of petrol . 
Therefore, I consider that it is appropriate to repeat some 
of the concluding observations in my submission to you last 
year and to state that such views are expressed 'now even 
more vehemently than in previous years. 

. .. /5 ... 
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Private transport is largely used for essential purposes -
including trade and business operations and for a high 
proportion of journeys travelling to and from work, 
especially when public transport services are not readily 
available, for instance by shift workers and residents in 
rural areas. It should also be recognised that use of 
private transport for leisure purposes makes a major 
contribution to the quality of life for a high proportion 
of the population. Greater restriction of opportunities 
to obtain e:nj oyment in this way, due to further increases of 
motoring taxation, would be resented - especially by car 
users in the lower income groups. 

The 1979 family expenditure survey published recently has 
shown that transport expenditure is the third largest item 
in family budgets - after food and housing - the proportion 
having risen to 13.9% in 1979. It also reveals that 80% of 
transport spending i s devoted to the purchase and running of 
cars. 

Moreover, transport costs are a major ingredient in the 
prices of nearly all services and commodities. Therefore, any 
measures to raise motoring costs would have adverse effects 
on the cost of living and conflict with the vitally important 
objective to lower the level of inflation - whereas lower 
motoring taxes would help to achieve this aim. 

Conclusion 

I very much hope that you will give sympathetic consideration 
to the RAC's views which I have expressed and that decisions 
to be taken shortly, in regard to both motoring taxation and 
road expenditure, will give Britain's 25 million motor vehicle 
licence holders - most of whom drive cars or ride motor 
cycles - a much better deal than in earlier years. 

J. A. Williarns 
Chairman 
Public Policy Committee 
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THE PRIME MINISTER 25 February, 1 981 . 

Dear Fergus, 

Thank you for your l etter about the enquiry from your 

constituent, Mr . Langley . I am happi to endorse the proposition 

th a t people empl o yed by prospe r ous , p r of i table companies should 

also prosper and p r ofit a l ong with them . The ob ject of our 

economic policies is to create the conditions in which companies 

can make profits and prosper and everyone associated with them 

can reap the benefits. Employees have an important part to 

play in making their companies efficient and competitive, not 

least by pitching their pay demands at a level which the 

company can afford while remaining profitable - and not expecting 

wages to rise faster than productivity. 

Yours ever, 

(SGD) MT 

Fergus Montgomery, Esq., M.P. 
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SIGHT AND SOUND EDUCATION LTD 
HEAD OFFICE: SIGHT & SOUND HOUSE, TELEPHONE: 01 -379 3455 TELEX : 262418 SBATH G 

118-120 CH ARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H ODT CABLES: SBATH LONDON 

25th February 1981 

The Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
The· Treasury, 
Parliament Street, 
London SWl. 

Dear Chancellor, 
VAT on Training 

I should like to bring to your attention an instance of unfair 
competition between the public and private sectors in the 
provision of vocational training. 

Under present regulations, the provision of training by private 
colleges is subject to VAT, while the provision of identical 
training by public sector colleges is free of VAT. This would 
not matter so much if the private and public sector colleges 
were not in direct competition for the same market; but they 
are, and the present difference in their VAT treatment is clearly 
wrong. 

Perhaps it would help if I illustrated this unfairness with the 
case of my own Company. 

Sight and Sound Education Limited, a British Company, is the 
largest clerical training organisation in this country, and 
indeed in the world. In the UK we have eight colleges in London, 
Bristol, Birmingham., Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow,Edinburgh 
and Leeds. In addition, we sell complete keyboard training 
systems to Government Departments, the Armed Services, the Police 
and commercial organisations. You will, for instance, find 
Sight and Sound in the Bank of England and the Foreign Office, 
though not, alas, yet in the Treasury! Outside the UK, Sight 
and Sound systems are currently used in 36 countries, and our 
courses are translated into 17 languages. 

In our colleges here in the UK, we train students in keyboard 
skills, shorthand, book-keeping, and general clerical and 
secretarial duties. Some of our students pay their own fees; 
some are sponsored by their employers; and in addition we have 
become the largest private providers to the Manpower Services 
Commission under the TOPS and YOPS programmes. 

In recent years, Sight and Sound has taken a large share of the 
TOPS and YOPS clerical and commercial training. The reason for 
this is the cost effectiveness of our intensive courses by 
comparison with those offered by the public sector colleges. 
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r enclose a copy of a study oncostef~ectiveness which I 
carried out iast ·year. Although the .actual ~ees charged have 
changed slightly since then, the differential between our ~ees 
and those of the public sector colleges has actually widened. 
You will see that we train a complete beginner up to the full 
commercial standard re~uired by a TOPS shorthand-typist in 
14 weeks; Colleges of Further Education produce the same Ii 

I
. l ~tandard in 36 weeks. Takin~ everything in~o account, . therefore, 
i jlt ?osts the taxpayer.approxlmately three tlmes as much.to 

traln a shorthand-typist at a College o~ Further Educatlon as 
at a Sight and Sound College. 

However, although this advantage o~ the private college holds 
good as ~ar as the taxpayer is concerned, the gap is closed 
considerably as far as TSD's budget is concerned, since TSD 
has to pay VAT on the fees we charge, but not on the fees 
charged to it by the public sector colleges. 

In England and Wales in 1980/81, TSD estimates that the average 
weekly fee paid by them for TOPS support for shorthand-typists 
and office machine operators in both private and public sector 
colleges is £40.96. This includes VAT. Excluding VAT, 
Sight and Sound's average weekly fee to TSD is £33.52. This 
gives us a very pronounced price advantage, even on the . weekly 
fee. However, when VAT is added to our gross weekly ~ee, it 
becomes £38.55, and the advantage is greatly reduced. 

Unfortunately, it is not only in competition for TOPS and YOPS 
training that the incidence o~ VAT is unfair. Colleges of 
Further Education also compete with private colleges for private 
students and Company training. Hereagaln, the absence of VAT 
~rom their final price gives them an un~air advantage. 

Please do not think that this is the usual moan o~ a Company 
wishing to have some special exemption ~rom VAT. Sight and Sound 
is well able to compete effectively even under the present 
un~air incidence of the Tax. We are extremely successful; 
we have demonstrated our ability to win round after round in 
the battle with the public sector colleges. However, VAT does 
undoubtedly increase the price o~ training for those people who 
wish to buy it from a private sector college and pay for it 
themselves, rather than buy it from a public sector college 
or wait for the Government to provide it for them. I am sure 
the Government shares my view that wherever possible it is 
better for the citizen to pay ~or his services himself rather 
than have them paid for by Government. It is, therefore, crazy 
that when he does so he should be taxed on it, whereas when he 
accepts the service from the State or purchases it from a State 
provider no Tax is levied. 

I trust that you will remove this un~airness In the forthcoming 
Budget. 

Director 

Encl: 
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SIGHT AND SOUND EDUCATION LTD 
HEAD OFFICE: SIGHT & SOUND HOUSE, TELEPHONE: 01-379 3455 TELEX: 262418 SBATH G 
118-120 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H ODT CABLES : SBATH LONDON 

25th February 1981 

The Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP, 
Chancellor of the Exche~uer, 
The Treasury, 
Parliament Street, 
London SWl. 

Dear Geoffrey, 

COPfF.i 
TO 

L 

22498 

~ . ""-.-. """"" .. -.,,,.--~-. --~---' 
I enclose a formal letter submitting a plea for the removal 
of the unfair incidence of VAT on private vocational 
training. Since you can almost certainly not afford to lose 
any revenue, and since we both support the widest possible 
incidence of VAT, it will not be lost on you that there lS 

more than one way of setting this unfairness to rights! 

With best wishes, 
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10 DOWNING STREET 

From the Private Secretary 26 Fe b ruary,1 981 

You wrote to t he Prime Min ister on 29 January about act i on 
taken by the I nland Revenue to obtain payment of overdue PAYE tax 
and National Insurance contributions from your company. 

Mrs Thatcher is, as you would expect, very much aware of the 
cash flow problems which some small businesses are facing at the 
present time, and she fully understands your concern that the Inland 
Revenue, in these difficult circumstances, should not adopt a heavy
handed approach to the collection of tax arrears. Mrs Thatcher has 
asked me to explain, however, that although the Inland Revenue are 
normally prepared to consider allowing a little latitude over payment 
of tax in general where an employer or taxpayer is facing a special 
financial difficulty, this wo~ld seldom be appropriate where PAYE 
tax deducted from employees' pay is concerned. Amounts due under the 
PAYE system are looked upon as being diff~rent in kind from, say, a 
company's tax on its profits, representirig as they do that element 
in the total wages bill which the employer has held back on behalf 
of the Exchequer from the wages and ' salaries paid to his employees. 
In view of the nature of the liabil~ty, therefore, the Collector 
is bound to expect that PAYE deductions should reach him promptly 
according to the timetable which the law lays down. The date for 
payment is, as you will know, set some two to six weeks after 
the deductions are made from ~oyees, and it does not therefore 
seem unreasonable that where there is a persistent failure to pay by 
the regular monthly dates recovery action may well be the eventual 
result. 

The Inland Revenue have told Mrs Thatcher that your company 
has regularly been late with its monthly PAYE remittances for some 
time now, payment being delayed, on occasion, by as much as a month. 
They go on to explain, against this background, that the instalment 
due from your company for month 8 of the 1980/81 deduction year, 
which should have been in the Collector's hands by 19 December last, 
was still outstanding on 7 January. The Collector, therefore, 
spoke by telephone to your company on that day, ascertained the 
extent of the arrear and indicated that prompt payment was required. 
He also took the opportunity to ascertain the sum due for month 9, 
i.e . for deductions up to 5 January, payable before 19 January. , 
On the same day, he wrote to you and warned you that the amount due 

~ for month 8 shouid be paid by 19 January if distraint proceedings 
were to be avoided; he went on to explain that in the event of a delay 

lin 



in payment of the f urther amount due for month 9, he would have to 
consider taking distraint action to recover it also. The Collector 
rec eived your company's remittance for month 8 o n 13 January , but 
the sum due f or month 9 was still outstanding by 28 January, and 
he was therefore left with no real alternative but to put in train 
the re covery action by distraint that he had mentioned in his letter. 
In the event, you were able to pay the Collector when he called on you, 
and no further action proved to be necessary. 

Mrs Thatcher appreciates that the measures taken by the 
Inland Revenue to obtain payment of these tax arrears will not have 
been welcome to your company, but she has asked me to point out 
that an employer who retains his employees' PAYE deductions after 
the date on which they are due is, in effect, financing his trading 
operations by means of an interest-free loan of public money. The 
Inland Revenue would plainly not be justified ,in allowing such a 
situation to continue and Mrs Thatcher does not feel, therefore, that 
the Collector was exceeding his proper duty in your own case. 

Mrs Thatcher is sorry to have to send a reply which she 
realises you are bound to find disappointing, but the law is quite 
clear about when PAYE tax shall be paid', and her view is, I am afraid, 
that if your company finds the attentions of the Collector unwelcome, 
the remedy really lies in its own hands to ensure that these 
deductions are remitted at the proper time. 

G- G Goldsmith, Esq 




